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INTRODUCTION

The Science of Geometry treats of the properties and con-

' struction of solids, sut^aces, and lines. Plane Geometry

treats only of the line and plane or flat surface, and the

elements of Plane Geometry include the properties of the

straight hne and arcle only, and of combinations of straight

lines and ardes

The science of Geometry is called deductive, because

certain fundamental truths being assumed as obviously true,

the remaming truths of the science are deduced from them

by reasoning

Propositions admitted without demonstration are called

Axioms.

Of the Axioms used in Geometry those are termed

General which are applicable to magnitudes of all kinds •

the following is a list of the general axioms more frequently

used

(a) The whole is greater than its part

Ip) The whole is equal to the sum of its parts

(c) Things that are equal to the same thing are equal

to one another,

(</) If equals are added to equals the sums are equal

{i) If equals are taken from equals the remainders are

equal.

w f,c '
t



2 ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY.

(/) If equals are added to unequals the sums are

unequal, the greater sum being that which is obtained from

the greater magnitude

(g) If equals are taken from unequals the remainders

are unequal, the greater remainder bemg that which is

obtained from tlie greater magnitude.

(//) The doubles and halves of equals are equal

A Theorem is the formal statement of a proposition that

may be demonstrated from known propositions. These

knoivn propositions may themselves be Theorems or

Axioms.

The two next pages, within brackets, may be omitted the first time

of reading the subject

[A Theorem consists of two parts, the hypothesis, or that

which is assumed, and the conclusion, or- that which is

asserted to follow therefrom. Thus in the typical Theorem

IfA IS B, then C is D, (i)

the hypothesis is that A is B, and the conclusion, that

CisD.

From the truth conveyed in this Theorem it necessarily

follows

.

If C IS not D, then A is not B, (li).

Two such Theorems as (i) and^ii)^are said to be contra

positive, each of the other.

For example, if it were universally true that, If a man is a Spaniard,

his hair is black , then it would follow that if his hair is not black, the

man is not a Spaniard Each of these statements is the contiapositive of

the other.

Two Theorems are said to be converse, each of the

other, when the hypothesis of each is the conclusion of the

other.
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If C ts D, then A ts £, (in)

IS the converse of the typical Theorem (i)

The contrapositive of the last Theorem, viz

IfA ts not B, then C ts not D, (iv)

is termed the obverse of the typical Theorem (i)

Sometimes the hypothesis of a Theorem is complex, i e

consists of several distinct hypotheses, in this case every

Theorem formed by interchanging the conclusion and

one of the hypotheses is a converse of the original

Theorem

The truth of a converse is not a logical consequence of

the troth of the original Theorem, but requires independent

investigation

Thus, supposing it wete true that if a man is a Spaniard his hair ts

black
;

it does not follow that if a man’s hair is black he is therefore

a Spaniard for he might be a Turk or of any other nation

Hence the four associated Theorems (i) (n) (m) (iv)

resolve themselves into two Theorems that are independent

of one another, and two others that are always and neces-

sanly true if the former are true
,
consequently it mil never

be necessary to demonstrate ^metrually more than two of

the four Theorems, care being taken that the hvo selected

are not contrapositive each of the other

Ruk of Converston If of the hypotheses of a group of

demonstrated Theorems it can be said that one must be

true, and of the conclusions that no two can be true at tlie

same tune, then the converse of every Theorem of the group

will necessanly be true

I—

2



4 ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY.

Obs. The simplest example of such a group is pre-

sented when a Theorem and its obverse have been demon-

strated, and the validity of the rule in this instance is

obvious from the circumstance that the converse of each of

two such Theorems is the contrapositive of the other.

Another example, of frequent occurrence in the elements of

Geometry, is of the followmg type •

JfA tsgreater than B, C is gi eater than D.

IfA is equal to B, C is equal to D
IfA IS less than B, C is less than D.

Three such Theorems having been demonstrated geome-

trically, the converse of each is always and necessarily

true.

Rule of Identity. If there is but one A, and but one B

,

then from the fact that A is B it necessanly follows that B
IS A.

This is an important axiom in geometncal reasoning De Morgan

used to illustrate it by the following example —
Suppose that m a town there were only one post-office and only one

grocer’s, and that it was known that the post-office was the grocer’s;

then It would follow that the grocer’s was the post-office.

This IS called the axiom of the nmque soluUon, or the rule of iden-

tity]

Explanation of TERars and Signs.

A Problem is a geometncal construction to be effected

by the aid of certam instruments.

It has been universally agreed by Geometers to use

only the ruler, i e. a straight edge, not divided, and a fair'

of compasses, in the solution of Problems.

A Corollary is a geometrical truth easily deducible from

a theorem.
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Q. E D stands for quod erat demonstrandum^ and is usu
ally wntten at the end of a theorem to mark that the truth

of the theorem has been proved

The parts of a Theorem are the general enunciation of

the liypothesis and the fact to be proved, or statement m
general language, the partuidar enunaation, or statement of

the hypothesis and the fact to be proved in the particular

case examined
, and the proof.

In the proof it is frequently necessary to draw certain

lines, or to conceive them as drawn This is called the

construction

REMARKS

A beginner often asks ‘‘What is tbo use of Geometry?’

The following remarks may perhaps help to shew him part at least

of the use of it

What xs Geometry ? What is the object of the science ?

It IS not measurement, because that may be done diteetly If 1 want

to find the height of a tower, I may go to the top, and let a stnng down

to the bottom, and then measure the stnng , but this is not geometry,

though It IS measurement. Geometry is the science of indirect measure-

ment, in which, for example, by measunng one line ive leam the

length of another If I measure the length of the shadcao of the tower,

and also the length of a vertical stick and its shadow, and have proved

by geometneal reasonmg, that as the length of shadow of the stick is to

the length of shadow of the tower, so is the height of the stick to the

height of the tower, that is, measure the height ofthe tower indirectly,

this is a geometrical operation

Now it is plain that many measurements must be effected indirectly

How for example is the height of a mountam ascertamed? Or how is

the distance of the moon from the earth found out to be very nearly

338000 miles? How do we know approximately the size of the sun, or

the weight ofsome of the stars, or the velocity of light ? It is plain that

these results must be obtained by indirect measurement ; and some of
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them are obtained by measurement extremely indirect and circuitous,

and consisting of a very great number of successive steps of reasoning

,

each result, as soon as it is obtamed, serving as the startmg>pomtfrom

which fresh results are attainable.

Now Elementary Geometry gives the beginning of all such chains

of reasonmg The theorems are results which follow from tlie axioms,

and, in their turn, will sene as the foundations for fresh theorems

arranged in a long cham until questions such as those above mentioned

can be solved.

Every theorem therefore may be shewn to be a means of mdircctly

measunng some magnitude. Zn theorem 4, for example, it is proved

AOD^COB

\

that is, \iAOD is accessible, and is measured (by

an instrument suitable for measunng angles), then it is not necessary to

measure COB, for you have proved that it will be the same zsAOB.

Agam in Theorem y, let A he a. post on one bank of a nver,

B, C two posts on the opposite bank; it is required to find the distance

across the nver from B to A.

Measure BC, (which j ou can do, as they are both on the same bank,)

and put up two posts £, E m & field at the same distance apart that

B IS from C: measure the angle at B, that is how much, when standmg

at B, you must turn a line pomting at C till it pomts at A; and

copy this angle atE similarly measure the angle at C, and copy it at E.

Then this theorem has proved that AB=>BE

,

that is if you measuilfi

m the field £B, you will indirectly have measured AB
Theorem 5 is of very great importance, and is a good illustration

of indirect measurement Suppose B and C are two points with an

obstacle between them, a house or a hill for example, how is the

distance from B to C to be measured? This theorem tells you; you

may think it out for yourself

So with this clue to the practical application of the theorems it

will be well to go through all of them ; finding out in each case what

the magnitude is which is mdirectly measured, or the result induectly

obtained; and mventing practical questions to which each theorem

could be applied. 'V



BOOK I.

The Straight Like.

Definitions

1. Afoint has position, but it has no magnitude.

2. A line has position, and it has length, but

has neither breadth nor thickness. , The extremities of a

line are points, and the intersection of tivo Imes is a

point

^Def 3. A surface has position, and it has length and

breadth, but not thickness Tlie boundanes of a surface,

and the intersection of two surfaces, are lines

Df 4. A solid has position, and it has length, breadth

and thickness.

The boundanes of a solid are surfaces.

Df 5 A straight line is such that any part will,

however placed, he wholly on any other part, if its extremi-

ties are made to fall on that other part

'^Def. 6. A plane surface, or plane, is a surface in which

any two points being taken the straight hne that joins them

hes wholly in that surface.
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•^Def 7. A plane figtire is a portion of a plane surface

enclosed by a line or bnes.

8. A arch is a plane figure contained by one bne,

which is called the circumference, and is such that all straight

lines drawn firom a certain point within the figure to the

circumference are equal to one another. This point is

called the centre of the circle.

\fDf 9. A radius of a circle is a straight line drawn

from the centre to the circumference.

Df. 10. A diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn

through the centre and terminated both ways by the arcum-

ference.

IT. "ViTien tivo straight lines are drawn from the

same point, they are said to contain, or to make with each

other, a plane angle. The point is called the vertex, and

the straight hnes are called the arms, of the angle.

An an^e is a simple concept incapable of definition, properly so

called, but the nature of the concept may be explained as follows, and

for convenience of reference it may be reckoned among the definitions

A hne drawn from the vertex and turning about

the vertex m the plane of the angle from the position

of coincidence with one arm to that of coincidence

with the other is said to tom through the angle

:

and the angle is greater as the quantity of turning is

greater Smce the hne may turn from the one posi-

tion to the other m either of two ways, two angles are formed ly two

straight hnes drawn from a point. These angles (which have a common

vertex and common arms) are said to be conjugate. The greater of the

two is cidlcd the mt^or conjugate, and die smaller the minor conjugate,

angle.

T^Tien the angie contained by two lines is spoken of without qualifica-

tion, the minor conjugate angle is to be understood. It is seldom

requisite to consider major conjugate angles before Book IIL
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When the arms of an angle are in the same straight hne,

the conjugate angles are equal, and each is then said to be

a straight angle

An angle is named by a single letter at its verte'c, as A
or by a letter at the vertex placed betiveen letters at points

on each of its arms, as BA C, or CAB
Def 12 When three straight lines are drawn from a

point, if one of tliem be regarded as lying between the other

two, the angles which this one (the mean) makes with the

other two (the extremes) are said to be adjacent angles and

the angle between the extremes, through which a line

would turn in passing from one extreme through the mean

to the other extreme, is the sum of the two adjacent

angles. V

Thus AOBt BOC ace. adjacent,

aa^AOB+BOC^AOC,

^^oAOC-COB=AOB

Def. 13 The bisector of an angle is the straight hne that

divides it into two equal angles.

•J^Def 14 When one straight Ime stands upon another

straight line and makes the adjacent angles equal, each of

the angles is called a right angle

Obs Hence a straight angle is equal to two right

angles, or, a right angle is half a straight angle, and a

straight Ime makes with Us continuation at any point an

angle of two nght angles.

uD(f 15. Aperfendicidar to a straight line is a straight

Ime that makes a nght angle with it.

Df. 16 An acute angle is that which is less than a

nght angle.
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yTDef. 17. An ohhtse angle is that which is greater than

one right angle, but less than two nght angles.

D^. 18. A reflex angle is a term sometimes used for a
major conjugate angle

19. llTien the sum of two angles is a right angle,

each is called the complanent of the other, or is said to be

complementary to the other.

Def. 20. I^^en the sum of two angles is two right

angles, each is called the supplement of the other, or is said

to be supplementary to the other.

>^Def. 2r. The opposite angles made by two straight

lines that mtersect are called vertically opposite angles.

^Drf 22. A plant rectilinealfigttre is a portion ofa plane

surface mclosed by straight hues. "When there are more

than three inclosing straight lines the figure is called a

polygon.

23. A polygon is said to be when no one

of Its angles is reflex.

i Def. 24- A polygon is said to be regular -when it is

equilateral and equiangular, that is, w^hen allits sides and

angles are equal

y/hef, 25. A diagonal is the straight line joining the

vertices of any angles of a polygon which have not a common

arm.

Def. 26 Theperimeter of a rectihneal figure is the sum

of Its sides.

Df. 27. The area of a figure is the space inclosed by

Its boundary.

>fDf. 28. A triangle is^ a figure contained by three

straight Imes.
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^JDrf 29 A quadrilateral is a polygon of four sides, a
pentagon one of five sides, a hexagon one of six sides, and so

on.

Geometrical Axioms

1 Magnitudes that can be made to coincide are

equal.

2 Two straight lines that have two points in common
"

2̂ wholly in the same straight hne

/3. A fimte straight line has one and only one point of

bisection

4 An angle has one and only one bisector

Postulates

Let It be granted that

\/z. A straight line may be drawn from any one point to

any other point

\f

2

A terminated straight line may be produced to any

length in a straight line

^7, A circle may be described from any centre, with a

radius equal to any finite straight hne

It will he seen that these postulates amount to a request to use the

straight edge of a ruler, and a pair of compasses , the latter being such

that a distance can be earned by them from one part of the paper to

another

It may be useful to have a list of the denvations of some of the

common terms used in geometry

Axiom dilujua, a statement deemed true.

Theorem 6eiSpr)/ta.

Hypothesis ixodea-is, a supposition, a foundation, from M, tWij/u.

Identity Idem, identidem, the same thing
^

Geometry /lerplta, to measure land

Diameter Sid yerpla, to measure across
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Platit. Planus, leveL

Complement. Compleo, to fill up

Rectilinear Recta, hnea, a straight line.

Polys^oti noKis, yavla, many angles

Diagonal' oia yii-ila., across from angle to angle

Perimeter vepl to measure round

Triangle. Tres, angulus, vnth three angles

Quadrilateral Quadra (quater), latus, "with four sides

Equilateral iCquus, latus, having equal sides

Pentagon, vivre yavla, with five angles

Postulate. Postnlatum, a thing requested

Isosceles fees oriXos, IoookcX'^s, having equal legs

Hypotenuse. 6r6 rclvovaa {ypapfii]), the line stretching across.

Parallel irapa, a\\ij\a, alongside of one another.

Parallelogram vapa, (JXXijXa, ypaftpig, made by lines alongside of one

another.

Trapezium, rpiirejn, a table

Trapezoid rparej^oeiS^, hke a table.

Orthogonal, opdds, yuila, having right angles.

SECTION I.

Angles at a Point.

Theorem i.

All tight angles are equal to one another.

A

3 o

p

a & 'S

Part En Let ABC, PRS be right angles j

It is required to prove that ABC is equal to PRS
Proof. If the point B were placed on the point R, and

the hne BC along the line RS,
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then because the lines DC, QS are straight,

therefore the line BD would fall along the line RQ,
(Ax. 2

)

therefore the angle DBC coincides with, and is equal to, the

angle QRS. (Ax x

)

But by Def 14, the angle ABC is half the angle DBC

,

and the angle PRS is half the angle QRS,
and the halves of equals are equal

,

therefore the nght angle ABC is equal to the right angle

BRS Q E. D

Cor r At a given point in a given sti eight line there

can be only oneperpendicular drawn to that line

Cor. 2 The complements of equal angles ate equal

Cor 3 The supplements of equal angles aie equal

Theorem 2

If a straight line stands upon another straight line it

makes the adjacent angles together equal to two right angles*

Part En Let DB stand upon

the straight line AC

,

It IS required to prove that the ad-

jacent angles ABD, DBC are to-

gether equal to two right angles J c

Proof Because ABC is a straight line, (Hyp )

therefore the angle ABC is equal to two right angles

,

(Def 14)

but the angle ABC is, from the figure, made up of the angles

ABD and DBC, (Def 12

)

therefore the angles ABD and DBC sj& together equal to

two nght angles. Q e d.

Eud. I. 13.
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iLfl̂
^ Theorem

' If the adjacent angles made by one straight line with two

others are together equal to two right angles, these two.straight

lines are in one straight Itne^.

' Part. En. Let the adjacent

angles DBA, DBC made by BD
with the two straight lines BA, BC
be together equal to two right

angles
j

it is required to prove that AB, BC are m one straight line.
*

Proof. Because DBA and DBC are together equal to

two nght angles , ,
(Hyp

)

and DBA and DBC, from the figure, make up the angle

ABC',

therefore ABC is an angle of two right angles

,

and therefore ABC is a straight line. (Def 14 ) Q. e. d

..trCd Theorem 4.

If two straight lines cut one another the vertically opposite

angles will be equal to one another.

Part En. Let the straight lines

AOB, DOC cut one another, and

\ttAOD, BOC be vertically oppo-

site angles

,

it is required to prove that the angle

AOD is equal to the angle BOC.

Proof. Because AOB is a straight line j (Hyp )

therefore the angles AOC and COB are together equal to

two right angles (Th. 2

)

EucL r 14
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Aiid again because DOC a straight line
;

(Hyp
)

therefore the angles AOC and AOD are together equal to

tivo nght angles (Th 2 )

Therefore the angles AOC and COB are equal to the

angles AOC and AOD.
Take away the common angle AOC',

therefore the angle COB is equal to the angle AOD^".
Q E D

Cor. The sum of all the angles made by any number of

lines taken consecutively whuh meet at a point u four right

angles^,

.

Exercises on Angles

1 If two straight lines intersect at a point, and one of

the four angles is a nght angle, prove that the other three

are right angles.

2 T^wo straight lines meet at a point Are the angles

at that point together equal to four right angles?

3, If the four angles made by four straight lines which

meet at a point are all nght angles, prove that the four

hues form two straight hnes.

4. If five lines meet at a point and make equal angles

ivith one another all round that point, each of the angles is

four-fifths of a nght angle.

5 Of two supplementary angles the greater is double

of the less, find what fraction the less is of four nght angles

6. Twelve hnes meet at a pomt so as to form a regular

twelve-rayed star, find the angle between consecutive rays

t Eucl T IS Cor,Exicl I 15
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7. If four straight lines OA^ OB, OC, OD meet at a

point, and AOB=COD, and BOC=DOA, prove that

AOC, BOD are strmght lines

8. Prove that the bisectors of adjacent supplementary

angles are at nght angles to one another.

9. Find the angle between the bisectors of adjacent

complementary angles.

10. Prove that the bisectors of the four angles which

one straight line makes with another form two straight hues

at right angles to one another.

11. If four hnes A O, BO, CO, DO meet at a point O,

and the angles .4 Ojff, COD are given equal, and also AO,
CO are ^ven as bemg in the same straight line; prove that

BO and DO, if on opposite sides of AOC, are also in the

same straight hne.

12. If the comer of the page of a book be folded down

so as to form an obhque crease, prove that the bisector of

the angle between the parts of the edge that meet at the

crease will be at right angles to the crease.
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QUESTIONS ON SECTION I.

I What IS meant by the Elements of Plane Geometiy ?

3 Explain the terms axiom, theorem, converse, eontrapositive, giving

examples of each.

3. State the Geometrical Axioms

4. What IS meant by the axiom of the rule of Identity?

5 State the fact that “all geese have two legs” m the form of a

theorem, with hypothesis and conclusion ; and v/nte down its obverse,

converse and contrapositive theorems.

6 Define a plane surface, and give the test by which a surface is

ascertained to be or not to be plane

y On what does the magnitude of an angle depend ? Shew that

Its magnitude does not depend on the length of the arms

8 What is meant by saying that two pomts determine a straight

line?

9 What are adjacent angles , supplementary angles , reflex angles?

10 Shew how to find the sum and difference of two straight lines

and prove that their sum and difference together are double of the

greater of the two straight Imes

rr. Given the sum and difference of two straight Lnes, find the

lengths of the straight lines

13. Enunciate and prove the obverse and converse of Theorem 4,
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SECTION II.

TWANGtES.

^Def. 30. An tsoscdes triangle is that -which has two

sides equal.

31. A right-angled triangle is that which has one of

its an^es a right angle. An obtuse-angled triangle is that

which has one of its angles an obtuse angle. AH other

triangles are called acute-angled triangles.

Drf. 32. A triangle is sometimes regarded as standing

on a selected side which is then called its base, and the

intersection of the other two sides is called the vertex

When two of the sides of a tnangle have been mentioned,

the remainmg side is often called the base.

33. The side of a nght-angled triangle which is

opposite to the right angle is called the hypotenuse

:S 34. Figures that may be made by superposition

to coincide -with one another are said to be tdeniically

equal
;
and every part of one being equal to a correspond-

ing part of the other, they are smd to be equal m all

respects

Theorem 5.

^ If two triangles have tuo sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, and have likewise the angles

contained by these sides equal, then the triangles are tden-

itcally equal, and of the angles those are equal -which are op-

posite to the equal sides.
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Part En Let the two tnangles BA C, EDF have two
sides of the one equal to two sides of the other, each to

each, and hkewise the included angles equal, viz

j)

AC^JDP, I

and the included angle BAC=ihe included angle EDF,
j

It is required to prove that the tnangles are equal m all

respects,

VIZ the base BC equal to the base EF, and the angle B to

the angle E, and the angle C to the angle F, and the area

ABC to the area DEF
Proof If the point A be placed on the point D,

and the line AB were placed along DE,
then because the angle BAC= the angle EDF, (Hyp

)

therefore the line A C would he along DF.

And because AB =DE, (Hyp

)

therefore the point B would coincide with the point E
And because AC=DF, (Hyp

)

tlierefore the point C would coincide with the point F
Therefore BC would coincide with EF, (Ax. 2 )

and therefore BC=EF (Ax.

and the angles B and C respectively coincide with and are

equal to the angles E and F,

and the area of the triangle BAC coincides with and is

equal to the area of the tnangle EDF^, Q. e. d.

* Eucl I 4
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Theorem 6.

Hie angles at the base of an isosceles ttiangle ate equal to

one another

Part. En. Let ABC be an isosceles tnangle, having

the side AB equal to the side AC\

It is required to prove that the angle B is equal to the

angle C.

Proof. Let AX be llie bisector of the angle BA (7,

(Ax. 4)

meeting the base BCvaX.

Then in the triangles BAX, CAX we have

BA = AC, (H)!!.)'

AX common,
and the induded angle BAX=th.^ mduded angle CAX.

(Hyp.)

Therefore the tnangles are equal in all respects, (Th. 5 )

that IS, the angle at ^ = the angle at C. Q E. n.

Cor. I. If the equal sides be produced the angles on the

other side of the base will be equal.

Cor. 2. If a triangle is equilateral it is also equi-

angular.

* EttcL T. s.
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* Theorem 7.

f«* If two triangles have one side of the one equal to one side

of the other, and the angles at the extremities of those sides

equal, each to each, then the triangles are equal m all respects,

those sides being equal which are opposite to the equal

angles *.

Part Bn Let the triangles ABC, DEFlaano.

BC^EF,
the angle B - the angle E,

and the angle <7= the angle F,

It is required to prove that the triangles are equal in all

respects

Proof For if the point B were placed on the point E,

and the line BC along the line EF,
then because BC= EF, (Hyp

)

therefore the point C would fall on F
And because the angle B = the angle E, (Hyp

)

therefore the line BA would fall along the line ED.
And because the angle C= the angle F, (Hyp

)

therefore the line CA would fall along the line FD ;

therefore the point A would fall on the point D,

since two straight lines can intersect in one point only

;

(Ax. 2.)

and therefore the triangles coincide and are equal in all

respects, AB being equal to DE, AC to DF, and the

• Eucl I t6. Part i
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angle A to the angle i?, and the area ABC to the area

DBF. Q E. D.

Theorem 8.

If iJie angles at the base of a triangle ate equal to one

another, the triangle is isosceles*.
A

Part. Bn Let the two angles B and C of

the tnangle ABC be equal, it is required to

prove that AB=AC
B V

Proof If the triangle were taken up and re-

versed and replaced, so that the point C fell where

B was, and the line CB along the line BC, then B would

fall where C was.

And because the angle C— the angle B, (Hyp

)

the line CA would he along BA, and BA along CA

;

therefore the point A would coincide with its former posi-

tion, and the lines AC, AB would coinade with the lines

AB, AC.

T\\ex&iQx& AB=AC. ' qed

Cor. Ifa triangle is equiangular, it is also equilateral.

Theorem 9

If any side of a triangle be produced, the extenor angle

will be greater than either ofthe intenor and opposite angles.

Part Bn Let ABC be a triangle, and let one of its

sides BC be produced to L?;

It IS required to prove that the exterior angle A CJ> is

greater than either of the interior and opposite angles CA^
or ABC.

* Euclid, I 6.
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Proof Firstly to prove that ACD
Let ACh^ bisected in P

IS greater than PAC
(As 3)

Join PE, and produce it to P, making EF=EP And
join FC.

Then in the triangles AEP, CEF's& have

AE=^EC, (Constr)]

PE^EF, (Constr )V

and the contamed angles AEP, CEFsi& equal, (Th 4.)]

therefore the triangles are equal in all respects
,

(Th. 5 )

and therefore the angle EAP=ih& angle ECF.

But the angle ECD is greater than ECF,
therefore the angle ECD is also greater than EAP.

Again, \i AC produced to G, and PC bisected, it

may be similarly shewn that PCG is greater than APC
but PCG IS equal to A CD,

therefore ACD is also greater than APC,
that is, the exterior angle ACD is greater than either CAP
or APC*. Q E D

Theorem 10

The greater side of every triangle has the g> eater angle

opposite to it.

* Euclid, 1 16.
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Part, pn Let ABC be a tnangle having AC greater

than AB',

it is required to prove that the angle ABC is greater than

the angle A CB. .

Proof. From AC cut offAD=AB j and join DB. -v

Because AD=AB; (Constr.)

therefore the angle ABD = the angle ADB. (Th. 6.)

But because ADB is the exterior angle of the tnangle

BDC,
therefore the angle ADB is greater than the angle ACB

,

(Th.9)

therefore also the angleABD is greater than the angle ACB .

much more then is the angle ABC greater than the angle

ACB^. Q E.D.

Theorem ii.

T7ie greater angle of eoery triangle has the greater side

opposite to it.

Part En. Let .4j5C be a triangle a

in •which the angle B is greater than

the angle C;

it is required to prove that the sideAC ^

is greater than the side AB.

Proof. For AC must be either equal to AB, or less

than AB, or greater than AB.

* Eudid, I. x8.
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But ACU not equal to AB, for then the angle B would
be equal to the angle C (Th 6

)

Nor IS ^Cless than AB,
for then the angleB would be less than the angle C. (Th lo

)

Therefore ACv& greater than AB*. q e d

Theorem 12.

Any two sides of a triangle are together greata than the

third side.

Part En Let ABC be a triangle, it is required to

prove that AB and BC axe together greater than AC

Proof Produce AB to D, making BD=BC

,

join DC
Then because BD-BC, (Constr )

therefore the angle BCD — the angle BDC (Th 6

)

But the angle is greater than the angle BCD

,

therefore the angle ACD is greater than the angle ADC

,

and therefore AD is greater than AC (Th 1

1

)

But AD IS equal to AB and BC together,

therefore AB andBC axe together greater than AC\ q.e d

Cor The difference of any two sides of a triangle is less

than the third side

* Euclid, I 19 + Euclid, I no.
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/T Theorem 13.

' Iffrom tJie ends of ihe side ofa triangle two straight lines

be drawn to a foint -within the triangle, these shall be less

than the other two sides of the triangle, but shall con^tn a

greater angle.

Part. En Let ACB be a tnangle, and from the ends

of the side AB let two straight lines AP, BP be drawn

to a point P within the triangle; it is required to prove

- that AP and PB are less than AC and CB, but the angle

APB greater than the angle A CB.

Proof. ProduceAP to meetBC in Q.

Because any two sides of a triangle

are together greater than the third side,

(Th 12)

therefore AC and CQ are greater than AQ ;

add to each QB,
therefore AC axid CB are greater than AQ and QB.

Again, because PQ and QB are greater than PB
;

(Th. 12.)

add to each AP’,

therefore AQ and QB are greater than AP and PB ;

but .<4C and CB are greater than AQ and QB’,

much more then are AC and CB greater than AP and PB.

Again, because APB is the exterior angle of the tn-

angle PQB :

therefore the angle APB is greater than the angle PQB-,

(Th. 9 )

and because PQB is the exterior angle of the triangle ACQ;
therefore the angle PQB is greater than the angle ACQ’,

(Th. 9 )

\
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but the angle APB is greater than the angle PQB]
much more then is the angle APB greater than the angle

ACB*, Q E.D

Theorem 14

If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, but the induded angles unequal,

their bases are unequal, the base of that which has the greater

angle beinggreater than the base ofthe others.

Part Ell Let ABC, DEF be two triangles, having

AB=DE,
1

AC=DF,
but the included angle BAC greater than the included

angle EOF,
A o

F

it IS required to prove that the base BC is greater than

the base EF.

Proof. Place the point A on D, and AB along DE ;

then because AB =DE, (Hyp )

therefore the point B will fall on the point E

,

and because the angle BAC is greater than the angle EDF,

the line AC will fall outside DF, as DG

,

(Hyp

)

and ^Cwill fall as EG
Let DII be the bisector of the angle FDG, (Ax 4 )

meeting EG inH
Euclid, I 2T + Euclid, I 54.
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Join FH.
Then because in the triangles FJDH, GDH, we have

FD^^GD, (Hj-p)'

common, .
'

and the included angle FDH= the mcluded angle GDH,

(Constr
)

therefore HF=^HG\ (Th 5)
and therefore ^i^and together are equal to EG.
But EH and .flip’ together are greater than EF, (Th 12 )

'

therefore EG or BC is greater than EF. q e. d.

Theorem 15

If two triangles have the three sides of the one equal to

the three sides of the other, each to each, then the triangles

are identically equal, and of the angles those aie equal which

are opposite to equal stdes^.

Part En. Let ABC, HEFhe two triangles

which have AB—IIE,^

BC= EF, -

CA^FD,,
then shall the triangles be equal in all respects.

Proof. The angle BAC must be either equal to EDF,
or greater than EDF, or less than EDF.

But BAC is not greater than EDF,
for then the base BC would be greater than the base EF.

(Th.^)
Nor is BAC less than EDF,

for then the base BC would be less than the base EF'
(Th. 14.)

therefore the angle BAC is equal to the angle EDF.
Q.E.D.

* EucL 1. S.
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AUemaitve Pi oof

If the point B \?ere placed on E, and BC were placed

along EF, then because BC=EF (Hyp), therefore the

point C would fall on F and let the tnangles BA C, EDF
fall on opposite sides of EF, BA, AC falling as EG,
GF, and the angle BACzsEGF. J oin EG.

Then because EG= ED, (Hyp

)

therefore the angle EDG-= the angle EGD ;
(Th 6 )

and because FG=FD, (Hyp)
therefore the angle = the angle (Th 6)
therefore the whole angle EDF^ihs whole angle EGF,
but EGF— BA C

,

(Constr

)

therefore EDF-BA C

,

and therefore the tnangles BAC, EDF are equal in all

respects (Th 5) Q e.d.

Note The student should examine for himself the

cases in which DG passes through an extremity of the base,

and passes outside the base.

rr Theorem 16

2^̂
Jftwo triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides

of the other, each to each, hut the hose of the one ts greater

than the base of the other, then the angle contained by the sides

of that which has the greater base is greater than the angle

contained by the sides of the other
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Fafi. En. Let BAG, DEF be two triangles which
have BA—DE, \

AC^EF, . I

but the base BC greater than the base DF'^

it is required to prove that the angle BAC is greater than

the angle DEF.

Pi oof. For the angle BAC must either be equal to the

angle DEF, or less than the angle DEF, or greater than

the angle DEF.
But the angle BAC is not equal to the angle DEF,

for then the base BC would be equal to the base DF,
but it is not (Th 5 )

Nor is the angle BAC less than the angle DEF,
for then the base BC would be less than the base DF,
but It is not (Th. 14,)

Therefore the angle BAC must be greater than the

angle DEF^. Q E. n

9^'
Theorexi 17.

Jf iwo inangles have two angles of the one equed to two

angles of the other, each to each, and have the sides opposite

to one of the equal angpes tn each equal, then the triangles are

equal in all respects, those sides being equal which are opposite

to the equal angles.

* Euclid I. 25.
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Part En Let the two tnangles ABC, DEF have the
two angles

ABC=DEF,
ACB=DFE,

and the side = the side DE,

it IS required to prove the triangles are equal in all respects

Proof Let the point A be placed on the point D, and

AB along DE,

then because AB =DE, (Hyp )

therefore the point B will fall on the point E.

And because the angle ABC is equal to the angle

DEF, (Hyp)

therefore the line BC will he along EF
And the point C will fall on F, for if it fell otherwise as G,

then, since the angle ACB is equal to the angle EFD, (Hyp

)

the angle EGD would be equal to the angle EFD) ^ip

extenor angle equal to the intenor and opposite, which A
impossible

,
(Th 9

)

therefore the triangles would coincide and are equal in all

respects, AC being equal to DF, BC \.o EF, and the

angle BAC to the angle EDF*. q e d

* EucI I 16, Part 4.
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Theorem i8.

Any two angles of a triangle are together less than two

right angles.

Part. En. Let ABC be a triangle, it is required to

prove that any two of its angles ABC and ACB are to-

gether less than two right angles.

Proof. Produce the side BC to D.

Then because the exterior angle ACB is greater than

the interior and opposite angle ABC} (Th, p.)

add to each the angle ACB j

therefore the two angles ACB and ACB are greater than

the two ABC and ACB.

But ACB and ACB are together equal to two right

angles; (Th. 2.)

therefore ABC and ACB are together less than two right

angles*. Q* ^

Cor. 1. If one angle of a triangle is tight or obftise,

the others are acute.

Cor. 2. From ‘a given point outside a given straight line,

only oneperpendicular can be drawn to that straight line.

* Euclid, 1. 17.
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Theorem 19

JOf all the straight lines that can be drawn /torn a given

point to meet a given straight line, the perpcndiailar is the

shot test , and of the others, those making equal angles with the

perpendicular are equal, and that which makes a gi cater angle

with the perpendicular is greater than that which makes a hss

0

i B « p s a

Part En Let O be the given point, and AB the

given straight line, and let OP be the perpendicular, OQ
an oblique ,

It is required to prove first that OP is less than OQ_

Pi oof Since any tivo angles of a triangle are together

less than two right angles, ( I'h 18 )

therefore OPQ and OQP are together less than two right

angles

but OPQ IS a right angle
,

(Hi p

)

therefore OQP is less than a right angle

And in the tnangle OQP, since the angle OPQ is

greater than the angle OQP,

therefore OQ is greater than OP. (Th ii

)

Again, let OS, OP be obhques making equal angles

with the perpendicular OP',

it is required to prove that OP = OS

Because in the triangles POP, POS
w 3
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the angle OPR= OPS, being right angles,

and the angle POR = POS,
and PO IS common

;

therefore the tnangles are equal in all respects,

and therefore OR= OS

f)

Lastly, let OR make a greater angle with the perpen-

dicular than OQ‘,

it is required to prove that OR is greater than OQ
Because OQR is the exterior angle of the triangle OQP,

therefore OQR is greater than OPQ', (Th. 9

)

but
^

OPQ IS a nght angle
;

(Hjfp

)

therefore OQR is an obtuse angle;

therefore ORQ is an acute angle, and less than OQR',
(Th 18 )

and therefore OR is greater than OQ. Q e D

Cor. Not more than fzoo equal straight lines can be drawn

from a givenfoini to a given straight line.

Theorem 20.

"If tioo triangles have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, and the angles opposite to two

equal sides equal, the angles opposite to the other two equal

sides areeither equal or supplementary, and in the former case

the tnangles are equal in all respects

(Hyp)

(Hyp)

(Th 7)
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Part En Let ABC, DEF be the two triangles, having
the sides BA, AC equal to the sides ED, DF respectively,

and having also the angle =the angle E

,

it IS required to prove that the angle C is equal or supple-

mentary to the angle F, and that when the angle C is equal

to the angle F, the tnangles are equal in all respects

Fig I Fig 1

A DA

Proof The contained angle A must be either equal or

unequal to the contained angle D.

If ^ = as m Fig z, then, by Theorem 5, the tn-

angles are equal in all respects , and the angle C is e^uat to

the angle F.

IfA IS not equal to D, as m Fig 2, let the point A be

placed on D, and AB along DE,

then, because AB = DE, (Hj p

)

the point B will coincide with the point E ,

and because the angle at ^ =the angle at E, (Hyp

)

therefore the line BC will he along EF,

and the point C will fall on EF as G .

and because AC=DF,
therefore DG=DF,
and therefore the angle DFE= the angle DGF

,

(Th 6 )

but DGF IS supplementary to DGE, that is, to ACB, and

therefore the angle i^'is supplementary to the angle C
Q E D,
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Cor. JSTence the triangles are equal in all respects—
(1) Jf the t'loo angles given equal are right angles or

obtuse angles.

For then the remaining angles must be acute, and there-

fore cannot be supplementary, and must therefore be equal

by the Theorem, and therefore the triangles must be equal

in all respects.

(2) JJf the angles opposite to the other two equal sides are

both acute, or both obtuse, or ifone of them is a right angle

(3) V opposite the given angle in each triangle is

not less than the other given side.

For then the given angles must be the greater of the

two, and therefore the remammg angles must be both acute,

and therefore cannot be supplementar)', and must therefore

be equal, by the Theorem, and therefore the triangles must .

be equal m all respects

Exercises on Theorems of Equality.

The general method to be adopted m the solution of theorems of

equality is the following Examine fully the statement of the question

,

see what is included among the data: what lines and angles are given

equal by hypothesis. Then see what is required to be proved, what

hnes or angles have to be proved to be equal. It may follow from the

properties proved ofa single tnangle ; or it may depend on the equality

of a pair of tnangles In the latter case examine the triangles of which

they form correspondmg parts, and see whether the data are sufficient to

prove these triangles equal If the data are sufficient, the soluuon is

effected by comparing the tnangles, and shewing the required equality

of the lines and angles ; if not, the data must be used to establish

results, which m their turn can be used to establish the conclusion

required.

The beginner will do well to arrange his proofr in the manner shewn

in the example, giving references in the margin.
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Exercises for Solution.

1. OA and OB are any two equal lines, and AB is

joined; shew that AB makes equal angles with OA and

OB.

2. If the bisectors of the equal angles B, C of an

isosceles triangle meet in £?, shew that OBC is also an

isosceles triangle,

3 The line drawn to bisect the vertical angle of an

isosceles triangle \nll also bisect the base, and be perpen-

dicular to it

4 The lines joining the middle points of the sides of

an isosceles triangle to the opposite extremities of the base

will be equal to one another.

3. The line drawn from the vertex of an isosceles

triangle to bisect the base will cut it at nght angles, and

bisect the vertical angle,

6 Prove that the lines which bisect the sides of a

triangle and are perpendicular to them meet in one point

7. The perpendiculars let fall from the extremities of

the base of an isosceles triangle upon the opposite sides mil

be equal, and will make equal angles with the base.

8. The perpendicular let fall from the vertex of an

isosceles triangle to the base, will bisect the base and the

vertical angle.

9 If two exterior angles of a triangle be bisected by

straight lines which meet in O, prove diat the perpendiculars

from O on the sides or sides produced of the triangle are

equal to one another.
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Exercises on Theorems of Ineq-uauty

7 he line that joins the vertex to the middle point oj the base oj a

trian^e w less than halfthe sum ofthe two sides

Let D te the middle point of AC,
then IS BD less than half the sum of

AB, BC.

Proof. Produce BD to B'

,

malting

DB'=DB Jom AB".

Then since the two tnangles BDC,
B'DA have two sides BD, DC and the

included angle BDC of the one resjiec-

tively equal to the two sides IPD, DA
and the induded angle B'DA of the

other, therefore (Theorem s) the base

5C=sthe base ABl

,

B

2 '

hut B’A->rAB->B'B, (Th i*

)

.* AB^rSC>B'B, which is twice BD,

that IS, BD is less than half the sum ofBC and BA

Exercises for Solution.

I. Prove that any one side of a four-sided figure is less

than, the sum of the other three sides

2 Prove that the sum of the lines which join the op-

posite angles of any four-sided figure is together greater than

the sum of either pair of opposite sides of the figure.

3 Prove that the sum of the diagonals of a quadn-

lateral figure is less than the sum of the four lines which

can be drawn to the angles from any other point than the

intersection of the diagonals
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4 C) IS any point within the triangle ABC; prove that

OA OB + OC are less than the sum and greater than half

the sum ofAB +BC+ CA.

5. Prove that the sum of the four sides of a quadnlateral

figure is greater than the sum and less than tviice the sura

of the diagonals

6. If ABC IS a triangle in which AB is greater than

AC, and D is the middle point of BC, and AB is joined,

pro\e that the angle ADB is an obtuse angle

7 Prove that the sum of the three sides of a triangle

is greater than the sum of the three medians

Note The median of a ti tangle is the line that Joins

any angle to the middleJoint ofthe ofposite side.

5 Prove that the sum of the three medians of a triangle

IS greater than half the sum of the sides

QUESTIONS ON SECTION 11.

T. Gnc the meaning and demation of the words Inattgle, fen^

ritUr, uosceles, cqmtateral, h)foUntue, median.

1 If a triangle is isosceles, the angles at its base i\all be equal

Enunciate the ob\crse, conietsc and conlrapositise theorems.

^ Applj Theorem 7 to find the height of a tower.

4 Pro\c 1 heorem 6 in the manner ofTlicorem 8

5 Why cannot Theorem 15 be pro\cd in the same manner as

Tlieorem 5 ?

6. Pro\e that only one perpendicular can be drawn from a giscn

point to a given straight hne-

7. Prose fully the corollary to Theorem 19.

8 Enumerate the five cases in which the equality of three parts in

a pair of tnanglcs insohes the equality in all respects.
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9 Mention cases, and draw the figures, m uhich two triangles are

equal m three respects but not in all

10 Prove fully the corollanes to Theorem so

II. Pro^e Theorem 19 by conceiving the figure to be folded doun
over the line AB, O falling on a point O', and RO, QO, PO, on Rff,

QO', PO't and using Theorems n and 13

11. In 'Thcotem 9, prove fully that ACD is greater than ABC

13 Why is It necessary, in the enunciation of Theorem 9, to say

intenor and opposite angles?

1 4 What is the magnitude indirectly measured in Theorem 9 ?

15 Enunciate Theorem 10 formally Is it merely the obverse of

Theorem 6, or dees it contain an additional geometrical fact ?

16 Prove Theorem 10 by reversal and superposition, using Tlieo

rem 9

17 Shew how Theorem n depends ultimately on the Axioms

18 Which Theorem in this Section proics that as you increase the

angle between the legs of a pair of compasses jou also increase the

distance between their points?

19 Shew the relation of Theorems 14, 15 and 16 to Theorem s

20 Enunciate the contra positives of Theorems 9 and 18
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SECTION HI.

Parallels and PAR<\LLnLOGRAMS

yfnef 35. Parallel straight lines are such as are in the

same plane and being produced to any length both na}s do

not meet.

Axiom 5. Two straight lines that intersect one another

cannot botli be parallel to the same straight line

Dcf, 36 A ira^cztim is a quadrilateral that has only

one pair of opposite sides parallel

This figure is sometimes called a Uapezoid.

\fDcf. 37. A parallelogram is a quadrilateral whose^JI^

opposite sides are parallel.

3S \^^len a straight line intersects ti\o other

straight lines it makes with them eight angles, iiliich ha\c

received special names in relation to one another.

Thus in the figure i, 2, 7, S arc

called exterior angles, and 3, 4, 5, 6,

interior angles, again, 4 and 6, 3

and 5, are called alternate angles,

lastl)', I and 5, 2 and 6, 3 and 7,

4 and 8, are called corresponding

angles.

Pef, 39, The orthogonalprojection of one stiaiglit line on

another stiaiglit line IS the portion of the latter intercepted
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between perpendiculars let fall on it from the extremities of

the foimer.

Thus the projections of AB, CD on EF are the lines

obf cd respectively

It IS clear that the line EF must be supposed in-

definitely long There could be no projection of AB on

the terminated line GF.

-- Theorem 21

If one straight line intersects two other sUaight lines so as to

make the alternate angles equal, the straight lines arepaiallel

Fart. En Let ABCD intersect EF and GIL, and

make the angle EBC equal to its alternate angle BCH,
It IS required to prove that EF'& parallel to GH

Proof For if EF and GH meet towards F, H, they

nould form a tnangle with BC,
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and EBC would be its extenor angle, and therefoie greater

than the interior and opposite angle BCJI. (Th. 9

)

But EBC IS equal to BCTI, (Hjq)

)

therefore EFoxA GJIdo not meet towards F, II.

Similarly they do not meet towards E, G,
that IS, EF\^ parallel to GF\ (Def. 35 ) q e. D.

Theorem 22.

1/ hoo straight hues are parallel, and are intersected by a

third straight line, the alternate angles are equah. *

Part. En Let EF and GH be parallel straight lines,

and let ABCD intersect them;

It IS required to prove that the alternate angles EBC, BCH
are equal

Pi oof. For ifEBC were not equal to BCH,
let some other line IBM be drawTi through B making the

angle LBC equal to the alternate angle BCH,
then Zyl/ would be parallel to GH. {Th 21

But EF\% parallel to GH', (H)T

)

that IS, two intersecting lines LM, EF would be both

parallel to GH
',
w’hich is impossible. (Ax. 5 )

Therefore EBC\% equal to BCH, that is, the alternate

angles are equal. q e d

* Euclid, 1. V} + Euclid, i 29.
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Theorem 23

JJa straight line intersects two other straight lines and. makes

either apair of alternate angles equal., or apair of cot respond-

ing angles equal, or a pair of interior angles on the same side

supplementary, then, in each case, the two pans of alternate

angles are equal, and the fourpairs of corresponding angles ate

equal, and the two pairs of interior angles on the same side

are supplementary

Part Eti Let the straight line ABCD intersect the

tivo straight lines EF, GH, and make the alternate angles

EBC, BCH equal, then iviU the other alternate angles

FBC, BCG be equal, and the four pans of corresponding

angles be equal, and the two mtenor angles on the same

side be supplementary

Because EBC=BCH, (Hyp

)

and ^^<7= being vertically opposite angles, (Th 4)

therefore ABF-BCH

,

therefore also their supplements, the angles ABE and

BCG are equal

Therefore also the angles which are respectuely

vertically opposite to these angles are equal,

that IS, the angle CBF=DCH,

and EBC=GCD
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Again, because the angle alternate angle

BCHadd to each the angle CBF

,

therefore the h\o angles EBC^ CBF axe equal to the two

CBF, BCII;
but the two EBC, CBF are together equal to two right

angles

,

therefore the two CBF, BCH are together equal to two

right angles.

And in the same way it may be shewn that if two

corresponding angles are given equal, or if two interior

angles on the same side are supplementary, then the alternate

angles vwll be equal.

Cor. Hence tf iuo parallel straight lines are intersected

hy a third straight line, the corresponding angles are equal, and

the Ulterior angles on the same side are supplementary ; and

conversely.
^

Thcorem 24. ^
Straight lines uhich areparallel to the same straight line

areparallel to one another*.

Fart En. Let A and B be each of them parallel to A'",

It is required to prove that A is parallel to B.

Proof IfA intersected B, then two intersecting lines,

A

8

X
A, B would each be parallel to a third line X, which is im-

possible, by Axiom 5

Therefore A docs not intersect B,

that IS, A is parallel io B. Q E. d

* ruclid, T 30
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Remarks.

It must be observed that two parallels, and a straight line inter-

secting them, are a special case of the triangle^ the vertex, or inter-

section of two of the bnes, being removed to an infinite distance In

Th 5 it was proved that the e’cterior angle of a inangle is greaier than

the interior and opposite angle from which the contra-positive theorem

(Th ar) logically follows, that if the extenor angle is equal to the

intenor and opposite angle, the lines do not form a triangle.

Theorem aa is in fact proved by the rule of identity (p 4}

Smee there is only one straight line through B that makes the

alternate angles equal

,

and only one straight line through B that is parallel to GH

,

(Ax « )

and the line that makes the alternate angles equal is the parallel

,

(ITi ai
)

therefore the parallel makes the alternate angles equal

Theorem 25

If one side of a inangie be produced

the extenor angle will be equal to the

two interior and opposite angles, and the

three intenor angles of a triangle are

together equal to two nght angles

Let one side BC ol the tnangle ABC be produced

to D

.

then shall the angle ACD=ih.z sum of the angles

ABC, CAB

,

and the three angles ABC, BCA, CAB
shall be together equal to two nght angles

Proof For if through C a line CH were drawn parallel

to BA,

the angle HCD= the corresponding angle ABC, (Th 22

)

and the angle ACH= the alternate angle BACj
(Th 22 )

the whole angle ACD = the ttvo angles ABC+ BA C.
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Again, ifACD be added to Uiese,

the U\o angles ACD-i- ACB=^'Cas. three angles ABC-
BCA + CAB.

But ACD +ACB = tv. o right angles
;

(Th 4 )

therefore ABC BCA + CAB = tv.o right angles'*^, Q E. d

Cor. ~In a tishi-angled triangh the tijo acute au^hs

together male up one tight angle

Theorem 26.

The intetior angles of any polygon are together less than

t'.jice as many right angles as thefigure has sides byfour right

angles.

Part. En. Let ABCDE be any polygon; it is re-

quired to prove that its interior angles are together less

than tivicc as many right angles as the figure has sides by

four right angles.

Pi oof. Take any point O Mithm the polygon ; and join

OAy OB, OC, OD, OE.

Then tliere are as many triangles having C? as a common

vertex as the figure has sides

And, since the intenor angles of a triangle are equal to

t\\ 0 nght angles
, (

Th 25 )

* Euclid, 1. 33.
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therefore all the angles of all the triangles are equal to

twice as many right angles as the figure has sides

But all the angles of all the triangles make up all the

angles of the polygon together with the angles at O, which

are equal to four right angles
,

(Th 4. Cor )

therefore all the angles of the polygon, together with four

right angles, are equal to twice as many nght angles as the

figure has sides,

that IS, all the angles of the polygon are together less than

twice as many nght angles as the figure has sides by four

right angles*.

Cor. The extenor angles of any convex polygon are

together equal to four right angles

Let ABODE be a convex polygon having all its sides

AB, BC, CD, DE, EA produced,

It is required to prove that the sum of its extenor angles is

equal to four nght angles.

Proof Each mtenor angle together with its adjacent

extenor angle are equal to two nght angles ,
(Th 2

)

therefore all the mtenor angles together with all the extenor

angles are equal to twice as many nght angles as the figure

has sides.

« Eucbd, I 3* Cor i

4
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but all the interior angles, together with four right angles,

are equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has

sides
; {Th. 26.)

therefore all the exterior an^es ate equal to four right

angles*. Q. E. v.

Theorem 27.

- Tlie adjoining angles ofafaralMogram are supplementary

and the opposite angles are equal.

Pari En. Let HBGE be a parallelogram

,

that is, let HE, EG be respectively parallel to BG, BH) '

(Dec 37.)

it is required to prove that its adjoming angles EHB, HBG
are supplementary, and its opposite angles HBG, HEG
are equal

Proof. Because HE is parallel to BG, (Hyp

)

and HB meets them,

therefore HBG is supplementary to EHB. (Th. 23 Cor.)

And because HB is parallel to EG, (H)T> )

and HE meets them,

therefore HEG is supplementary to EHB', (Th. 23 Cor.)

but HBG IS also supplementary to EHB,
therefore HEG is equal to HBG. (Th. i. Cor. 3 ) q. e. D.

* Euclid, 1. 3«. Cor. 5.
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Cor. I. Hence tfone of the angles ofafarallelogyam ts a
right angle, all its angles are right angles

CoK. 2. If two straight lines aie respectively paialkl

to two other straight lines they will include equal angles

towards the sameparts.

40, Anght-augkd paralldogiam is called a rectangle

Theorem 28.

The opposite sides of a parallelopam are equal to one

another, and the diagonal bisects it

Part, En Let ABCD be a

parallelogram, that is, let AB be

parallel to CD, and AD to BC,
It IS required to prove that AB is

equal to DC, and AD to BC,

Proof. Join .<4 C.

Then because AB is parallel to DC, and AC meets

them j
(Hyp

)

therefore the angle BAC is equal to the alternate angle

ACD. (Th. 22

)

And because AD is parallel to BC, (Hyp

)

therefore the angle BCA is equal to the alternate angle

CAD: (Th. 22.)

therefore in the tnangles BAC, DCA we have

the angle BA C7= the angle DCA,
and the angle BCA = the angle DAC',

and the side AC adjacent to the equal

angles common,

therefore the tnangles are equal in all respects, (Th. 7.)

4—2
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that is, AB is equal to X)C, AD to BC^ and the area

ABC to the area ADC*, Q e,d

Cor. Hence tf ihe adjcuent sides of aparallelogram aie

equals all its sides are equal,

Dtf. 41. A parallelogram all ^^hose sides are equal is

called a rhombus

Def. 42. A square is a rectangle that has all its sides

equal

Theorem 29

If two parallelograms have iwo adjacent sides of the one

respectively equal to two adjacent sides of the other, and like-

wise an angle of ihe one equal to an angle of the other; the

parallelograms are identically equal.

Part. En. Let ABCD, EFGH be two parallelograms

which have two adjoining sides AB, BC of the one equal

respectively to two adjoining sides EF,FG of the other, and

have hkewise tlie included angles B and equal,

it is required to prove that the parallelograms are identically

equal.

Proof. For if the point B were placed on F, and the

lineBC along the Ime FG ;

then because BC=^ FG, (Hyp

)

therefore the point C wll fall on

and because the angle ABC= tfie angle EFG, '

(Hyp )

* Euclid, I 34.
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therefore BA will fall along FE,

and because BA =FB, (H}^)

)

therefore the point A will fall on B
And because AZ> k parallel to BC, (H}^

)

therefore AD will fall along BB", (Ax 5 )

and similarly CD will fall along GJT,

and therefore the pomt D will fall on the point H,
that IS, the parallelograms are identically equal Q E D

Cor Two rectangles are equal, tf two adjacent sides of

the one are resfectively equal to two adjacent sides of the

other, and two squares are equal, tf a side of the one is equal

to a side of the other

Theorem 30

If a quadt ilateral has two opposite sides equal andparallel,

it IS aparallelogram

Part. Bn, Let ABCD be a quadrilateral in which the

opposite sides AB, CD are equal and parallel

,

it is required to prove that AC is equal and parallel

to BD
Proof Join AD.

Then because is parallel to CD, (Hyp

)

therefore the angle BAD is equal to the alternate angle

ADC, (Th.2z)
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and therefore in the triangles BAD, CDA, Tve have

BA = C£>, (H)!))'

AjD common,
and the contained angles BAB, CDA

equal,

therefore the triangles are equal in all respects
; (TL 5.)

that is, BD=AC',
and the angle BDA =the angle CAD;
but these are alternate angles;

and therefore is parallel to (Th 21.) qed

i Theorem 31.

Sfraighi lines which are equal andparallel have equalpro-

jections on any other straight line; conversely, parallel straight

lines which have equalprojections on another straight line are

equal; and equal straight lines, which have equalprojections on

another straight hue, are equally inclined to that line.

|S

A £
D

C r

a he d

Part. En. Let AB, CD be equal and parallel straight

lines, and let ab, edhe their projections on any other straight

line. Then shall ab be equal to cd.

Proof. Through A, C draw AE, CF parallel to abed,

meeting Bb, Dd va E,F.
* Endid, I. 33.
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Then because BA, AE, BE are respectively parallel to

DCi CF, DF, (Hyp

)

therefore the angle BAE=tliit angle DCF,

and the angle BEA = the angle DFC, (Th. 27. Cor 2

)

and the hypotenuse AB = the hj'potenuse CD, (Hyp )

therefore AE = CF‘ (Th 17 )

but AE= ab, and CF- cd, (Th. 28 )

and therefore ah~cd q e d.

Similarly the converse propositions may be proved

/ Theorem 32

If there are thtu parallel straight lines, and the intercepts

made by them on any straight line that cuts them aie equal,

then the intercepts on any other siiaight line that cuts them

are equal

Let the three parallel straight lines AD, BE, CF make

equal intercepts on the straight line AC, that is, let

AB=BC.

Then shall the intercepts on any other line DEF be

equal, that is, DE shall be equal to EF,
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If one of the straight lines is perpendicular to the

parallels, what is required to be proved follows directly from

Theorem 31

' But if neither of the straight lines is perpendicular to

the parallels,

draw any straight line perpendicular to the parallels.

Then by Th 31, the equal straight lines AB, j^Chave
equal projections/

and therefore XY=Y2L
And again by the same Theorem, because XY~YZ,

and that these are the projections ofBE, EF,

therefore I>E=EF. Q e, n

Cor I. 27/e straight line dravm through the middle

/oint ofone ofthe sides ofa triangleparallel to the base passes

through the middlepoint of the other side.

Cor 2 The straight linejoiningthe middlepointsoftwo

sides of a triangle is parallel to the base.

EXERaSES FOR SOLUTION.

1. If ABC is an isosceles triangle and A is double of

either B or C, shew that A is 2. right angle.

2. If ABC is an isosceles triangle and A is half of

either B or C, shew that A is two-fifths of a right angle.

3 Find the angle between the lines that bisect the

angles at the base of the triangle in the last question.
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4. The perpendiculars let fall from the extremities of

the base of an isosceles tnangle on the opposite sides

include an angle supplementary to the vertical angle of the

tnangle.

5. Shew that the angles of an equiangular tnangle are

equal to two-thirds of a nght angle

6 Find the magnitude of the angle of a regular octagon

(TL 26

)

7 How many equiangular tnangles can be placed so as

to have one common angular point, and fill up the space

round it?

8. Shew that three regular hexagons can be placed so

as to have a common point, and fill up the space round that

point

9 Shew that two regular octagons and one square have

the same property.

Draw a pattern consisting of octagons and squares.

10 Shew that the angle of a regular pentagon is to the

angle of a regular decagon as 3 to 4.

11 If a line is perpendicular to another it will be per-

pendicular to every Ime parallel to it

12. If a polygon is equilateral, does it follow that it is

equiangular, and conversely?

13 How many diagonals can be drawn in a pentagon?

How many in a decagon? How many in a polygon of

n sides.

14 Shew that a square, a hexagon and a dodecagon

will fill up the space round a pomt , and make a pattern of

these polygons.
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15. Examine -whetlier a square, a pentagon and an icos-

agon have the same property j and also whether a pattern

can be constructed of pentagons and decagons.

16. The exterior angle of a regular polygon is one-third

of a right angle : find the number of sides in the pol)'gon.

17. Two lines intersecting in A are respectively perpen-

dicular to two hnes intersecting in B ; prove that any angle

at A is equal or supplementary to any angle at B.

z8. Shew that a trapezium may be divided into a

parallelogram and a triangle.

19 The diagonals of any parallelogram will bisect one

another.

20 The diagonals of a rhombus will bisect one another

at right angles.

21. If two straight Imes be drawn bisecting one another,

and their extremities be joined, the figure so formed mil

be a parallelogram.

22. Given that a four-sided figure has its opposite sides

equal, prove that it must be a paiallelogiam.

23 Prove that the diagonals of a rectangle are equal

to one another.

24. Shew that if one element (a side) is given, a

square is determined, if two elements (a side and angle),

a rhombus is determined j also that if two elements (two

sides) are given, a rectangle is determined : and find the

number of elements required to determme a parallelogram,

a trapezium, a quadrilateral, a pentagon, and a polygon of

any number («) of sides.
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QUESTIONS ON SECTION IIL

1. One the denvation of the words parallel, parallelogram, trape*

zium,

i. What 15 indirectly ascertained in Theorem ai? Would it be

possible to ascertain it directly?

3 Prove Th 44 by drawing a straight line to intersect A, B and A',

and using Theorems 41, as

4 Given two angles of a tnangle to be respectively 72® 15' 47"

and 83®. 51'. 16", find the third angle

5 If one angle ofa tnangle is equal to the other tno, prove that it

must be a nght angle

6 Isosceles tnangles having equal vertical angles must have equal

base angles.
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SECTION IV.

Problems.

Im the Science of Geometry there axe not only theorems

to be proved, but constructions to be effected, which are

called problems. Geometers have always imposed certain

limitations on themselves with respect to the instruments

which might be used in these constructions. There is no

reason why any convenient instrument used in the Art

of Geometry, such as the square, parallel ruler, sector,

protractor, should not be supposed to be used also in the

Science j but the ruler and compasses suffice for nearly all

the simpler constructions, and those which cannot be

effected by their means are considered as not forming a

part of Elementary Geometry. These instruments are there-

fore postulaled or requested (vid. p. 4). There are some

problems, that seem at first sight not very difficult, that

cannot be solved by the use of these instruments. We
can, for example, bisect an angle; but we cannot, in general,

trisect It, that is, divide it into three equal parts, by any

combination of ruler and compasses.

. It may be observed that the ruler is simply a strmght

edge, not graduated, and the compasses are supposed to be

transferable from one part of the figure to another, the

distance between the points being unaltered.
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The solution of a problem in Elementary Geometry as

above defined consists

(1) m indicating how the ruler and compasses are to

be used in effecting the construction required

,

(2) in provmg that the construction so given is correct

,

(3) m discussing the limitations, which sometimes e\ist,

withm which alone the solution is possible.

We shall give several examples of such problems, and

then discuss the pnnciples of the methods we have used

PllOBLEM I

To bisect a given angle

Construction Let ABC be the given an,

Take any equal lengths BA^ BC,
along Its arms, and join AC

With centre A, and any radius greater

than half A C, descnbe a circle, and with

centre C, and the same radius, descnbe

another circle intersecting the former circle

on the side ofAC remote from B in J?.

Join AB, CD, and BD

,

BD bisects the angle ABC.

Proof, In the triangles ABD, CBD,

because AB = BC, (Constr

)

and BD is common,

and the base AD = the base DC, (Constr

)

therefore the angle ABD = the angle CBD,
that IS, BD bisects the angle ABC*.

• Eucl 1 9

gle.

(Th 15)
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Problem 2.

To draw a perpendimlar to a given straight linefrom a
givenpoint given tn it.

Construction. With centre C and

any radius describe a circle to cut the

straight line in two points i?, so

that CD-CE.

With centre and any radius

greater than DC, describe a drcle, and with centre E and

the same radius descnbe a drde, cutting the former m F.

Join FC',

it is required to prove that FC is perpendicular to AB.

Proof. In the triangles DCF, ECF,

because DC— CE, (Constr.)

Cf’is common,

and the base DF= the base EF, (Constr.)

therefore the angle DCF=zih& angle ECF, (Th. 15.)

and therefore DCF ECF are right angles*. ' (Def. 14.)

Note.— constxucboa is usually effected in practice by means of

the square.

It may be observed that this problem is only a special case of

Prob. t, the given angle being a straight angle.

\V
Problem 3.

To draw a perpmdicular to a given straight linefrom a

gpvenpoint outside if.

Let BC be the given straight line, A the pven point

* Euchd, 1. 1 1.
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Construction With centre A descnbe a circle wth any
sufficient radius to cut in two points D, E.

A

Bisect the angle Z>AE by the line AF. (Prob i

)

Then shall be perpendicular to BC.

Proof. In the tnangles AFD^ AFE,

because AE=AE, (Constr)

and AFis common,

and the contained angle DAF^^ the contained angle EAF,
(Constr

)

therefore the angle AFD = the angle AFE j
(Th 5 )

therefore AF^s perpendicular to DE*.

Note—

T

his constroction also is usually eSected in practice by

means of the square

Problem 4.

To bisect a given straight Imef.

Let AB be the given straight line

Construction With centreA and any

radius greater than half AB descnbe a

circle, and with centre B and the same

radius descnbe a circle intersecting the

former in two points C and 27,

Join CD cutting AS in 0
* Euclid, I. n. t Euclid, I 10
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Then O will be the point of bisection. Join AD,
DB.

A6D '' C'

. 0, /
.B

Proof. Because AC= CB\ and CD is common to the

two triangles ACB,DCB j and the base

AD is equal to the base DB', therefore

the angle ACD= the angle BCD', there-

fore in the two triangles ACO, BCO,
we have AC=BC, (Constr.)

CO common,

and the included angles ACO, BCO
equal;

therefore the base AO — the base BO,

or the line AB is bisected in O.

(Th.5)

Problem 5.

To construct a triangle, having given the lengths of the

three sides.

Let the three given lengths

be the Imes A, B, C.

Construction. Draw a line

PQ^ equal to one of them A.

With centrePand radius equal

to B descnbe a circle; and

with centre Q and radius equal to C describe a circle. I et

these circles mtersect in R. Join RP, RQ.

RPQ is the triangle required.

Proof. For RPQ, has its three sides respectively equal

to A, B and C*.

* Euclid, I. i 2 .
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Lmttaiton—It is necessary that any two of the lines

A, B, C should be together greater than the third For if

B and C were together less than A, the circles in the figure

would obviously not meet . and if they were together equal

to A, the point R would be on PQ, and the tnangle would

become a straight line Similarly if B were greater than

A + C or C greater than A + B, the circles would not inter-

sect This limitation might be anticipated from the theorem

before proved, that any two sides of a tnangle are together

greater than the third side, and is in fact its contrapositive.

Problem 6.

At a given point in a given straight line to make an angle

equal to a given angle.

Let BAC ht the given angle, P the given point m the

line PQ

B

Constr Jom any two points B, C in the arms of the

given angle Construct a triangle PQR havmg its three

sides PQ, QR, respectively equal to AB, BC, CA

Proof. In the triangles ABC, PQR,
(Prob 5)

because AB= PQ, (Constr

)

AC=PR, (Constr

)

and BC== QR, (Constr

)

therefore the angle A = the angle P*. (Th 12)

* Euclid, I *3.

W. 5
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Ltmitaiton—The two given angles must be together less

than two nght angles, or the lines FQ, QF would not meet.
This follows also from the theorem that any two mtenor
angles of a tnangle are together less than two nght angles,

and IS the contrapositive of that theorem.

Problem 9

To conslruct a triangle, having given two angles and a

side opposite to one ofthem

Let A and B be the given angles, CD the given side

which is to be opposite to A.

Construction Draw an indefinite straight line EF.

At any point G in it make the angles FGH= A, and

HGK^B (Prob 6), then KGE will equal the third

angle of the tnangle, since the sum of the three angles of

a tnangle is equal to two nght angles (Th 25) At C and

D make angles equal to HGK and KGE, and let their

sides meet in O, then OCD is the tnangle required.

Proof. For OCD has CD equal to the given line, and

the angles C and D equal respectively to the given angles

Limitation—^As before, the tivo given angles must be

together less than two right angles

5—2
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Problem io.

To mistruct a triangle^ having given iwo sides and the

angle between them.

Let B be tbe given sides, C the given angle.

Construction. Draw an angle JD equal to tbe given

angle, and take equal to A and B. Join £F.

Proof. For the triangle ItEFhzs DE,DF equal to the

gi^en lines A and jE?, and the included angle D equal to the

gnen angle C.

Remark In these problems we have found that one triangle and

only one can be constructed to fulfil the conditions given. In other

words, that vnth these data the triangle is determinate. Also we notice

,
that in each case three elements in the triangle are data or given. "We

hare given dther tbe three sides, or two angles and the side adjacent to

both, or two angles and a side opposite to on^ or tiio ddes and the

included angle. And these cases corre^ond to the theorems proved

above of the equality of triai^les. For if onfy one triangle can be con-

structed so as to have its sides equal to three given bne^ it is dear that

if two triangles have the three sides of the one equal to the three sides

ofthe other, these triangles must be identical, or be equal in all rejects

And a similar remark may be made on the other cases we have con-

sidered

But there are cases in which the data may be insuffident to deter-

mine the triangle. For example, if only two sides are g«en, an
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indefinite number of different triangles may be constructed to haie
these sides Or if the three angles are given, their sum bemg equal to

two nght angles, an indcfimte number of triangles may be constructed

to have these three angles And again it maybe impossible to con-

struct the triangle with the given data, as has been already shewn In

some cases moreover the solution is ambtguotts, that is, there may be

more than one tnan^e which fulfils the given conditions. The following

15 an important instance of this, and is usually called the ambiguous ease,

some consideration of which occurred m Theorem 20

Problem ii

To consirud a triangle, having given two sides and an

angle opposite to one of thenu

Let A, B be the given sides, C the angle to be opposite

to the side B,

S "

Take an angle GDH=^C, take DE = A, and with

centre B and radius =.5 descnbe a circle If / is one of

the points m which this circle meets the line DIP, by join-

ing BI we obtam a tnangle which fulfils the given con-

ditions

But several cases may arise

Let the given angle be acute, as in the figure.

Then, by Theorem 19,

(i) If is less than the perpendicular from E on

DH, the circle would not meet DH, and the tnangle would

be impossible.
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{2) If^ is equal to the perpendicular, the circle would

meet DHzX. the foot of the perpendicular, and there would

he one triangle, right-angled, which fulfils the given conditions

(3) If i? is greater than the perpendicular hut less

than DE, then the circle will meetDH in two points I, F
as in the figure, on the same side of D, and there will he

two triangles EDI, EDE which fulfil the given conditions.

(4) IfB is equal to DE, the point / will coincide with

D, and one of the two triangles disappears, and the other

is isosceles.

(5) If B is greater than DE, the circle will meetDH
in two points on the opposite sides of D, hut one only of

the triangles made hy joiiung El, El will be found to have

the angle D, and the other will have the supplementary

angle : that is, there will he only one solution.

The cases of the given angle hemg a right angle or an

obtuse angle are left to the ingenuity of the student
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SECTION V

Loci

When a point has to be found to fulfil one given geo-

metncal condition, the problem is indeterminate that is,

an infinite number of points can be found to fulfil the given

condition For example, if the problem is to find a point

at a given distance from a given point, it is plain that all

the points in the circumference of a circle, described with

that point as centre and the given distance as radius, fulfil

this condition Or again, if a point has to be found at a

given distance from a given straight line of indefinite length,

it may he anywhere on either of two straight lines parallel

to the given line, and at the given distance from it on either

side.

All the points which satisfy a single given geometncal

condition he in general in a hne or lines • and this line, or

these lines, are called the locus of tlie point under the given

condition Hence we get the following definition of a

locus

.

DtJ. If any and every point on a line or group of Imes

(straight or curved), and no other pomt, satisfies an assigned

condition, that hne or group of lines is called the locus of

the point satisfying that condition.
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In order that a line or group of lines A may be

properly termed the locus of a point satis^dng an assigned

condition X, it is necessary and sufficient to demonstrate

the two following associated Theorems

:

Ifapoint is on A, tf satisfies X.

Ifapoint is not on A, it does not satisfy X.

It may sometimes be more convenient to demonstrate

the contrapositive of either of these Theorems.

The following examples of loci are important.

L The locus of a point at a given distancefrom a given

point is the drcumfarenu of a arde having a radius equal to

thegiven distance and having its centre at thegivenpoint,

ii. The locus of a point at a given distancefrom a given

straight line is thepair of sitaight lines paralld to thegpven

line, at the given distancefrom it, and on opposite sides of it.

The proofs of these two Theorems are obvious

iii. The locus ofa point equidistantfrom two fiven points

is the straight line that bisects, at right angles, the linejoining

the given points.

Part. En. Let A, B be the two

given points
; P a point equichstant from

A and B, so that PA =PB j

it is required to find the locus of P,

Consfr. Jom AB', and bisect it in

O, and join PO.

Then PO produced is the locus

required.
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Proof In. the tnangles AOP, BOP,

because AO~OB, (Constr)^

and PO is common, >

and AP=BP, (Hyp)]

therefore the angle AOP-^'& angle BOP, (i. 15 )

and therefore PO is at right angles to AB

,

that IS, a point equidistant from A and B lies on the line

which bisects AB at right angles Further, every point not

on the bisector, is at unequal distances from A and B, as

may be proved by Theorem 14, and therefore the line

which bisects AB at right angles is the locus of points equi-

distant from A and B

IV Hu locus of a fotnt equidistantfrom two intersecting

straight lines is the fair of lines, at right angles to one

another, uohtch bisect the angles made by tlu given lines

Let AB, DC intersect in 0
, it is required to find a

point equally distant from AS and DC

Bisect the angle COB

,

and in die bisector take any

point P. Let fall PN, PM perpendicular to DC, AB
In the tnangles PON, POM,

because the angles PON, PNO are respectively equal to

the angles POM, PMO, (Constr

)
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and the h3^otenuse PO is common,

therefore the triangles are equal in all respects,

(Theorem 17)

and therefore PIV=PJif.

In the same manner every point in the bisector of atiy

one of the four angles at is equally distant from AP
and CJD'f

that is, the locus of points equally distant from two straight

lines which intersect, is the bisectors of the angles between

the lines.

It may further be proved that no point not in a bisector

IS equally distant from these lines, that is, the bisectors are

the complete locus.

Exercises.

Fmd the following loci .

—

( 1) Of a pomt at a given distance from a given pomt

(2) Of a point at a given distance from a given line.

(3) Of a point at a given distance from a given circle

(4) A horse is tethered by a chain fastened to a ring

which slides on a rod bent into the form of a rectangle

Find the outlme of the area over which he can graze.

(5) Find the locus of a point equidistant from two

given points. Prove that the locus found is complete.

(6) Find the locus of points at which two equal

lengths, adjacent or not adjacent^ of a straight line subtend

equal angles.
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(7) Find part of the locus of points at which two
adjacent sides of a square subtend equal angles

(8) Find the locus of a point at which two adjacent

sides of a rectangle subtend supplementary angles

Intersection of Loci

IVhen a point has to be found which satisfies two con-

ditions, the problem is generally determinate if it is possible

and the method of loci is very frequently employed in dis-

covenng the point. For if the locus of points which satisfy

each condition separately is constructed, it is obvious that

the points which satisfy both conditions must be the points

common to both loci, that is, must be the point or points

where the loci intersect

For example, a tnangle is to be constnicted on a given

base with its sides of given lengths Let AB be the base.

The two conditions are that the

lengths of the two sides are given
,
the

point sought for is the vertex • now the

vertex must be at a certain distance

from .4 = one of the given lengths, its

locus IS therefore a certain circle round

A as centre Similarly it must be at a
^

certain distance from .ff, its locus is

therefore another circle round B as

centre The points of intersection of these cnrcles are

therefore the vertices of the two equal tnangles which fulfil

the given conditions.

It was this reasoning that suggested the construction in

Problem 5.
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Occasionally it will be found that with certain con-

ditions among the data in the following Exercises the loci

do not intersect, or the solution becomes impossible. So in

the case given, it will not be difficult to see that the circles

would not intersect unless any two of the given sides were
greater than the third side These conditions among the

data for the possibility or impossibility of a solution should

always be found.

The pnnciple of the intersection of loci may be thus

stated

.

If ^ is the locus of a point satisfying the condition

X, and B the locus of a point satisfying the condition K;
then the intersections of A and B, and these points only,

satisfy both the conditions X and Y.

The following examples of intersection of loci are

important, and are at once demonstrated by the aid of the

preceding examples of loci.

i. T/iere is one and odfy'^Sfoint in a plane ivhtch ts

equidistantfrom thru '^'cn-fovits not in the same straight

line.
-

ii. There arefs^r and onlyfour points in a plane each

of which IS equidistant from three given straight lines that

intersect one another hut not in the samepoint.

Exercises on Intersection of Loci.

1. Find a point in a given straight line at equal

distances from two given points. Construct the figures

for all cases.

2. Find a point in a given straight line at a given

distance from a given straight line.
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3 Find a point in a given straight line Wviyilial

distances from two other straight lines

4 On a given straight line to describe an equilateral

tnangle
^

5- Descnbe an isosceles tnangle on a given base, each

of whose sides shall be double of the base

6 Find a point at a given distance®from a ^ven point,

and at the same distance from a given straight line

7. Given base, sum of sides, and one of the angles

at the base, construct the triangle

8. Given base, difference of sides, and one of the

angles at the base, construct the tnangle

9 Find a point at a given distance from the circum-

ference of two given circles, the distances being measured

along their radu or their radii produced

10, A straight railway passes within a mile of a town

A place IS descnbed as four miles from the toivn, and half

a mile from the railway. How many places satisfy the

conditions ?

ir. Find a point equidistant from three given straight

lines that intersect one another but not in the same pomt

Analysis and Synthesis

Ifproblems cannot be solved by this method, it remains

to attack them by the method, as it is called, of Analysis

and S3mthesis This is not so much a method as a way of

searching for a suggestion, and nothing but expenence and

ingenuity will here avail the student The solution is
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supposed to be effected, and relations among the parts of

the figure are then traced until some relation is discovered

i\hich can give a clue to the construction. Nothing but

seeing examples can make this clear.

(i) It IS required to draw a line to loss through a given

point and make equal angles with two given intersecting lines.

Let O be the given poin^ AB^
AC the given lines.

We reason as follows {analysts)'.

suppose .f’OQwere the line required,

then the angle at /•= angle at Q.

Therefore AP=AQ, therefore if

we bisected the angle A, POQ would be at right angles to

the bisector.

Now this is a suggestion we can work backwards from,

and the construction is as follows.

Synthesis. Bisect the angle BA C, and let fall OHa per-

pendicular to the bisector, and let it meet the hnes in /*, Q,

and POQ_ can then be proved to be the line required.

(2) It ts required to draw from a ^ven point three

straight lines of given lengths, so that their extremities may

be in the same straight line, and intercept equal distances on

that line.

Analysis. Suppose OA, OB,
OC were the three Imes, so that

CBA is a straight Ime, and CB
=BA.

Then it occurs to us that if Q
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OB were prolonged to D, making BD=OB, then CD
and DA would be respectively parallel and equal to OA
and OC (see § 3, Ex. 21) , and that the sides of the triangle

DOA are respectively equal to OA, OC and 2OB. Hence
the construction is suggested

Synthesis Make a tnangle DOA whose sides are OA,
OC, and 2OB

,

complete the figure, by drawing DC, OC
parallel to OA, AD‘, and the other diagonal ABCmll be

the line required For it may be shewn that AB =BC
The student must not be surpnsed if he finds problems

of this class difficult For there is nothing ekcept previous

knowledge of geometncal facts to point out which of the

many relations of the parts of the figure are to be followed

up in order to arrive at the partocular relation which suggests

the construction It is not easy to see what is to suggest

the producing of OB to D as in the figure.

Subjoined are a few problems of no great difficulty,

which may be solved by this method

Problems.

I On a given straight line to describe a square.

2. Describe a rectangle with given sides

3 Given two sides of a parallelogram and the included

angle, construct the parallelogram

4 Given the lengths of the tivo diagonals of a rhombus,

construct it

5. From a given point without a given straight line

to draw a line making an angle with the line equal to a

given angle
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6. Describe a square on a given straight line as

diagonal.

7. Draw through a given point, between two straight

lines not parallel, a straight Ime which shall be bisected in

that point

8. Place a line of given length between two intersect-

ing lines so as to be parallel to another given line.

9. Trisect a right angle.

10. Divide half a right angle into six equal parts

11. Three straight lines meet in a point, draw a straight

line such that the parts of it intercepted by the three lines

shall be equal to one another.

Trisect a given straight line.12.



BOOK II.*

Equality of Areas.

SECTION I
j

Theorems
j

In Book I Theorems 5, 7, 15, 17, 20 we have had ,*

instances of figures whose areas are equal, and whose areas i

are proved to be equal, by shewing that the figures could be
\

placed so as to coincide with one another, or are congruent,

or identically equal But figures of different shapes may I

nevertheless be equal m area, though they cannot be placed
|

so as to coincide with one another, thus a circular field

may be as large as a square one, and a tnangle as large as

a rectangle

In the present section we proceed to the consideration

of rectilineal figures whose areas are equal, though the

figures are not of the same shape

Def I The altitude of a parallelogram with reference

to a given side as base is the perpendicular distance between

the base and the opposite side

Thus in the figure the perpendiculars DE,
EG, or CH, which are equal (by 1 28) since

DEFG, DEUC are parallelograms, are each

of them the altitude ofthe parallelogramABCD,
AB being the base

5 3L
r\ I

jCJi O 3 H

* Book III (with the exception of its last Section) is independent

of Book IL, and may be studied immediately after Book 1

W 6
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Dtf. 2. The alHUiie of a triangle with reference to a
given side as base is the perpendicular distance bebveen the

base and the opposite vertex.

Obs. It follows from the General Axioms (rf) and (c)

(page i), as an extension of the Geometrical Axiom i (page

ii), that magnitudes which are either the sum or the

difference of identically equal magnitudes are equal, although

they may not be identically equal

Theorem t.

Parallelograms on the same base and bdween the same

parallels are equal.

Part Mn. Let ABCD, JSPCPhe parallelograms, upon

the same base PC, and between the same parallels AF,

BCi

it is required to prove that the paiallelogtaui ABCD is

equal to the parallelogram EBCF.

Proof, Because ABCD is a parallelogram, (Hyp

)

therefore AB — DC} (i. 28)

becauseAB, BE are respectively parallel to CD, CF, (Hj’p

)

therefore the angles at A and E are respectively equal to

the corresponding angles at D and F-, (i 23, Cor

)

therefore the triangles ABE, DCFoie equal. (i. i 7*)
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But if the triangle CDF is taken an ay from the tra-

pezium ABCF the parallelogram ABCD remains
,
and if

the triangle ABE is taken aivay from the same trapezium the

parallelogram EBCF remains, therefore the parallelogram

ABCD is equal to the parallelogram EBCF*

Cor I The area of aparalldogram ts equal to the area

of a rectangle, whose base and altitude are equal to those of the

parallelogram

Cor 2 Parallelogi ams on equal bases and of equal

altitude are equal , and ofparallelograms of equal altitudes,

that IS the p eater which has the greater base, and tilsoe^

of parallelograms on equal bases, that is the gt eater which has

thegreater altitude

Theorem 2.

The area of a triangle is half the area of a rectangle

whose base and altitude are equal to those ofthe triangle

Let ABC be a tnangle on the base AC, and DACE
the rectangle on the same base, and ha\ing the same

altitude as the tnangle.

then Tvill the area of the tnangle AB

C

be half that of the

rectangle DACE.

* Eudid, 1 35 + Euclid, 1 36

6—

2
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Constr Through C draw CF parallel to to meet

DE produced in F.

Then EACF is a parallelogram, and therefore BACF
is equal to-the rectangle DACE. (n. i.)

But the triangle ABC is half the parallelogram BACF’,

(I. 28,)

therefore the triangle ABC is half the rectangle DACE

Con. I. Triangles on flie same or equal basesand ofequal

altitude are equal*.

Cor 2. Equal triangles on the same or equal bases have

equal altitudes.

Cor. 3. If i'lsio equal triangles stand on the same base

and on the same side of it, or on equal bases in thesame straight

line and on the same side of that straight line, the line joining

their vertiees is parallel to the base or to that straight

//wt.

Theorem 3.

77te area of a trapezium is equal to the area of a rectangle

whose base is halfthe sum ofthe two parallel sides, and whose

altitude IS theperpendicular distance between them

Fart En, Let ABCD be a trapeaum haidng AD
parallel to BC’,

then It is required to prove that its area is equal to

^
* Euclid, I. 3?, 38. ^ Euclid, 1 39. 40-
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that of the rectangle whose base is half the sum of AD
and 3C, and altitude the perpendicular distance between
AD and JBC.

Proof Bisect DC in O, and through O draw a line

parallel to AP to meet PC in P, and AD produced

in P.

Then in the triangles DOF, EOC,

because DO = OC, (Constr ) \

and the angle DOF<= the angle EOC, (i 4.) f
and the angle ODF= the angle OCE, (x 22 ) J

therefore the triangles are equal m all respects , (t 7 )

and therefore the trapezium APCD is equal to the

parallelogram APEF

But the parallelogram APEF 15 equal to the rectangle

on the same base PE, and between the same parallels

,

(ii I. Cor.)

and since EC=DF,

and AF= PE,
therefore the base PE is half the sum ofAD and PC,

therefore the trapezium APCD is equal to the rect-

angle whose base is half the sum of the parallel sides, and

height the perpendicular distance between them
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Def. 3. The straight lines drawn through any point in

a diagonal of a parallelogram parallel to the sides divide it

mto four parallelo^ams, of which the two whose diagonals

are upon the given diagonal are called parallelograms about

fliat diagonal, and the other two are called the complements of

the parallelograms about the diagonal.

V

Theorem 4-

77ie complements of parallelograms about the diagonal

ofany parallelogram are equal to one another.

Let ABCD be a parallel- a. r b

ogram^P any point on the dia-

gonal AC, and let PPQ, SPT / /
be drawn parallel to the sides,

' ^

it is required to prove that the complement PB « the com-

plement PD.

Pi oof. Tor the triangle the triangle y4i?C(i 28);

and the triangles ASP, PQC=sthe triangles ARP, PTC,

therefore the remainders are equal, that is, PB=PD*.

Def. 4. All rectangles being identically equal which

have two adjoining sides equal to two given straight lines,

any such rectangle is spoken of as the rectangle contained by

those lines

In like manner, any square whose side is equal

to a given straight Ime is spoken of as the square on that

line.

Df s- A point in a straight line is said to divide it

internally, or, simply, to divide it, and, by analogy, a point

* Euclid, I 43.
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in the Ime produced is said to divide it externally, and, in

either case, the distances of the point from the extremities

of the line are called its segments

Obs A straight line is equal to the sum or difference

of Its segments according as it is divided mtemally or

externally.

Theorem $

Tlie rectangle contained by two given lines is equal to the

sum of the rectangles contained by one of them and the scvaal

parts into which the other is divided

Part En Let A and .ffC be the two given lines, of

which EC IS divided mto any

number ofparts,BD,BE,EC,

it is required to prove that

the rectangle contained by A
and BC IS equal to the sum of

the rectangles contained by A
and BD, A and BE, A and

EC.

Proof. From B draw a line BE at nght angles to BC,
and equal to through F draw a line parallel to BC,
and through B, E, C draw BG, EH, CK parallel to BF

Then the figure BK is equal to the figures BG, BH,
EKx

but BK IS the rectangle contained by A and BC

,

and BG, BH, EK are respectively the rectangles con-

tained by A and BB, A and BE, A and EC,
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therefore the rectangle contained by A and BC is equal

to the rectangles contained by A and BD, A and DE,
A and EC*.

Cor I. If a straigJii line is divided into two fartSy the

rectangle contained by the whole line and one of the farts ts

equal to the sum of the square on that fart and the rectangle

containedby the twofartsf.

Cor 2. If a straight line is divide into two farts the

square on the whole line is equal to the sum of the rectangles

contained by the whole line and each of thefarts%.

Theorem 6.

The square on the sum oftwo lines is greater than the sum

of the squares on those lutes by twice the rectangle contained by

ihem%

Pali En. Let AB be the sura

oiAP,PB-, i

, . . , , , W r II

It IS required to prove that the ^

square on AB is equal to the

squares on AF, PB together with

twice the rectangle contained by

AP, PB. D F B

Proof. Desenbe a square

on AB.

Through P draw PLF parallel to AD, meeting DE
in F'. cut off PL=iPB leaving LF=AP. Through L draw

.SZil/ parallel to AB, to meet DA and EB in M, H.

* Eudid, TI 1. + Euclid, n 3 $ Euclid, ns. § Euclid, II. 4
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Then the figures AL^ PH, LE, MF are rectangles by
construction,

and PH, MF are the squares on PB, AP respectively,

and AL, LE are each of them the rectangle contained by
AP, PB.

Hence, since ADEB is made up of these four figures, it

follows that the square on AB is greater than the squares

on AP, PB by twice the rectangle contained by AP, PB

Theorem 7.

Hie squat e on the difference of two lines is less (Itan ilie

sum of the squares on those lines by twice the rectangle

contained by them!*.

Part En Let AB be the difference of AP, BP,
it IS required to prove that the square on AB is less than

the squares on AP, PB by twice the
^

rectangle AP, PB. T

Proof Describe a square ADEB a mnn. p

on AB
Through P draw parallel to

AD, meeting DE produced m F.

cut off PL=PB, making LF=AP ” r- f

Through Z draw MHL parallel to AB, to meet DA and

EB produced in M, JI.

Then MF is the square on AP', and HP the square

on BP, and MP or IIF, the rectangle contained by AP
and BP.

n

V 1- F

Euclid, n 7
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And AE is less than ASPby J£P+ HF\ that isj

the square on AB is equal to the squares of AP, PB dvtmn-

ished by twice the rectangle contained by AP, PB.

Theorem 8.

77ie difference of ihe squares on two lines is equal to the

rectangle contained by the sum and difference of the lines*'.

Part. Eiu Let AB and be the two straight lines, of

which AB is the greater ; and let them be placed in one

straight Imej cut off BD equal to BC', so that AC'& theur

sum, and AD is their difference j

Then will the difference of the squares ofAB and BC
be equal to the rectangle contained hy AC and AD.

Proof. On AB descnbe a ^ dbg
square AGHB. Through D,
Cdraw DL, CFparallel toAG
or BE, cut off HO —LE or

DB’, and through O draw

EKOFvsxiAlol to AC. ' ®

Then KE's, the square on q i ir

DB or BC, and therefore the

difference of the squares of AB and BC Is the figure made
up ofEL and AO.

But EL is equal to BFhy construction;

therefore the figure made of EL and AO is equal to

AF, which is the rectangle contsuned by AE or AD and

AC;

K 0

G LB

* Eudid, n. 5, Cor.
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1

therefore the difference of the squares of AB and BC
IS equal to the rectangle contained by ^C and AD.

Cor. If a straight line is bisected and divided in any
pointy the rectangle contained by the segments is equal to the

difference of the squares on half the line and the line between

thepoints of section

A OPS A 0 s p

Proof For let AB be bisected in C, and divided inter-

nally or externally in P.

Then AP is the sum oi AC and CP, and PB is their

difference, since BC-AC.

Therefore the rectangle contained by AP, PB is the

rectangle contained by the sum and difference ofAC and

CP, and therefore is equal to the difference of the squares

of and CP.

Remarl The student will begin here to suspect, what he will

afterwards find to be true, that there is an mtimatc relation between

geometry and algebra. Algebraical or analytical geometry as it is

called, investigates this relation and applies it to the establishment of

theorems in geometry, and will occupy him at a later stage of his

mathematical studies. We shall at present use the expression AJF,

which IS read ‘AB squared,’ only as an abtncviafion for "the square

on AB,‘’ and ABnAC or AB AC, as an abbreviation for "the

rectangle contained by AB and AC."

Theorem 9

In any right-angled triangle the square on the hypotenuse

IS equal to the sum of the squares on the sides which contain

the right angle
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Tati. Ell. Let AECh& a

triangle right-angled at B‘y

it is required to prove that

AC* equal to AB*-¥BC*.

Proof. On AB, BCy
CA describe the squares

AjDEB, BFGC, CIHA re-

spectively. Join CD, BH\
and draw^yparallel to AH.

Since the angles ABCy
ABE, BCEare nght angles,

it follows that CBE, ABF
are straight lines; (i. 3)
therefore the triangle DA Cis on the same base DA, and be-

tween the same parallels DA, EC with the square DABE\

therefore the triangle DAC is half the square DABE',
(ii. 3, Cor 2.)

and similarly the triangle BAH is half the rectangle

But because the angle i?^j?=the angle HAC, each

being a right angle; add to each the angle BAC)

therefore the whole angle DAC is equal to the whole

angle BAH,

and the two sides DA, AC are respectively equal to the

two sides BA, AH, (Constr.)

therefore the tnangle DAC is equal to BAH, (r. 5 )

and therefore the square DABE^^h^ rectangle A/.

Similarly it may be shewn that the square BCGF^ the

rectangle CJ, and tlierefore, since AJ and CJ make up
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the whole square AHIC, the square AHIC is equal to the

sum of the squares ABDE and BCGJR, that is,

AC^AJB^ + BC**

This important proposition may be proved as follows

Place two squares EABH, KBCF, as in the figure, with

their sides AB, BC continuous and in the same straight line

From CB cut off CD equal to AB Join DE, DF
Produce BK to X, making KL<=AB. Join LE, LF

L

Then it will lie easy to prove that the tnangles EAD,
DCF, EHL, LKF are all equal, being right-angled, and

having the sides containing the nght angle equal
,
therefore

the figure LEDF is equal to the sum of the two gnen

squares, and all its sides are equal

And since EDA is complementary to AED or FDC,

therefore the angle EDFis a right angle

Therefore LEDF\s a square, and is the square on ED
Therefore the square on the hypotenuse ED is equal to

the sum of the squares on the sides EA, AD.

Euclid, I 47
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Cor. I. li follows i/iai tn a triangle ABC rtghi-angled

atB,

AB^ ==AC*-BC^ and BC*=AC^-AB\

The next two tlieorems shew the modifications which

the theorem undergoes when tlie tnangle is not nght-angled.

Theorem io

In an obtuse-angled triangle the square on the side sub-

tending the obtuse angle is greater than the squares on the

sides containing that angle by twice the rectangle contained

by either of these sides and the projection on it of the other

side*.

A

Bart Ell. Let ABC be the tnangle, ABC being the

obtuse angle, BD the projection of AB on BC, BC being

produced backward.

Then wall AC^= AB'^BC'->rzCB. BD,

for A C‘- = AJJP +DC', by (n. 9,)

but ABP^AB'-BJB,

and DC'=CB^+BIB -^zCB. BD, (by n. 6,)

therefore AC'- AB'+ + a . BD.

Eudid, II. 13.
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Theorem ii.

In any triangle Hie square an the side opposite an acute

angle is less than the squares on the other two sides by twice the

f ecfangle contained by either side and the projection on it of the

other side*.

Part. En Let ABC be a tnangle,

B an acute angle, BD the projection of

AB on BC, then will

AC^=AB^ +BC‘~2CB^BD

Proof. For AC’‘=AD’' +BC\ (by

« 9)^

but Alf^AB”— BD^, by the same Theorem,

and D(P^BC’‘+BJy‘~2CByiBD,{hyn 7),

therefore AC =ABP + BC^-zCB^BD

Cor. Conversely, the angle opposite a side of a tnangle is

an acute angle, a right angle, or an obtuse angle, according as

the square on that side is less than, equal to, or greater than

the sum ofthe squares on the other two sides.

Theorem iz

The sum of the squares on two sides of a triangle is

double the sum of the squares on half the base and on the

linejoining the vertex to the middlepoint of the base.

*
Euclid, II 13
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Part. En Let AC, s. side of the

triangle ABC, be bisected in 2?, then

wiU

AJB^+SC-^ zAD- + iBI>\

Proof. For letDE be the projection

ofBD on A C.

Then AST- =Alf + DK- + ^AD . DE (by n. lo),

and BC^ ^ CEP +DB^-2CD.ED (by u. 1

1

),

therefore remembering that AD==DC, we obtain by addi-

tion that

AB^BC*=2A2T+2DB.
This theorem m a more general form is known as

Apollonius’s Theorem.

Theorem 13.

If a straight line is divided internally or externally at

any foint, the sum of the squares on the segments is double the

sum of the squares an half the line and on the line between

thepoint ofdivision and the middlepoint of the line*.

Let AB be bisected in C, and divided internally or ex-

ternally m D.

A. O X> JL a A 2>

Then the squares on AD, DB will be double of the squares

on A C, CD.

Prof. For AD-=AC-+ CP' + a^Cx CD by n 6;

and CB-i- CD'- 2BC-*. CD by 11. 7;

therefore, adding, and remembenng that and that

therefore the rectangle ACr- CZ?=the rectangle BCv- CD,

we get that AD-^DB’-=-2AC’‘+ aCDK
* Eucl II 9, 10
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Exercises

1 Bisect a tnangle by a hne passing through one of

Its angular points

2 Any line drawn through the intersection of the

diagonals of a parallelogram to meet the sides bisects the

figure

3 Find the locus of the vertices of triangles of equal

area upon the same base

4 If the sides of a triangle are 3, 4, 5 inches re-

spectively, the tnangle is right-angled

5 Of all triangles having the same \ertical angle, and

whose bases pass through a given point, the least is that

whose base is bisected in that point

6 The diagonals of a parallelogram divide it into four

equivalent triangles

7. If from any point in the diagonal of a parallelogram

straight Imes be drawn to the angles, then the parallelogram

will be divided into two pairs of equivalent tnangles

8 ABCD is a parallelogram, and E any point in the

diagonal AC produced Shew that the triangles EEC,
EDC will be equivalent

9. ABCD IS a parallelogram, and O any point w itliin

It, shew that the triangles OAB, OCD are together equi\a-

lent to half the parallelogram

10 On the same supposition if lines are drawn through

O parallel to the sides of the parallelogram, then the

difierence of the parallelograms DO, BO is double of the

tnangle OAC,

w 7
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11. The diagonals of a parallelogram ABCD intersect

in O, and P is a point withm the triangle OAB, Prove that

the difference of the triangles APB, CPD, is equivalent to

the sum of the tnangles APC, BPB.

12. If the points of bisection of the sides of a triangle

be joined, the triangle so formed shall be one-fourth of the

given triangle.

13. Shew that the sum of the squares on the lines

joining the angular points of a square to any point within

it is double of the sum of the squares on the perpendiculars

from that point on the sides.

14. If the sides ofa quadrilateral figure be bisected, and

the points of bisection joined, prove that the figure so formed

will be a parallelogram equal in area to half the given

quadrilateral

15. Bisect a parallelogiam by a line passing through

any given point

SECTION II.

Problems.

On the Quadrature of a Rectilineal Area.

There is one problem which from its historical in-

terest, and from the valuable illustrations it affords of the

methods and limitations of Geometry, should find a place

there. This problem is called the quadrature ofa rectilineal

area, which means the finding a square whose area is equiva-

lent to that of any given figure which is bounded by straight

hnes. It gave a means of comparing any two dissimilarly
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shaped rectilineal figures, such as irregularly shaped fields

whose boundaries were straight In the present condition

of mathematics it is not necessary, as the student will here-

after learn, but it will always be mstructive.

The problem is approached by the followmg stages

(1) To construct a parallelogram, with sides inclined

at a given angle, equal to a given tnangle

(2) To construct on a given straight line a parallelo-

gram, with sides inclined at a given angle, equal to a given

tnangle

(3) To construct a parallelogram, with sides inclined

at a given angle, equal to given rectilinealfigure

(4) To construct a square equal to a given rectilineal

figure

Problem I

/-

To construct aparallelogram equal to a given tnangle and

having one of its angles equal to a given angle

Let ABC be the given tri-

angle, E the given angle

Construction Bisect in

D, make the angle CDF=E,
and through B draw BFff-^s.-

rallel to AC, and draw CH parallel to DF
FDCH ivill be the parallelogram requured

Proof If BD be joined, it ivill be clear that the tri-

angle BAC and the parallelogram FHCD are each of them

double of the tnangle BDC (ii 2, Cor. i), and therefore

the parallelogram FHCD = the triangle BA C, and it has an

angle iihich iias required’^.

* Euclid, I 42.

7—2
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Problem II.

To construct a parallelogiam on a given base equal to a

given triangle and having one of its angles equal to a given

angle

Let BAC be the given tnangle, E the given angle as

before, and let it be required to construct on the line GO a

parallelogram equal to BA C, and having an angle E
Construction Construct the

parallelogram EDGE as before,

and place it so that one of its

sides GJd may be m the same

straight line with GO
Produce EB, and draw OQ

parallel to GB to meetEB in Q.

Join QG, and produce it to meet /^produced in S

Draw SEE parallel to EQ, meeting BG produced in

E, and QO produced in E.

Then GOEE is the parallelogram required

Proof For the parallelogram i?(C?=the parallelogram

GE, being complements (ii 4), and EG= the given triangle

ABC
Therefore G7?= the triangle ABC, and it has an angle=

E, since it is equiangular with the parallelogram EBGH*.

Problem III

To construct a parallelogram equal to a given rectilineal

figure and having one of its angles equal to a given angle.

* Euclid, I 44>
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Let ABODE be the given rectilineal figure, F the

given angle Divide ABODE into triangles by joining

BE, BD.

Oonstrticiion Construct as before a parallelogram

GHJK—BAE, and having an angle 7!XK=F

3

Construct on D7 a parallelogram HJLI=BED, and

having the angle HIL =F
And construct on JL a parallelogram yd/yVZ = CD

and having the angle/ZA^=F
CATVil/will then be the parallelogram required

Proof. For since the angle J£IL = \!Rt angle K, it

IS therefore supplementary to HIK,
and therefore (by

I 3) KIL IS a straight line

Similarly GM and ATiF are straight lines, and MN\^
parallel to GK (i 24 )

Therefore GKNM is a parallelogram, having the given

angle, and it is by construction equal to the given rectilineal

figure*

Problem IV

To consit uci a square equal to a given reeitltnealfigure

* Euclid, I 45
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Conslruciion. By the pre-

vious construction make a

rectangle equal to AJSCDE,
and let PQRS be the rect-

angle so made

Then if PQ = QR the

rectangle is a square, but if

not, produce PQ to T, making QT=QR-, on PQT as

diameter describe a semicurcle, U being tlie centre, and

produce RQ to meet the circumference in V.

If a square be described on QV, this square ivill be

equal to ABCDE

Proof. For since PQ is the sum of .^and UQ, and

QT is the difference of PU (or UT') and UQj it follows

(from n 8) that the rectangle PQ x QT=PIP- UQP

,

but

PIP^ Ur-, and therefore PCT- U(f= UV^- UQ\ that

IS, VQ\ by II 9,
Cor.

But the rectangle PQ->^ QT is the rectangle PQRS,
which was made equal to ABCDE.

Therefore VQ~ =ABCDE, and the square descnbed on

VQ IS the square required"^.

Rtmarl If the gI^cn figure is not rectilineal, it cannot be divided

into tnangles* hence it is impossible by this method to construct a

square equal to a giien curvilinear area Nor can any method

depending on the use of the ruler and compasses only (see p 6o), con-

struct a square equal to some cnrMlinear areas, such as the circle

fhis IS the problem of squanng the circle, the solution of ivliich cannot

be effected nithout the use of other instruments.

* Euchd, II 14.
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Problem V.

To construct a rcdtltnmlfigure equal to a given rectilineal

figure and having the number of tts sides one less than that of
the given figure, and thence to construct a triangle equal to a

given rectilinealfigure

Let ABODE be the given rectilineal figure Join AC,
and through B draw BK parallel to to meet DC
produced in K. Jom AK

A

Then since the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle

AKC, being on the same base AC and between the same

parallels, add to each ACDE, therefore the figure ABODE
IS equal to the figure AKDE, which has the number of its

sides dimmished by one

Since this process can be repeated any number of times

it is evident that any polygon can be reduced in this manner

to an equivalent triangle.

Problem VI.

To divide a straight line, other internally or exiei natty,

into two segments such that the rectangle contained by the given

line and one of the segments may be equal to the square on the

other segment.
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Let AB be the gi\ en line.

First, to divide it internally.

Consinictton Draw a square ACDB
on AB

f

bisect ACmB. Join BE, pro-

duce EA to E, making EF=EB, on AE
descnbe a square AEGH.

AH and HB are the parts required,

so that the rectangle AB x BH=AJP. • t I

C 'jtl)

Proof. Produce GHto meet CD m K.

Then since CA is bisected in E, and divided externally

in E,

therefore CExEA—EE^-~EA^ (n. 8 Cor.),

but EE- =EH, and therefore EE-EA-=AB^
(n 9 Cor),

therefore CEx EA=AB^;

that IS, the figure EE= the figure AD

,

take from each AE,
and therefore EH=HD.

But HD is the rectangle AB x BH

,

and EH is the

square on AH.

therefore AB x BH=AH *

CoR T/ic line FA is divided e-xternally in C, so that

FC.FA=CA“.

* Euclid, II. II.
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Secondly, to divide it externally

Constmctwn Produce BA, and take AH equal \a AB
Bisect AHva. E On AB descnbe a square ACDB. Join

EC ,
from ^//produced, cut offEK=EC

Then will BK^AIC

Proof On KA descnbe a square KGLA, and produce

DC to meet KG in F

Then, since AH ys bisected in E and produced to K,

AKy^KH^EIC~EA\ (n 8)

but EK"-= E(P, and therefore EIC - EA* =A C\

therefore AKx KH=A C'

,

that IS, the figure i?Z=the figure AD
Add to each KC,

then the figure KL = the figure KD ,

that IS, the square on/ZATis equal to the rectangle

Q E D

Exercises

1 Construct a square double of a given square

2 Construct a square equal to tu'O, or three, or any

number of given squares
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3. Divide a straight line into two parts, such that the

square of one of the parts may be half the square on the

•whole line.

4. Given the base, area, and one of the angles at the

base, construct the triangle,

5. Find the locus of a point which moves so that

the sum of the squares of its distances from two given

points is constant

We subjoin a few problems and theorems as miscel-

laneous exercises in the Geometry of angles, Imes, triangles,

parallelograms, and the equality of areas.

iflSCELLAKEOUS THEOREMS AND PROBLEMS,

1. Prove that the acute angle between the bisectors of

the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle is equal to

one of the angles at the base of the triangle.

2. Find a point equally distant from three given

straight lines

3. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect one

another and are equal to one another, the figure -will be

a rectangle.

4. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect one

another at right angles and are also equal, the figure •mil

be a square.
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5 If ABC IS a tnangle, AB being greater than A C,

and a point D in AB be taken such that AD=AC

,

pro\e

that the angle BCD is equal to half the difference of the

angles ABC, ACB

6 If ABCD is a parallelogram, and AE = CF are

cut off from the diagonal AC, then BEDF will be a

parallelogram

7 11 AA ^ CC be cut off from the diagonal AC, and

BB' = Diy from the diagonal BD of a parallelogram, then

will A'DCBf be also a parallelogram

8 If AA*—BJB = CC=DBf be cut off from the

sides of the parallelogram ABCD taken in order, then w ill

A'B'C'jy be also a parallelogram

9, ABC IS a tnangle, and through D, the middle

point of AB, DE, DF are drawn parallel to the sides

BC, AC, to meet them in E, F Shew that EF-a parallel

to AB
10 Through a given point to draw a line such that

the part of it intercepted between two parallel Imes shall

have a given length

II. To describe a rhombus equal to a given paral-

lelogram, having Its side equal to the longer side of the

parallelogram

12 Shew that the diagonal of a rectangle is longer

than any other line whose extremities are on die sides of

the rectangle

13 From the extremities of the base of an isosceles

tnangle straight lines are drawn perpendicular to the op-

posite sides , tlie angles made by them with the base are

equal to half the vertical angle.
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14 D\% the middle point of the side of n frinngic

ACB, ami any parallel lines BE^ T>E vlxc dranm to meet

AC,AB (or BC) in E and shew that i?/* dh ides the

triangle into two equal areas

15. If e\ ery pair of aftematc sides of a con\ ex figure of

fne sides be produced to meet, so as to form a fivc-ra>ed

star, prove that the angles so formed will be together equal to

two right angles.

Extend this to the case of a polygon of n sides.

rd. Of all triangles haring the same base and area,

tint which is isosceles has the least perimeter,

ry, Tlie area of a rhombus is equal to half the rcct*

angle constructed on the tno diameters of the rhombus

15 If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral arc paral-

lel, and their points of bisection joined, the quadrilateral

will be bisected

19 If two opposite sides of a parallelogram be bi-

sected, and lines be drawn from these two points of bi-

section to the opposite angles, these lines will be parallel,

tno and two, and mil trisect both diagonals.

so. The sum of the squares desenbed on the sides of a

rhombus is cqu.al to the squares desenbed on its diameters

SI. From the sides of the triangle ABC, AA', BJB^

CC',arc ait off each equal to two-thirds of the side from

which it is cut. Shew that the triangle A'JBC' is one-third

of the triangle ABC.

ss. BCD... arc points on the circumference of a circle,

A any point not the centre of the circle. Shew that of the

lines AB, A C, AD., not more than two can be cqu.al.
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23 Find the locus of a point, such that the sum of the

squares on its distances from two given points is equal to

the square on the distance between the two points

24. If m and n are any numbers, and lines be taken

whose lengths are and 2;«« units respec-

tively, shew that these lines will form a nght-angled tnangle.

Give examples of these triangles

25. Through two given points on opposite sides of a

straight line draw two straight lines to meet in that line, so

that the angle which they form shall be bisected by tliat

line

26 Through a given pomt draw a line such that the

perpendiculars on it from two given points may be equal

27 Find points D, E in the equal sides AB, AC oi

an isosceles tnangle ABC, such that BD =DE=EC
28 If one angle of a tnangle is equal to the sum of

the other two, the greatest side is double of the distance of

Its middle point from the opposite angle

29 Find the locus of a point, given the sum or

difference of its distances from two fixed lines

30 Given two points and a straight line of indefinite

length, construct an equilateral triangle so that two of its

sides shall pass through the given points, and the tliird shall

be in the given straight line

31. Construct an isosceles tnangle having the angle at

the vertex double of the angles at the base.

32 ABC is a triangle, AB greater than BC, BD
bisects the base AC, and BE the angle ABC Prove

(i) that ADB IS an obtuse angle, {2) that ABD is less

than DBC, and (3) that BE is less than BD
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33 Bisect a triangle by a bne passing tlirough a point

in one of its sides.

34. If two sides of a triangle be given, its area will be

greatest when they contain a right angle

35. Construct a triangle equal to a given quadnlateral

figure

36 Bisect a given quadrilateral figure by a line drann

from one of its angular pomts

37. Bisect a given five-sided figure by a line drawn

from one of its angular pomts.

38, If the opposite angles of a quadnlateral are equal,

the figure is a parallelogram.

39 Produce a given straight Ime to such a distance

that the square on the produced part may be double of the

square on the given line

40 Produce a given straight line to such a distance

that the square on the whole line may be double of the

square on the given line.

41. Given two sides and a median, construct the tri-

angle.

42. Divide a straight line into two parts such that the

square on one part may be four times the square on the

other.

43 From B, one of the angles of a triangle ABC^
a perpendicular BD is let fall on AC Shew that the

diiference of the squares on AB, BC is equal to the differ-

ence of the squares on AI>, DC.
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44 AC one of the sides of a tnangle ABC\% bisected

in D" and BD joined Shew that the squares on AB and
BC together are equal to twice the square on BD, and
twice the square on AD

45 Produce a given line AB to P so that AP BP-
AB\

4<j ABCD is the diameter of two concentric circles,

P, Q any points on the outer and inner circles respectiiely

Prove that BP^ + CP^=AQ’‘+D(2‘

47. Given a polygon ofn sides to construct an equal

polygon of («— i) sides Hence construct a rectangle equal

to any given rectilineal figure.

48 Prove that the squares on the diagonals of any

parallelogram are together equal to the squares on its sides

49 O is the point of intersection of the diagonals of

a square ABCD, and P any otlier point whatever Prove

that AP^ +BP^ + CP^ +DP^ = ^OA^ + 40P\

50 Given the base, difference of sides, and difference

of the angles at the base, construct the tnangle

51 If from one of the acute angles of aright-angled

tnangle a line be drawn to the opposite side, the squares

on that side and the line so drawn are together equal to the

squares on the segment adjacent to the right angle and on

the hypotenuse

52. Find the locus of the middle point of a line drawn

from a given point to meet a given line

53 If from the nght angle <7 of a right-angled triangle

ABC straight lines be drawn to the opposite angles of tlie

square on AB, the difference of tire squares on these two

lines wnll equal the difference of the squares on^Cand .5C
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54. AB is divided into two unequal parts in Cand
equal parts in Z>; shew that the squares on ^Cand .ffC

are greater than ttvice the rectangle AC>i CB by four

times the square on. CD.

55. In any right-angled triangle the square on one

of the sides containing the right angle is equal to the

rectangle contained by the sum and difference of the other

tivo sides

56. In any isosceles triangle ABC, if AD is drawn

from A the vertex to any point D in the base, shew that

AB^^Ajy^BD.bC.

57. Prove that four times the sum of the squares on the

medians of a triangle is equal to three times the sum of the

squares on the sides of the tnangle.
«

A median of a tnangle is the line drawn from an angle

to the point of bisection of the opposite side.

58 The square on the base on an isosceles tnangle

is double the rectangle contained by eitlier side, and the

projection on it of the base.

59. The squares on the diagonals of a quadnlateral

are double of the squares on the sides of the parallelogram

formed by joming the middle points of its sides.

60. Hence shew that they are also double of the squares

on the lines which join the points of bisection of the oppo-

site sides of the quadnlateral

61. The squares on the diagonals of a quadrilateral

are togedier less than the squares on the four sides by four

times the square on the line joinmg the points of bisection

of the diagonals
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62. In any quadrilateral figure the lines which join the

middle points of opposite sides intersect in the line uhich

joins the middle point ofthe diagonals, and bisect one another

at that point

63 The locus of a point which moves so that the sum

of the squares of its distances from three given points is

constant is a circle.

w S



BOOK III

The Circle.

f

SECTION I.

Elementary Properties.

A eircle is a plane figure contained by one hnci which is called the

circumference, and is such that all the lines drawn from a certain point

withm the figure to the circumference are equal to one another. Ihis

point IS called the centre of the circle.

A straight hne drawn to the circumference iiom the centre is called

a radius of the circle.

A straight hne drawn through the centre and terminated both wajs

by the circumference is called a diameter of the circle.

Dtf. I. An arc is a part of a circumference

Drf. 2. A chord of a circle is

the straight line joining any two

pomts on the circumference. When
the arcs into which the chord di-

vides the circumference are unequal,

they'are called the major and minor

arcs respectively. Such arcs are said

to be conjugate to one another.
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3 A segmait of a circle is the figure contained by
a chord and either of the arcs into which the chord divides

the circumference The segments are called major and

minor segments according as the arcs that bound them are

major or minor arcs,

Def 4 The conjugate angles formed at the centre of a

circle by two radii are said to stand upon the conjugate arcs

opposite them intercepted by the radii, the major angle upon

the major arc, and the mmor angle upon the minor arc

Def 5 A sector is the figure contained by an arc and

the radii drawn to its extremities The angle ofthe sector is

the angle at the centre which stands upon the arc of the

sector

Def 6 Curcles that have a common centre are said to

be concentric.

The folloivmg properties of the circle are immediate con-

sequences of Book I Def 8

(a) A circle has only one centre

(3) A point IS within, on, or without the circumference

of a curcle, according as its distance from the centre is less

than, equal to, or greater than the radius

(c) The distance of a point from the centre of a circle

IS less than, equal to, or greater than the radius, according

as the point is within, on, or without the circumference

8—2
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Theorem i

Circles ofequal radii ate identically equal.

Part. En. Let A and B be circles of equal radii j

it IS required to prove that they are identically equal.

Proof. Let their centres be C and D. Place the circle

B upon the circle A so that the point D falls upon the

point Cf and take any point E outside both circles and

join CE. Then since all radu of the same circle are equal,

and the circles are of equal radii;

therefore the distances from C along CE to tlie circum-

ferences of the two circles are the same

,

therefore the circumferences cut the Ime CE m the same

point

Sinularly they cut every line through C in the -same

point, and therefore comcide altogether, and the two circles

are identically equal.

Cor. Two (different) circles whose circumferences meet

one another cannot be concentric^.

* Eudid, in 5.
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Theorem 2

In the smne circle, or in equal ardes, equal angles at the

centre stand on equal arcs, and of two unequal angles at the

eentre the greater angle stands on the greater arc*

Part En Let A and B be two equal circles, and
DCE, GFH two angles at their centres C and F, standing

upon the arcs DE, GH respectively, it is required to

prove that if the angle DCE be equal to the angle GFH,
the arc DE will also be equal to the arc GH, and if the

angles be not equal then the greater angle will stand upon

the greater arc

Proof Place the circle B upon the circle A so that

the point F falls upon the point C, and the bounding lines

of the angle GFH upon those of the equal angle DCE

,

then will the two circles coincide, and the points G and

H will fall on the pomts D and E because the circles are

of equal radii, (m i

)

and the circumferences coinciding, and G and H falling

on D and E, then will the arc GH fall on and coincide

with the arc DE, and be therefore equal to it

* Euclid, HI 26.
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Again, if the angles J^CE, GFH be not equal, let

DCE be the greater. Then it is possible to place the

circle B upon the circle A so that the pomt J?" falls on the

pomt Cf and the bounding lines of the angle GFH fall

within the bounding lines of the greater angle DCE\
and therefore the minor arc forms a part of, and there-

fore is less than, the minor arc DE.

And further, since any angle KCL at the centre of the

drcle A, equal to GFH, stands upon an arc equal to GH,
therefore the arc DE is greater than, equal to, or less than

the arc KL in the same curcle, according as the angle DCE
is greater than, equal to, or less than the angle KCL.

Cor. I. Sed&rs of the same or of equal arcles which

'

have equal angles are equal; and of two such sectors which

have unequal angles that which has the greater angle is the

greater.

Cor. 2 . A diameter of a drcle divides it into two equal

parts which are catted semidrcles, and two diameters at

right angles to one another divide the circle info four equal

parts which are catted quadrants.
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Proof. The quadrants are sectors whose angles are nght angles and

are therefore equal to one another, hy Car i ; and the semicircles arc

sectors whose angles are angles of two right angles, and are therefore

equal to one another

J^ef. 7. The former are called semtcttdes, and the latter

are called quadrants

Theorem 3.

In the same circle, or in equal circles, equal arcs subtend

equal angles at the centre; and oftwo unequal arcs Hk greater

subtends the ^eater angle at the centre*.

Part En. Let the circles whose centres are A and D
be equals and let BC, FE be arcs;

then It is required to prove that if the arc ^C be equal to

the arc FE, the angle BAC will be equal to the angle

FDE, and if the arc BC be greater than the arc FE, the

angle BAC will be greater than the angle FEE

P/oof. First, let the arc BC be equal to the arc FE,

then the angle BAC will be equal to the angle FDE

For the angle BAC vs either equal to the angle FDE or

unequal to it;

Euclid, in «7.
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but if the angle JBAC were unequal to the angle JfDEy then

the arc JBC would be unequal to the arc FE‘, (iii 2 )

but It is not,

and therefore the angle EAC is equal to the angle EDE,

Secondly, let the arc ECht greater than the arc EE,
then the angle EACvnXi. be greater than the angle EEE.

For the angle EAC is either greater than, equal to, or

less than the angle EDE;

But the angle EAC is not equal to the angle EDE,
for then the arc would be equal to the arc FE, (in. 2 )

but It IS not:

nor IS the angle EAG less than the angle EDE',

for then the arc ^Cwould be less than the arc FE, (ni. 2 )

but it is not;

therefore the angle EAC is greater than the angle FDE.

Ohs (i) This theorem affords an excellent example of an appli-

cation of the mle ofcmivasten (p 3) It must be observed that

Theorem a forms m fact a group of theorems in which it is demon-

strated that (see figure to Theorem 3),

(i) if the angle A is greater than the angle D, the arc BC is

greater than the arc FE ;

(a) If the angle A is equal to the angle D, the arc BC is equal to

tlie arc FE}

(3) if the angle A is less than the angle D, the arc BC is less than

the arc FE.

Now ofthe Hypotheses ofthese theorems one must he true;

for the angle A must be greater than, equal to, or less than the angle
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1

and of the Conclttstons no two can be true at the same time, for the

arc BC cannot be both greater than, and equal to, the arc FE,
therefore the rule of conoersusn applies to this group of Theorems

,

that IS, their converses, -which form Theorem 3, are true In the

text this proof is given m detail But when these conditions are true of

a group of theorems their converses are always necessarily true, and no

special proof is necessary

Ohs (a) This theorem might also be proved by direct super-

position

Cor. Equal sectors of the same or of equal circles have

equal angles, and of two unequal sectors the greater has the

greater angle.

This may be proved as in the theorem, or by the rule of coniersion,

(which applies to the group of Theorems contained in Theorem s, Cor i),

or by direct superposition

Exercises on Section I

1 What arc of a circle is equal to its conjugate arc ?

What arc is half its conjugate arc?

2 What segment of a circle is also a sector ofa circle ?

3 Prove that if two circles cut one another they cannot

have the same centre.

4 Dmde a circle into eight equal parts by radii

5 If there be two sectors of equal circles, and the angle

of the first is any multiple of the angle of the second, prove

that the area of the first is the same multiple of the area of

the second.
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Chords

Theorem 4.

In tJu same circle, or in equal circles, equal arcs an

subtended by equal chords; and of two unequal minor arcs,

thegreater is subtended by thegreater chord*'

Part. En Let AB, CD be equal arcs of the same or ol

equal circles;

it is required to prove that the chord AB is equal tc

tlie chord CD.

Proof. Let E, Ehe the centres of the circles
;
join AE.

BE, CF, DF.

Then because the arc IS equal to the arc CD\ (Hyp
]

therefore the angle is equal to the angle CFD\ (in 3.]

and because in the tivo triangles AEB, CFD, the two sides

* Euclid, llL 29.
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AE, EB are equal to the hvo CF, FD, and the contained

angle AEB is equal to the contained angle CFD,
therefore the base AB is equal to the base CD (1 S )

Part En Again, let the minor arc AB be greater than

the minor arc CD, it is required to prove that the chord

AB IS greater than the chord CD.

Proof Because the arc AB is greater than the arc CD,

therefore the angle AEB is greater than the angle CFD

,

(“1 3 )

and because in the tnangles AEB, CFD, the two sides AE,
EB are equal to the two CF, FD, but the contained angle

AEB IS greater than the contained angle CFD,

therefore the base AB is greater than the base CD (i la.)

Cor In the same circle, or in equal circles, of two

u/teqteal major arcs the greater is subtended by the less chord

Ohs Since AB, CD are minor arcs, the angles AEB, CFD are

less than two right angles This has been assumed in the proof m
treating AEB, CFD as tnangles

Theorem 5

In the same circle, or in equal arcles, equal choids subtend

equal major and equal minor arcs, and oftwo unequal chords

the ^eater subtends the greater minor arc and the less major

arc*
Cuclid, III iS
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Fati En Let AB, CD be equal chords in the same

or equal circles, it is required to prove that the arcs AB,
CD are equal

Proof. For if the minor arcs AB, CD were unequal,

one of them would be the greater,

and therefore the chord AB would be unequal to the

chord CD. (in 4)

But it IS not, for the chords are equal (H)T

)

Therefore the minor arcs AB, CD are also equal.

Again, let the chord AB be greater than the chord CD,

/ K

it is required to prove that the minor arc AGB is greater

than the minor arc CHD.

Proof. For the minor arc AGB is either greater than,

equal to, or less than the minor arc CHD',

But the minor arc AGB is not equal to the minor arc

CHD,

for then the chord AB would be equal to the chord CD.

- (ni 4)
But It is not.

Nor is the minor arcAGB less than,the mmor arc CHD,
for then the chord AB would be less than the chord CD.

(in 4.)
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But it IS not,

therefore the minor 'Urc AGB is greater tlian the minor arc

CHD,

and therefore also the major arc AIB is less than the

major arc CKD
Obs As before, the rule of conversion applies to the groups of

theorems enunciated in Theorem \ and Cor , and tlieir conierses form

Theorem 5

Theorem 6

27/tf straight line drawn from the cenit e ofa cii cle to the

middlepoint ofa chord ispeipenduular to the chord

Bart En Let the straight line OC be drawn from the

centre O of a circle to the middle point C of a chord AB

,

it is required to prove that OC is

perpendicular to AB
Bioof. Join OA, OB
Then because in the triangles

OAC, OBC, the three sides of the

one are respectively equal to the

three sides of the other,

therefore the angles OCA, OCB op-

posite to the equal sides OA, OB are equal (1 15 ), and are

therefore nght angles,

that IS, OC IS perpendicular to AB*

Theorem 7.

27ie straight line drawn from the centre of a circle per~

pendtcular to a chord bisects thechord\.

t Euclid, III 3, Part a* Euchd, III 3, Part 1
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Part. En. Let the straight hre OC drawn from the

centre (7 of a circle be perpendicular to the chord AB,
it IS required to prove that <7 bisects AB

Proof. Because in the nght-angled triangles ACO^
BCO,
the h>’polenuse AO is equal to the hypotenuse BO,

and the side OC is common,

therefore the triangles are equal in all respects, (i 20, Cor

)

and therefore C IS equal to CB, and <7 bisects AB.

Theorem S

77/0 sttaight line drawn perpendicular to a chord of a

circle through its middle pointpasses tinongh the centre of the

arcle*.

Part En. Let AB be a chord of a circle, bisected in

C, and let CO be drawn at nght angles to AB,
It IS required to prove tliat CO passes through the centre.

Proof. Because CO bisects AB at right angles, (H}^)

)

therefore CO is the locus of

points equidistant from A and

(p 72) But the centre of the

circle is equidistant from A
and B

therefore CO passes through the

centre.

Cor. The locus cf the cen-

tres ofall circles thatpass through

two given points is the straight

line that bisects at right angles the linejoining thosepoints.

* EucUd, in I. Cor.
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Remark On Theorems 6, 7, 8 it may be remarked that if anj one
of them be proved directly, the other two follow from applications of
the Rule of Identity For example, if Theorem 7 be pro%cd directly

and It be requued to demonstrate Theorem 6, we may proceed as

follows —Of straight lines through the centre there can be but one to

the middle point of the chord, and btU one perpendicular to it; and

inasmuch as by Theorem 7, the one that is perpendicular to the chord

IS also the one that bisects it, it follows by the Rule of Identity that the

one that bisects it is also the one that is perpendicular to it.

Theorem 9

A straight line cannot meet the at cumference of a citcle

in more than two points.

Part En Let AB be a straight line, 0 the centre of

a circle,

It IS required to prove that the straight line AB does not

meet the circumference of the circlem more than tvs 0 points

Proof Draw OC perpendicular to AB

Let D be one of the points of intersection of the straight

line,and circle, 30m OD

,

and at the point O in the line OC on the side of OC remote

from D, make the angle COE equal to COD, and let OE
meet the straight line AB m E.
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Then since OE, OD are obliques making equal angles

with the perpendicular OC,

therefore OD is equal to OE, (i 19

)

and therefore E is on the circumference of the circle,

and all Imes drawn from O to AB other than OE are

greater or less than OD^ that is no point on AB other than

D and E is on the circle.

CoK, A chord ofa circle lies wholly within the circle.

Ohs. Hence a circle is everywhere concave to its

centre.

For the test of the concavity of an axe of a curve to a

given point is that, if any two points in the arc be taken,

the chord joining those points

shall be cut by every line drawn

from the given point to a point

on that arc.

Thus in the figure the arc
^

AB IS concave to O, and the

arc BC\% not concave to 0, and is smd to be convex to it

Theorem 10

One Clide, and only one, can he diawn thiough any thiee

points not in the same straight line.
^

Barf. En. Let A, B, C be three points, not in the same

straight line;
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it IS required to prove that

one circle, and only one, can

be draivn to pass through

A, B, C

Proof Because the locus

of the centres of all circles „
that pass through A and B
IS a straight line that bisects

AB2X right angles,

and the locus of the centres of all circles that pass through

B and C is the straight line that bisects BCsX right angles,

therefore the centre of a circle that passes through A, B
and C IS a point common to these two straight lines.

Now these straight lines will intersect, for if they did not

they would be parallel, and therefore A, B, and C would be

(Ci<\ one straight line,

and they can intersect in only one point. (Ax 2 )

therefore one circle, and only one circle, can be drawn to

pass through A, B and C

Cor I. Two circles that have three fotnis m common

coincide wholly

Hence a circle is named by three letters at points on its circum-

ference.

Cor 2 Two cii cles cannot meet one another in more than

twopoints*.

For if they had three points in common they would coincide

wholly

Cor. 3 Jffrom anypoint within a circle more than two

equalstraight lines are drawn to the circumference, that point

ts the centre of the circle-^.

* Euclid, III lo + Euclid, in 9

w

c
/

(HI 8, Cor

)

9
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Theorem ii.

In the same circle, or in equal circles, equal chords are

equally distantfrom the centre; and oftwo unequal chords the

greater is nearer to the centre than the less*.

First. Fart. £ii. Let AB, CD be equal chords in the

same, or m equal circles, whose centres are E, F\ and let

EG, i^be perpendiculars from E, Fem. AB, CD respect-

ively; It is required to prove that EG is equal to FH.

Proof. Join EA, FC.

Then because EG, FH are perpendiculars on the

chords from the centres,

therefore diey bisect the chords; (iii. 7 )

and, because the chords are equal, (Hyp )

therefore AG is equal to CH
and therefore in the right-angled triangles AGE, CHF,

the hypotenuse AE is equal to the hypotenuse CF, •

(Hyp.^

* Euclid, III. 14, IS Part i.
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and one side AG is equal to one side CH
therefore the side EG is equal to FK. (i. so, Cor )

that IS, the chords AS, CD are equally distant from the

centre.

Again,

Fart En. Let AS, CD be unequal chords of the same,

or of equal arcles, of which AS is the greater.

It is required to prove that AS is nearer to the centre than

CD.

Proof. Because the chord AS is greater than the

chord CD,

therefore the minor arc AS is greater than the minor arc

CD. (in. 5

)

Place the circles on one another, with E as their com

mon centre, (m i )

so that the point C falls on A, and the point D on the

minor arc AS', and let fall the perpendiculars EG, EHon

the chords AS, AD
Let EHontAS in K

then because EG is the perpendicular on AS from E,

therefore EG is less than EK. (i. t9 )

9—2
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Ptoof. For AB must be either greater than CD, or

equal to CD, or less than CD
But AB IS not equal to CD,

for then AB and CD would be equally distant from the

centre. (in j i

)

But they are not*

Nor IS AB less than CD,

for then AB would be further from the centre than CD,
(m II)

but It 15 not;

therefore AB is greater than CD

Cor Tfu diameter ts tlu greatest chord in a circle

Ois This theorem follows logically from Theorem ti For (he

group of theorems m Theorem ii is such that of their hypotheses one

must le true, that is, the chord AB must be greater than, equal to, or less

than the chord CD , and of the eonclustons, AB is at a less, equal, or

greater distance from the centre than CD, no two can be true at thesame

time, therefore the rule of conversion is applicable ; and Theorem 1

1

contains the converse theorems thus established

It may also be remarked that this Theorem may be proved by

superposition

Exercises on Section II

1 Given a triangle ABC to find the centre of the

circle that passes through A, B, and C
2 If two equal chords intersect one another, the seg-

ments of the one are equal to the segments of the other

respectively.

3 Two chords cannot bisect one another unless both

pass through the centre
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4 Given a curve, to ascertain whether it is an arc of a

circle or not.

$. If a straight line cut two concentric circles, the

parts of it intercepted between the two circumferences will

be equal

6 Perpendiculars are let fall from the extremities of a

diameter on any chord, or any chord produced
\
shew that

the feet of the perpendiculars are equally distant from the

centre.

7. The locus of the points of bisection of parallel

chords of a circle is the diameter at right angles to those

chords.

8. If a diameter of a circle bisects a chord which does

not pass through the centre, it will bisect all chords which

are parallel to it.

9 AB and CD are imequal parallel chords in a circle;

prove that AC and BD, and likewise AD and j5C, inter-

sect on die diameter perpendicular to AB and' CZ?, or that

diameter produced, and are equally inclined to that dia-

meter.

\niat will be the case ifAB and CD are equal?
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Angles in Segments

Def 8. The angle formed by any two chords drawn

from a point on the circumference of a circle is called an

angle at the cu cumference, and is said to stand ttfon the an
between its arms

Drf 9 An angle contained by two straight lines drawn

from a point in the arc of a segment to the extremities of

the chord is called an anglem the segment.

Theorem 13

An angle at the arcumference ofa circle is half the angle

at the centre standing on the same arc.

Part Em. Let AB be an arc, O the centre, P any
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point on the circunaference of a cirde ; it is required to

prove that the angle APB is half of the angle AOB stand-

ing on the same arc.

Proof. Join PO, and produce it to Q.-

Then because OA is equal to OP ;

therefore the angle OAP is equal to the angle OPA : (i. 6

)

but the exterior angle AOQ is equal to the two interior and

opposite angles OAP and OPA ,
(i 25)

therefore the angle AOQ is double of the angle OPA.

Similarly the angle QOB is double of the angle OPB
Hence in figs (t and 2) the sum, or (in fig. 3) the dif-

ference of the angles AOQ, QOB is double of the sum

or difference of OPA and OPB,
that IS, the angle AOB is double of the angle APB}
and therefore the angle APB is half of the angle AOB on

the same arc*.

Theorem 14.

Angles in the same segment of a circle are equal to one

another.

Part. En LetAPB, AQB be

angles in the same segmentAPQB,

It IS required to prove that the angle

APB is equal to the angle AQB.

Proof. Take C?the centre, and

ym-AO, BO.

Then because the angles APB,
AQB at the circumference are each of them half the angle

at the centre on the same arc, (in. 13)

therefore the angle APB is equal to the angle AQB^.
* Euclid, 111 10 + 'Euclid, ill. iu
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Cor. Tlie angle subtended by the chord of a segment at a

point within it is greater than, and at a point outside its seg-

ment on the same side of the chord as the scpnent, is less than,

the angle in the segment

Part Ex Let APB be a segment of a circle, and C a point on the

same side of AB as the segment , it is required to pto\e that the angle

ACB IS gtesilei or less than the angle m the segment APB according

as C IS within or without the segment

Proof Take any poin* D in AB and join CD, and let CD (pio

duced if necessary) meet the curved boundary of the segment m P
Join PA, PB

Then if C is within the segment APB it is cwdcnlly vithm the

triangle APB, and therefore the angle ACB is greater than the angle

APB (I 13)

Again if C is without the segment APB, r\% evidently vvithin the

tnangle ACB, and therefore the angle ACB is less than the angle

APB (I. 13 )

Remark From this theorem and ns corollary we leam that the locus

of a point on one side of a given straight line at which that straight line

subtends a constant angle u an arc of a arete of vihich that line is the

chord

Theorem 15

The angle in a segment u gi cater than, equal to, or less

than a right angle, accoidtng as the segment is less than, equal

to, 01 g! eater than a semicircle*

* Euclid, HI 31.
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Part. En. LetAS be a dia-

meter of a drcle, cutting off the

semicircle ADB‘y and let any

other chord BC divide the circle

into the segment BDC less than

a semicircle, and BEC greater

than a semicircle

;

it IS required to prove that the angle in the segment BDC
less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle

;

and that tlie angle in the semicircle BDA is equal to aright

angle; and that the angle in the segment BEC greater than

a semicircle is less than a right angle.

Proof. Let O be the centre ; join CO.

Then the angle in the segment CDB is half the angle

COB subtended at the centre by the same arc BEC.
(ni 13

)

But this is a reflex angle, and is greater than two right

angles

;

therefore the angle in the segment CDB is greater than

one right angle.

Again, the angle in the semicircle ADB is half the

angle AOB upon the same arc AEB. (ui, t3 )

But the angle AOB is equal to two right angles;

therefore the angle in the semicircle is equal to a right

angle.

Lastly, the angle in the segment CEB is half the angle

COB. (in. 13

)

But the angle COB is less than two right angles

;
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therefore the angle in the segment CEB is less thnn a nght
angle.

Theorem 16

A sentient u las than, equal to, or greater than a semi-

circle according as the angle in it ts greater than, equal to, oi

las than a right angle

Proof According as the angle in the segment, that is

at the circumference, is greater than, equal to, or less than a

right angle
, the angle at the centre will be greater than,

equal to, or less than two nght angles j

that IS, the segment is less than, equal to, or greater than a

semicircle.

Alternative Proof For of the hypothaa that a segment

IS either greater than, equal to, or less than a semicircle,

one must be true, and of the conclusions proved in Th 15

that the angle in that segment is either less than, equal

to, or greater than a right angle, no two can be true at the

same time,

therefore the converses of the theorems in Th 15 are true,

that IS, according as the angle in a segment is less than,

equal to, or greater than a right angle, that segment is

greater than, equal to, or less than a semicircle

Theorem 17

The opposite angla of a quadrilateral tnsaibed in a arcle

are supplementary*.

* Eudid, in 9*.
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Pait Bn, Let ABCD be a quadrilateral inscnbed in

a, circle; it is required to prove

that Us opposite angles ABC^ CDA
are supplementary.

Proof, Take O the centre, and

jom AO, CO.

Then the angles ABC, CDA
are respectively the halves of the

angles made by AO, OC at the

centre O. (in. 13 )

But the sum of the angles at the centre O is four right

angles
;

(i 4, Cor )

therefore the sum of the angles ABC, CDA is two nght

angles

;

that is, the angles ABC, CDA are supplementary.

Cor. I. TJio exterior angle of a quadrilateral inscribed

in a circle is equal to the interior opposite angle

For if CD is produced to E, the extenor angle ADE is supple-

mentary to ADC, and is therefore equal to ABC.

Cor 2. If the opposite angles ofa quadrilateral are sup-

plementary, the quadrilateral can be inscribedm a circle.

Exercises on Section III.

1. Prove that the lines which join the extremities of

equal arcs m a circle are either equal or paialleL

2. If two opposite sides of a quadnlateral inscribed

in a circle are equal, prove that the other two are paralieL
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3 AB, CD are chords of a circle which cut at a con-

stant angle Prove that the sum of the arcs AC, BD
remains constant, whatever may be the position of the

chords

4 If the diameter of a circle be one of the equal

sides of an isosceles triangle, prove that its circumference

mil bisect the base of the triangle

5 Circles are described on two sides of a triangle as

diameters Prove that they will intersect on the third side

or third side produced

6 Any number of chords of a circle are draw n through

a point on its circumference • find the locus of their middle

points

7 If through any point, wthin or without a circle,

lines are drawn to cut the circle, prove that the locus of

the middle points of the chords so formed is a circle

8 In any inscribed hexagon the sum of any three alter-

nate angles is equal to four nght angles



SECTION IV. A.

Tangents ifreaied directly).

Dtf, 10. A secant is a straight line of unhmited length

which meets the circumference of a circle in two points.

Theorem i8.

Every straight line through a point on the arcumference

of a circle meets it in one otherpointy except the straight line

perpendutilar to the radius at thepoint *.

Part. En. Let be a circle, B its centre, and BC
a radius; and let CD he a line through (7 perpendicular to

the radius BC, and CE any other Ime

;

it is required to prove that CE meets the cirde in one

point other than C, and that CD does not.

Proof. Because BC\& per-

pendicular to CD,

thereforeBCS& the shortest line

fromB to the line CD ; (i. 19 )

therefore every point in CD
other than C is at a distance

from .5 greater than BC, that is

than the radius of the circle.

Therefore no point in CD
other than C is on the circumference.

* Euclid, ni 16.
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Again, from B draw jffi!’perpendicular to CE, and BG
making an angle with BF, on the side remote from C,

equal to CBP, and meetmg CE in G.

Then because BC and BG are straight lines from B to

the straight line CE making equal angles with the perpen-

dicular .ffiJ’upon It, they are equal ; 0 ^9 )

that IS, BG IS equal to the radius of the circle,

and therefore G lies upon the circumference; that is, the

line CE meets the arcle again m G.

Def II. A straight hne which, though produced inde-

finitely, meets the circumference of a circle in one point

only is said to touch, or to be a tangent to, the circle

Def 12 The point at which a tangent meets the cir-

cumference IS called the/««/ of contact.

The folloivmg are immediate consequences of Theorem

18

(a) One and only one tangent can be draivn to a circle

at a given point on the circumference.

(5) The tangent to a circle is perpendicular to the

radius drawn to the point of contact.

(r) The centre of a circle lies m the perpendicular to

tne tangent at the point of contact.

(it) The straight line drawn from the centre perpen-

dicular to the tangent passes through the point of contact.

Ohs On the relative position of a straight line and a

circle.
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A straight line will cut a circle, touch it, or not meet it

at all, according as its distance from the centre is less than,

equal to, or greater than the radius

The several converses of these statements follow by the

Rule of Conversion

Theorem 19.

Each angle coniained by a tangent and a chord drawn

from the point of contact is equal to the angle tn the alternate

segment of the ctrde‘^.

Part. En Let DBC
be a tangent to the circle

A at the point B, and let

BE be a line tiirough B
meeting the circle again

in jE,

it is required to prove

that the angles contained „
by DBC and BE are

^

equal to the angles in the alternate segments upon BE.

Proof. Draw BE the diameter through B j

then BFvnVi be at right angles to EC ;
(Th. 18.)

and join P, E and B to any point G m the minor arc

BE.

Then because FGB is an angle in a semicircle it is a

nght angle;

and therefore the angle FGB is equal to the angle FED ,

also the angle EGF is equal to the angle EBF in the

same segment

;

* Eucl nr 33.
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therefore the whole angle EGB is equal to the whole angle

EBD

Again, joinA^andE
and B to any point AT

in the circumference on

the side ofBF remote

from E Then because

FHB IS an angle in a

semicircle it is a right

angle,

thereforstheangleAZTfl

IS equal to the angle FBC

,

also the angle FTIE is equal to the angle FBE in the same

segment

,

therefore the remaining angle EHB is equal to the

remaining angle EBC.

Obs Hanng proved Th 19 so far ns it relates to either of the

two angles EBC, EBD, us truth as it relates to the other follows at

once from Th 17, since the angle m the conjugate segment und the

remaining angle at B are respcctnely supplementaiy to the two equal

angles.

Theorem 20.

Two tangents, and only two, can be dt atari to a circlefront

an externalpoint

Part En Let ^ be a point e\ternal to the given circle

BCD

,

It IS required to prove that two, and only two,

straight lines can be drawn from A to touch the circle BCD.
w 10
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Pi oof. Take O the centre
, join OAy bisect it in jE,

and with centre E and radius EO or EA descnbe a circle

Then OA will be a diameter of that circle, and each of

the portions into which it divides the circumference will

cut the circle BCD, because each is a continuous line with

one extremity within and one extremity without the circle.

Let them meet it in T and T respectively Join OT
and AT Then because OTA is an angle in a semicircle it

is a right angle, (iii 15 )

therefore TA touches the circle BCD at the point T
(ill 18

)

Similarly ^7* touches the same arcle at T
Therefore two straight lines can be drawn from A to

touch the circle

Again, there cannot be more than two straight lines

drawn from A to touch the circle

For because the angle betwnen the radius and the tan-

gent is a right angle, (iii iS

)

therefore the point of contact lies on the circle descnbed on

AO vs diameter (iii 16 and in 13 Obs ;
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But this arcle cannot intersect the given circle in more
than two points (iii ro. Cor 2 )

Therefore there cannot be drawn more than two tangents

from A to the circle.

Cor. J7ie iwo tangenis drawn to a aide fioin an

external fomt aie equal and make equal angles with the

straight linejoining thatpoint with the centre

For let AT, AV he the two lines touching the circle in Tand T'

Then because 07’ is equal to 07’',

and OA is common to the two triangles OAT and OA T, and the angles

at 7’and T' arc right angles

,

therefore the triangles are equal and the angle OAT 1$ equal to the

angle OjiT*, (r so)

and therefore the tangents from A are equal and make equal angles

with OA

SECTION IV B

Tangents {ti eaied ky the method of limits)

This may he omitted thefirst time of reading

There is another light in which we may regard the lines

of which we have been speaking in Section iv (a), which is

extremely valuable when we come to consider curves other

than circles. We shall proceed to give an account of it

Let MAN be a curve, not necessarily a circle, but one

which curves in the same direction throughout as j ou pro-

ceed fromM towards N Take a line through A meeting

the curve at some point P betiveen A and N Then the

10—

2
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nearer P is taken to A the nearer does the line AP
approach to a position represented in the figure by the

line TAT. So long as is between A and iVit can never

quite coincide with the said line TAT, but it can be made

to approach as near to it as we please by taking P dose

enough to A.

Similarly if we take a line through A meeting the curve

in some point P between A and M, then the nearer that

point lies to A the nearer will the line AP approach the

position TAT. It can never quite comade with the said

line, as long as P is betw'een A and M, but it may be made

to approach as near to it as we please by taking P near

enough to A.

It may not be easy to see how the hne TATx^ to be

accurately obtained, but it will easily be seen that there is in

general such a line at each point of a curve, and it will be

distingmshed from other hnes drawn through the pomt by

the peculiarity that tt does not cross the curve at that point.

Such a line is said to touch the curve at that point, or, more

formally,—^if a secant of a cun^e alters its position in such

a manner that the tw'o pomts of intersection contmually

approach, and ultimatdy comdde with one another, the

secant in its limitmg position is said to touch, or to be

a tangent to, the curve, and the point at which the tangent

meets the curve is called point ofcojitact.
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We shall now investigate the position of the iangint to

a circle at any specified point, using our newly obtained defi-

nition of a tangent

Let A be the point and O the

centre of the circle, and let AK
be a straight line through A^ not at

right angles to OA^ and AB a line

through A perpendicular to OA
Draw OE perpendicular to ACt
thenOjE<0^ (i 19)

. E IS within the circle,

and AK must meet the circle m
some point other than A Let it be C

Now let C move up towards A, then the chord AC will

become shorter, and the perpendicular OE, which bisects

the chord A C, will approach nearer to coincidence mth
OA. Hence the line AC will approach nearer to the posi-

tion of being perpendicular to OA And inasmuch as the

chord AC can be made as short as we please, and thus

the line OE can be made to approach as near as ne please

to OA, the line AK can be made to approach as near as ive

please to the position of AB. Heme AB ts the tanguit

at A

And inasmuch as no straight line can meet the circle in

more than two points, and the line AB is the limiting position

of a secant through A when the other point of intersection

has moved up to comcidence with A, it follows that tlie

line AB cannot meet the circle again Hence every straight

line through a point on the circumference meets it in one

other point, except the straight line perpendicular to the
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radius at the point, and this is the tangent at the^oint, which

is Theorem i8.

It IS evident that we shall arrive at exactly the same

result by supposing that the point C is on the other side of

OA, and moves up to coincidence with A in the other

direction

Drf II If a secant of a circle alters its position in such

a manner that the tu'o pomts of mtersection continually ap-

proach, and ultimately coincide with one another, the secant

in its limitmg position is said to thuh or to be a tangent to,

the circle

12. The point in which two points of intersection

ultimately coincide is called the point ofcontact and the tan-

gent IS said to touch the circle at that point.

Takmg this definition of a tangent. Theorem 6 gives us

The straight line drawn from the centre to the point of

contact ofa tangent isperpendicular to the tangent This is {p)

in the last section.

Theorem 7 gives us

The straight line drawnfiom the centreperpendicular to a

tangentpasses through thepoint of contact This is (/f) in the

last section

Theorem 8 gives us

The straight line drawn perpendicular to a tangent through

itspoint ofcontactpasses tluough the centre This is if) in the

last section

Theorem 17, Cor i, gives us Theorem 19

For if ABDC be a quadnlateral insenbed in a circle

and AC hQ produced to K, then the angle KCD is equal
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to the angle ABD, that is, to the

angle in the segment ABD Now
let C move up to coincidence with

A. The angle DCK will remain

the same in magnitude, and it

finally coincides unth DA T,imAK
will move up to coincidence with

AT the tangent at A, and DC
will move up to coincidence u ith

DA Hence the angle DAT is

equal to the angle DBA in the

alternate segment DBA Similarly we can shew that DA T'
IS equal to the angle DCA in the alternate segment DCA.

Exercises on Section IV

1 Prove that the two tangents drawn to a circle from

any external point are equal

2 If from a point without a circle two tangents AB,
AC z,r& drawn, the chord of contact BC will be bisected at

right angles by the hne from A to the centre.

3 If a arcle is inscnbed in a nght-angled triangle, the

excess of the two sides over the hj^iothenuse is equal to

the diameter of the circle

4. If a quadrilateral figure be described about a circle,

the sums of the opposite sides will be equal to one

another

£. If a six-sided figure be circumscribed about a circle,

the sums of the alternate sides will be equal

6 If a quadnlateral figure be desenbed about a circle,

the angles subtended at the centre by any tivo opposite

sides are together equal to two right angles.
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SECTION V.

The Relations of T\to Circles

Theorem 21.

Tlie straight hue which passes through the centres oftwo

aides whose ctramferences meet m two points bisects the

st/aight linejoining thosepoints, and u at right angles to it.

Part En Let ABC, JDBChe tw'o circles intersecting

in the points B and C, and let E and E be their centres;

it is required to prove that flie straight line EE bisects

the common chord BC and is at right angles to it
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Proof Bisect BC in and join GB, GF Then

because BC is a chord of the circle BCD, and FG is a line

drawn through the centre P bisecting it,

therefore the angle BGF^s, a right angle , (in 6

)

and because BC\% a chord of the circle BAC, and EG is

drawn from tlie centre E bisecting it,

therefore the angle EGB is a right angle;

therefore EG, GF^xt. in one straight line, (i 3 )

that IS, are in the straight Ime joining E and F
Therefore the straight line EF bisects the common chord

BC and is at right angles to it

Theorem 22

If iht ctrmmferenca of two circles meet at a point on the

straight line passing through their centres, thesecircumfeient.es

cannot have a secondpoint in common

Let the two circles whose centres are E, F have one

point C in common on the straight line passing through

then centres , then these circumferences shall not hai e any

other point m common
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Proof, Tor if another point as B were common, then

by Th 2 1, the straight line EF would not pass through E,
but bisect CB at nght angles

But EF pass through C;

therefore the curcumferences have no other point in common
e.Kcept C.

Def. 13 Two cwcles whose circumferences meet in one

pomt only are said to touch each other, and the point at

which they meet is called theirpohit of contact

Theorem 23 .

If the arcumferences oftwo arcles have one conimo/ipoint

not on the line through their centres, they have also another

commonpomt

Let the two circles w’hose centres are E, F have one

common point B, not on EF. They shall have also another

common point
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Proof From B let fall BG perpendicular to EF, and

produce BG to C, makmg GC= GB. Join EB, EC, FB,
Fa

Then because in the triangles EGC, EGB, CG-BG and

EG in common, and the included angles are right angles,

therefore EB=^EC,
and therefore C lies on the given circle whose centre is E

In the same manner it may be proved that C lies on the

given circle whose centre is B,

tint IS, the circles have anodier common point C

Theorem 24

If iwo emits iouth one another, the line through their

centresfosses through theirpoint of contact

For if the point of contact were not in the line joining

their centres, then the circles would have another common
point, and therefore not touch one another

CoR Tiao circles that touch one another have a common

tangent at thepoint of contact [By Theor 18]

Obs (r) If the distance between the centres of two

arcles is greater than the sum of their radii, their circum-

ferences will not meet and each circle ivill be wholly outside

the other

Obs (2) If the distance between the centres of tuo

circles IS equal to the sum of their radii, their circumferences

will meet in one point only, and each circle will he outside

the other

* Euclid, HI ir, 11
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D^. 14 In this case the circles are said to tovch ex-

lemdlly.

Obs (3) If the distance between the centres of two

circles is less than the sum and greater than the difference of

their radii, their circuraferences will meet in two pomts

Drf. 15. In this case the circles are said to mi one

another.

Obs (4) If the distance between the centres of two

circles is equal to the difference of their radii, their circum-

ferences wall meet in one point only, and one cncle will he

within the other.

Drf. 16 In this case the circles are said to touch inter-

tially.

Obs (s) If the distance between the centres of the tw'o

circles is less than the difference of their radii, their circum-

ferences will not meet and one circle w'lll be wholly within

the other.

Obs (6). The converse of each of the above five

Theorems is true [Rijle of Conversion ]

Tieatment by Limits

*

The results ofTh 22 may also be readily obtained firom

Th 21 by means of the definition of Tangents given in

Sect rv. B For if the two common pomts, which form

the extremities of the common chord spoken of in Th. 21,

move up to coincidence, the common chord becomes a

common tangent, and the line joining the centres must be
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perpendicular to the common tangent, and pass thtough

Its point of contact In a similar way we may obtain

Th. 23. For circles cannot meet in more than two points,

and hence if these points move up to coincidence (so that

the circles touch at that pomt) the circles can meet in no

other pomt, and hence one must be wholly within the other

or each must be wholly without the other

We can also demonstrate by the method of limits an

important proposition converse to Th 23, viz. If tivo circles

have but one common point they touch at that point For

It immediately follows

from the definition of

a tangentgivenm Sect

IV. B, that iftwo curves

have a common pomt

at which the tangents

to thesaid curves make

an angle with one an-

other the curves must

cross at that pomt But it is evident that ifthe circumferences

oftwocvcd&sABC
and BBB cross

at any pomt B,

the circles must

have another pomt
common, for on
one side of B the

circumference of

the circle ABC
falls within the

other circle, and on the other side of B it is without the

same
, but circles are continuous curves, therefore the cir-

cumference ofABC must cross that ofBED at some point
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Other thah B. Hence if two circles have but one common
pointB they cannot cross one another there

; and therefore

their tangents at B cannot include an angle but must
coincide

Exercises

1. If a straight line touch the inner of two concentnc

ctrdes, and be terminated by the outer, prove that it will

be bisected at the pomt of contact

2. Any two chords which intersect on a diameter and

make equal angles with it are equal.

3 Two fixed circles touch each other externally, and a

third aide is described touching both externally. Shew

that the difference of the distances of its centre from the

centre of tlie two given mrdes will be constant.

4. If two circles intersect one another, and circles are

drawn to touch both, prove that either the sum or die dif-

ference of the distances of their centres firom the centres

of the fixed circles will be constant, according as they touch

(i) one internally and one externally, (2) both mtemally or

both externally.

5. If two circles touch one another, any line through

the point of contact will cut off segments from the two

cirdes which contain the same angle.

6. If two cirdes touch one another, any two straight

lines through the pomt of contact wU cut off arcs, the

chords of which are parallel
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7 Two circles cut one another, and lines are drawn

through the points of section and terminated by the cir-

cumference, shew that they intercept arcs the chords of

which are parallel

8 Circles whose radu are 6 7 and 7 8 inches are

successively placed so as to have their centres 14, 14^, and

15 inches apart Shew w'hether the circles will meet or

touch or not meet one another.

9 What will be the case if the centres are i inch,

I I inch, or I 2 inches apart?
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Similarly, MO is the locus of points equidistant from B
and C

,

therefore O is equidistant from A, B and C

Hence, the circle descnbed with centre 0 and radius

equal to one of these three lines, will pass through the

other two, and having three points coinciding with the

given cncular arc, must coincide with it throughout

(ill lo Cor. 1.)

Problem 2.

To bisect a given arc*

Let AB be the given arc; it

IS required to bisect it

Construction Join AB

,

and

bisect AB at C, and draw CD at

nght angles to AB, to meet the

arc in D
Then the arc AB is bisected m D

Proof Join AD, BD Then, since by construction,

CD is the locus of points equidistant from A and B, there-

fore

But equal chords cut off equal arcs, . (iii 5

)

and therefore the arcs AD, BD are equal

Euclid, III 30
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Problem 3.

To draw a ta?igent to a arcle from a^vm point on or

outside the aramference*.

There "will be two cases.

Firsli let the given point A be on the circumference.

Let O be the centre

Consfrudion Join OA^ and draw AT aX right angles

to OA (i. Prob. 2).

Pi oof Then is a tangent (Th. 18.)

Secondly, let A be outside the circle.

Construction. Join OA, and on it as diameter describe

a circle, cutting the given arcle in T and T. Join AT,
AT] these shall be tangents from A.

Proof Join OT, OT. Then since ATO is a semi-

circle, the angle ATO is a right angle (iii. 15).

That is, AT or AT is at right angles to the radius to

the point where it meets the circumference, and therefore

ATand AT are tangents. (Th. 18.)

* Eucbd, m. 17.
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Problem 4

To draw a common tangent to two given circles.

Let the centres of the arcles be O, O'

Construction With centre (T and radius equal to the

sum or difference of the radii of the given circles, descnbe

a tircle, as in the figures

From 0 draw a tangent to this circle, touching it in P
(ill. Prob 3) Join GP, and let it, produced through P
if necessary, meet the circumference of the circle whose

centre is G in the point Q_ Through O draw OR parallel

to PQ on the same side of OP as Q to meet the circle

whose centre is 0 in R, and join QR QR will be a

tangent to both circles

Proof Since PQ. is by construction equal and pa-

rallel to OR, therefore RQis parallel to OP. (i 30

)

It—

z
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But OF is at right angles to OF^ since it touches the circle

in F, and therefore RQ is at right angles to OQ

,

and it is

also at right angles to OR, therefore it touches both circles

Cor. TVAat the circles are wholly outside one another,

they have four common tangents : when tluy touch externally,

th^ have three common tangents • when they intersect one

another, tli^ have two common tangents: when they touch

internally, th^' have one common tangent : and when one of

the circles is wholly inside the other, they have no common

tangent.

Problem 5

To describe a circlepassing through fhtee points which are

not in the same straight line.

Let A, B, Cbe the three points which are not in the

same 'straight line It is required to desenbe a drcle to

pass through A, B and C.

Construaion. Join AB, BC. Bisect AB at right angles

by the straight line JTO, and bisect at nght angles by

the straight Ime MO, meeting the former in O Then with
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centre 0
,
at the distance OA, describe a circle. It will

pass through B and C

Proof Because, by 'construction, NO is the locus of

points equidistant from A and B, therefore OA=OB
And because MO is the locus of points equidistant from

.^and C, therefore BO=CO Therefore the cnrcle de-

scribed with centre O, and radius OA, will pass through

A^ B and C.

Problem 6

To describe a circle to touch three given straight lines of

ind^nite length, which are not all parallel, and do not all

pass through the samepoint.

Let the three given lines intersect in A, B, and C

Then, since the circle required is to touch the hues that

intersect in A, its centre must he on one of the bisectors

of the angles at A (in 20 Cor )
Similarly, it must lie on
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one of the bisectors of the angles at B. Therefore the

construction is as follows:

Construction. Draw the bisectors of the angles at A
and which will intersect in four points 0, C?„ 0,, 0,.

These will be the centres of the circles required, and a

circle described with any one of these points as centre,

to touch one of the given hnes, will touch the other two

Cor. I. It follows that COO, and OjCOj are straight

lines, that is, the six bisectors of the interior and exterior

angles of a triangle intersect one another three and three in

four points.

Cor. 2 . If two of the lines areparallel, only two circles

can be described to touch the three lines.

Cor 3. If all the lines are parallel, or if they allpass

through onepoint, no circle can be described to touch them all.

Def. 17. A circle that touches the three sides of a

triangle is called an inscribed arcle.

Df. 18. A circle that touches one side of a triangle

and the other two sides produced is called an escribed cirde.

Problem 7 .

In a pven cirde to inscribe a triangle ^uiangtilar to a

given triangle.

Construction. Let ABC be the given drde, and DEF
the given triangle: it is required to inscribe in the drde

ABC a tnangle equiangular to the triangle DBF.

Draw the strdght hne GAH touching the drde at the

point A i
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at the point A, in the straight hne AH, make the angle

HAC equal to the angle DBF,

TiA
and, at the point A, in the straight hne AG, make the

angle GAS equal to the angle DFE

,

and jom BC
ABC shall be the tnangle required.

Proof. Because GAH touches the circle ABC, andAC
is drawn from the point of contact A,

therefore the an^e HACis equal to the angle ABC m the

alternate segment of the cucle (iii 19

)

But the angle HAC is equal to the angle DBF
Therefore the angle ABC is equal to the angle DBF.

For the same reason the angle ACB is equal to the

angle DFB.

Therefore the remaining angle BAC is equal to the

remaimng angle EDF,

Wherefore the tnangle ABC is equiangular to the tri-

angle DBF, and it is inscnbed m the circle ABC*.

Problem 8

About a given arch to aratmscribe a triangle equiangular

to a given tnangle.

* Euchd, rv.
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therefore the other two AKB, AMB are together equal to

two right angles

But the angles DEG, DBF are together equal to two

nght angles.

Therefore the angles AKB, AMB are equal to the

angles DEG, DBF

,

of which the angle AKB is equal to the angle DEG

,

therefore the remaining angle AMB is equal to the re-

maining angle DEF.

Ill the same manner the angle LMN may be shewn to

be equal to the angle DFE
Therefore the remaimng angle MLN is equal to the

remaining angle EDF,

Wherefore the tnangle LMN is equiangular to the tn-

angle DEF, and it is described about the circle .<4.5 C*.

Problem 9.

On a given straight line to describe a segment of a circle

containing an angle equal to a given angle.

Let AB be the given line, C the given angle.

• Eaclid, n' j.
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from It a segment containing an angle equal to the given

angle D

Construction At A any pomt on the circumference

draw the tangent .4T, (iii Prob 3)

and at the point A in the straight line AT make the

angle TAE equal to i> (i. Prob 6), and let AE meet the

circle again m F,

then the segment cut off by AF, remote from AT^ shall

contain an angle equal to the alternate angle FAT (111 19),

and therefore the segment AEF contains an angle equal

toE>*

Theorem 25

the whole aratmference of a circle is divided into any

number of equal arcs, the inscribed polygon formed by the

chords of these arcs is regular , and the circumscribed polygon

formed by tangents drawn at all the points of division is also

regular.

Part. En Let the circumference of the circle ABC be

Euclid, III. 34>
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divided into any number of equal arcs in the points A, 3,
C, D..., it is required to prove that the polygon ABCD...
is regular, and that so is also the polygon formed by

tangents drawn at the points A^ 3, C ...

Pioof. Because the minor arcs A3, 3C, CD .. are all

equal, the chords A3, 3C, CD .. are equal,

and therefore the polygon A3CD... is equilateral Also

each of the angles A3C, 3CD . stands upon an arc that

IS made up of all but tno of the equal arcs into which the

circle is divided j thus they stand upon equal arcs, and are

therefore equal, and therefore the polygon is also equi-

angular.

It is therefore regular.

Agam, draw tangents at the points A, 3, C, . and let

them form the polygon PQR.... Take 0 the centre of the

circle and join OA, 03.

Because the intenor angles of the quadrilateral OAP3 are

equal to four nght angles (i. 26.)

and those at A and 3 are nght angles;

therefore the angles AP3 and A03 are together equal to

two right angles, and AP3 is the supplement ofA03.

Similarly, each of the other angles of the circumscrib-

ing polygon is supplemental to one of the angles at the

centre that stand upon the equal arcs into which the circle

has been divided, and which are therefore equal

Hence the polygon is equiangular.

Again, join OP, OQ. Then because the tangents from

P make equal angles with the line PO to the centre of the

arcle, the angle OP3 is one half the angle AP3.

'V
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Similarly OQB is half the angle J3QC, which has been

shewn to be equal to AF£
Therefore the angle OPB is equal to the angle OQB

;

and therefore 0P=‘ OQ 0 8 )

Similarly it can be shewn that OQ=s= OP, and thus all

the Imes from O to the angular points of the circumsrnbing

circle are equal, and a circle may be descnbed with centre

O passing through them all Describe it , then since OA,
OB, and OC are all equal therefore the sides PQ, QP, of

the polygon are chords in it equally distant from the centre

and are therefore equal Hence the polygon formed by

the tangents at A, B, C,. is equilateral, and is therefore a

regular polygon

Theorem 26

If straight lines are diawa bisecting two angles of a

r^ttlar polygon, the pomt tn winch the bisectors interseit

ts equidistant from all the veiUces of the polygon andfiom
all the Sides

Part En Let ABCJDE be a regular polygon, and

let BO, CO be drawn bisecting the adjoining angles ABC

and BCD. It is required to prove that the point O in

which they meet is equidistant from all the angles and all
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the sides of the polygon, and that it lies on all other

bisectors of the angles of the polygon

Proof. Join OD. Then because in

OJDC
JSC^CD

CO is common,

and BCO^DCO\ (Hyp

)

therefore the triangles are equal, and

the angle CBO^CJDO',

and therefore CJDO is equal to one half one of the angles of

the regular polygon. Therefore the hne OB bisects the

angle CBE.

And similarly we may shew that the hne from O to each

angular point of the polygon bisects that angle of the

polygon.

Aigain, because OCB and OBC are each the half of

an angle of the polygon, they are equal, and the side

£7C= OB.

Similarly each of the hnes OA, OB, and OC is equal to

the nexti

and therefore they are all equal,

and a circle can be described with centre 0 passing through

all the angular points of the polygon. Moreover the sides

are* equal chords in this circle, and are therefore equally

distant from the centre O.

Hence O hes on the bisector of each angle of the poly-

gon, and is equidistant from all its sides and angular

points.

the triangles OBC,

(Hyp.)
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Problem ii.

To inscribe a arch in, or to circumscribe a circle about, a
re^larfigure

Let ABCD be a regular figure, it is required to in*

scnbe a circle in it, and also to circumscnbe a circle about

It

Construction. Bisect the two adjacent angles ABC,
BCD of the figure by the lines BO, CO meeting in 0
From 0 draw the perpendicular OP on AB With centre

O and radius OP descnbe a circle, it shall be inscnbed in

the figure ABCD , and with centre 0 and radius OB
descnbe a arde, it shall be circumscnbed about the said

figure.

Proof Because BO and CO bisect two adjacent angles

of the regular figure ABCD the point O where they

meet is equidistant from all the sides of that figure (Th 26 )

Therefore the circle whose centre is O and radius OP
will pass through the feet of all the perpendiculars from 0
upon the sides of the figure, and the said sides, being

perpendicular to the radii drawn to the points where they

meet the circle, will touch the arde, therefore the circle

is inscnbed in the regular figure ABCD.. , .

Similarly, because O is equidistant from all the angles of

the polygon ,
(m 26 )

therefore the circle descnbed with centre O and radius OB
will be circumscnbed to the polygon.
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Problem 12.

To insaibe in, or to dramscrthe about, a given arde
regularfigures of 8, 16, 32,... sides.

Consiructwn. Let O be the centre of the cirde. Draw
U\o diameters AOC, BOD atnght angles to one another

B

Then because the four angles that they form at the centre

are equal, the pomts A, B, C, D divide the arcumference

of the circle into four equal arcs.

Again, by bisecting each of the angles thus formed at

the centre by lines meeting the circumference, we shall

divide the arcumference into 8 equal arcs, and by repeating

the process we can divide it mto 16, 32., equal parts.

Then the chords of the equal arcs will form a regular

inscnbed figme of the prescribed number of sides, (in. 25 )

and the tangents at the points of division will form a

regular circumscribed figure of the prescnbed number of

sides. (hi. 25 )
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Problem 13

To inscribe in, or to circumscribe about, a given circle

regularfgures of z, 6, 12, 24 sides.

Construction. Let 0 be the centre of the circle. In-

scribe in the circle the equilateral triangle, BCD (iii.

B

Prob 7), and join OB, OC, OD Then the angles BOC,
COD, DOA are equal, (iii 5 and 3 )

and by bisecting them by Imes meeting the circum-

ference we shall divide the circumference into six equal arcs

Again, by bisecting the angles which the said arcs subtend

at the centre we shall divide the circumference into 12

equal arcs, and by repeating the process we shall divide

it into 24, 48 equal parts.

Then the chords of the equal arcs will form a regular

inscnbed figure of the presenbed number of sides (in 25 )

And the tangents at the pomts of division will form a

regular arcumscribed figure of the presenbed number of

sides. (ui 25 )

w 12
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SECTION vir

The Circle in connection with Areas.

Theorem 27.

If a chord of a circle is dwided into two segments by a

point in the chord or in the chordproduced, the rectangle con-

tained by these segments ts equal to the difference of the squares

on the radius and on the linejoining the givenpoint with the

centre ofthe circle.

Part En. Let ^ be a point and CEB a circle, whose

centre is O. Tlien the rectangle centred by the seg-

ments into which A divides any chord through it, shall be

equal to the difference between the squares on OA and on

the radius.
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Proof Join AO and let it cut the circle m 5 and C,

and draw through A any other chord DE not at right

angles \o AO Draw OF the perpendicular from 0 upon

It and join OE
Then because the square on AO is equal to the squares

on OP, FA, (n 9 )

and the square on OE is equal to the squares on OF, FE,

therefore the difference between the squares on OA and

OE is equal to the difference betiveen the squares on

AF, FE,

that IS, to the rectangle contained by the sum and differ-

ence ofAFoxA FE, (n 8
)

But AE IS the sum of AF, FE, andAD is the difference

between since (iii 7 )

therefore the rectangle contained by AE, AD is equal to

the difference of the squares on AO and the radius

Again, ifA be within the circle

and GAHho the chord bisected at

A and OG be joined, it is obvious

that because GA0 is a. nght angle

the difiFerence between the squares

of OA and the radius is equal to

the square of AG, that is, to the

rectangle under GA, AH
Therefore if any chord be drawn through A the rectangle

under the segments into which it is divided internally or

externally by A is equal to the difference between tlie

squares of the radius and the distance ofA from the centre

of the circle

T2—

2
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Cor. I. TJie rectangle contained by the segments of any

<hord of a arde passing through a given point is the same,

whatever be the direction ofthe chord*.

Cor. 2. If the point is within the circle, the redangle

contained by the segments of any chord passing through it is

equal to the square on half that chord which is bisected by the

givenpoint

Cor 3. If the point is without the circle, the redangle

contained by the s^nents of any chord passing through it is

equal to the square on the tangent to the citcle drawnfrom that

point\.

For if OT be the tangent its square is equal to the

difference between the squares of OA and the radius, since

the angle OTA is a nght angle.

Cor. 4. Conversdy. if the redangle contained by the

segments of a chord passing through an external point is

equal to the square of a line joining that point with a point

in tlu circumference of the circle, this line touches the

arde%

For by the last corollary it must be equal in length

to each of the two tangents from the point, and therefore

must be one of them, smee by Theorem 10, Cor. 3, there

cannot be more than two equal straight hues drawn to the

circle from a point not the centre

* Enchd, III 35 + Euclid, III. 36 § Euclid, 111 37
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Problem 14.

To ttuatbe m a circle a regular decagon, and thence to

circumscribe a regular decagon about a circle, also to inscribe

in, or to circumscribe about, a given cucle a regularpentagon,

or 1 egularfigui es of 20, 40, 80 sides

Construction Let O be the centre of the circle Take
any radius OA and divide it in C so that the rectangle

under OA and AC\s, equal to the square on OC.

(ii Prob 5)

Draw a chord AB of the circle equal to OC It shall cut off

an arc equal to one-tenth part of the whole circumference

Proof Join OB and CB, and describe a circle round

the tnangle OBC Then because AB is equal to OC,

the rectangle under OA and AC vs, equal to the square

ofAB (Constr

)

And because the rectangle under OA, AC the segments

of a chord of the circle OBC drarni from the external point

A, is equal to the square of the line joining A with a point

B on that circle, therefore AB touches that circle,

(ill 27, Cor 4

)

and ^C is a chord drawn from the point of contact

,

therefore the angle CBA is equal to the angle BOCm.
the alternate segment (tH 1 9

)
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and the angle BAC is common to the two triangles

BCA, AOB,

therefore the third angle ACB of the one is equal to

the thu:d angle ABO of the other:

but the angle ABO is equal to the angle BAO, because

OA IS equal to OB’, (i 6 )

therefore the angle ACB is equal to the angle BA C,

and therefore the side BC \% equal to the side AB, and

therefore to CO’, (Constr )

therefore OBC is an isosceles tnangle, and the exterior

angle ACB at the vertex is double of the angle BOC, one

of the equal angles at the base, (i 25)

but OAB and OBA are each of them equal to ACB,
therefore they are each double the angle AOB, which is

the remainmg angle of the tnangle AOB,
therefore the angle AOB is one-fifth part of the sum of

the angles of the triangle AOB, that is of tn-o nght angles,

therefore it is one-tenth part of four right angles,

therefore the arc AB on which it stands is one-tenth

part of the whole circumference.

We can thus divide the circumference into ten equal

parts, and so into 20, 40, &a by bisectmg the said equal
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parts or the angles they subtend at the centre, also by
taking every alternate point of division we can divide the

circumference into five equal parts,

and thus by joining the points of division, or drawing

tangents to the curde thereat, we can mscnbe and curcum-

scnbe about the arcle regular figures of 5, 10, 20.. sides*

25 )

Problem 15

7b hiscribe in a circle a regular qumdecagon, and thence to

circumscribe a regular qumdecagon about a circle, also to in-

scribe in, or to circumscribe about, a given circle regularfigui es

ofgo, 60, Z20 sides

Construction LetAD,DE be sides of a regular pentagon

inscribed in the cirde, and AB the side of an equilateral

ye

triangle inscribed in the curde Then BE shall be the fif-

teenth part of the circumference

Proof. Because AE is two-fifths of the circumference

and AB is one-third, therefore BE is one-fifteenth part of

the circumference,

and by proceeding as in Problems 12, 13, and 14 we can

circumsenbe a regular qumdecagon about a arcle, and also

mscnbe in, or orcumsenbe about, a given arcle regular

figures of 30, 60, 120 sidest.

* Ettchd, IV. TO. + Enclid, IV i5
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Remarl.. Regular poljgons can therefore be constructed when the

number of their sides is 3, 4, 5, or 15, or these numbeis multiplied

by any power of 2 And besides these no other regular polygons can

be constructed by the use of the ruler and compasses only, with the

remarkable exception discovered by Gauss; who shewed that a polygon

of 2" + 1 sides can be described by the ruler and compasses alone,

when M is such that 2” -{- 1 is a prime number. If ft has the v^ues

r, 2, 3 . in succession, 2"+ i takes the ^al^es 3, 5, 9, 17, 33, 65,

129, 257 of which 3, 5, 17, 257 are pnmes. Hence Gauss has shewn

that regular polygons of if and 257 sides eatt be constructed by the use

of the ruler and compasses, but the construction and proof, even for

the first of these, are far too tedious to be given m an elementary work

Exajiples on Book III.

1. Two circles touch one another in and have a

common tangent .3C. Shew that the angle C is a right

angle.

2. COD are two chords of a circle at right

angles to one another j prove that the squares of OA, OB,

OC, and OD, are together equal to the square of the

diameter

3. With the same hypothesis, if M vs the centre, prove

that AB^+ CD'=8Ajr-40M\

4. Describe a circle to touch a given line in a given

point, and pass through another given point

5 Describe a circle to touch a given circle m a given

point, and to pass through another given point

6. Find the locus of the point of intersection of the

lines which bisect the angles at the base of tnangles on the

same base and havmg a given vertical angle.

(Prove that the angle between each pair of bisectors is

the same.)
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7 Find the locus of the points of bisection of equal

chords in a arcle.

8. Find the locus of the centres of circles which touch

a given circle in a given point

9 Find the locus of the middle point of a line drann

from a given point to meet a given circle.

10 Shew that the inscribed equilateral triangle is one

fourth of the circumscribed equilateral tnangle.

11 A ladder slips down a wall find the locus of its

middle point

12 If from tivo fixed pomts in the circumference of

a circle two lines are draivn to intercept a given arc, the

locus of their intersections is a circle

13 Two -chords of a arcle which do not bisect each

other do not both pass through the centre

14. Two shillings are moved in the corner of a box

so that each always touches one side, and they touch one

another, find the locus of the point of contact

15. Two circles cut one another, and Imes are draim

through the points of section, and terminated by the cir-

cumferences; shew that the chords which join the ex-

tremities of these lines are parallel

16. Two equal circles intersect in A and and

any line BCD is drawn to cut both circles Prove that

AC=AD
17. Two equal circles intersect in A, B, a third circle

IS draivn, with centre A and any radius less than AB,

meeting the circles in C, D, on the same side of AB.

Prove that B, C, D he in one straight line
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i8. ACD, ADB are two segments of cirdes on the

same base AB\ take any pomt C on the segment ACB,
and join CA, CB, and produce them if necessary to meet

ADB in D, E. Shew that the arc DB is constant.

19 If two drdes cut each other, and from either point

of intersection diameters be drawn, the extremities of these

diameters and the other point of intersection shall be in the

same straight Ime

20. If a straight line that touches a circle be parallel to

a chord of it, the point of contact will bisect the arc cut

oflf by that chord.

21 Perpendiculars AD^ CE are let fall from the

angles A, C of the triangle ABC on the opposite sides

Prove that the angle ACE is equal to the angle ADE.

22 Two circles intersect in A, B, and tangents A C,

AD are drawn to each drcle, meeting circumferences in

C, 2?, prove that BC^ BD make equal angles with BA.

23 If one of two intersecting circles pass through the

centre of the other, prove that the tangent to the first at

the point of intersection, and the common chord, make

equal angles with the radius to that point from the centre

of the second.

24. Given base, altitude, and vertical angle, construct

the triangle.

25 To draw a Ime from a given point such that the

perpendicular on it from a given pomt shall have a given

length.

26. In a given straight line to find a point at which a

given straight line subtends a given angle.
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27. Descnbe a circle to touch a given circle, and touch

a given hne in a given point

28 Descnbe a arcle of given radius to touch a given

line, and have its centre on another given line.

29 A given chord of a circle is produced Find a

point in It from which the tangents to the circle shall ha\e

a given length.

30, With a given radius describe a circle touching tu’o

given circles.

31 Descnbe a tnangle, having given the vertical angle

and the segments of the base made by the hne bisecting

the vertical angle.

32 Given base, altitude, and radius of circumscribed

drcle, construct the tnangle

33 The tnangle contained by the two tangents to a

circle from any point and any other tangent that meets

them and lies between the point and the circle has its

penmeter double of either of the two tangents Prove this ,

and apply it to construct a triangle, having given the ver-

tical angle, penmeter, and altitude.

34 Given the penmeter, the vertical angle, and the

hne bisecting the vertical angle, construct the tnangle.

35 The chord AB is produced both ways equally to

C, 2?, and tangents CE, DF are drawn on opposite sides

of CD, shew that EF bisects AB.

36 The three perpendiculars to the sides of a triangle

drawn through their middle pomts meet m one point.

37. The three lines which join the angles of a tnangle

to the middle pomts of the opposite sides intersect in one

point
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38. The three peipendiculars from the angles of a

triangle on its opposite sides intersect in one point

39 If two circles touch one another, the lines which

join tlie extremities of parallel diameters towards opposite

parts will intersect in the pomt of contact

40 The cncles descnbed on the sides of a triangle

as diameters intersect in the sides, or sides produced, of

the triangle.

41 Equilateral triangles are described externally on

the sides of a tnanglej prove that the curdes descnbed

about those tnangles pass through one point

42. The four common tangents to two curdes which do

not meet one another intersect, two and two, on the straight

Ime which joins the centres of the circles

43 Given the altitude, the bisector of the vertical angle,

and the bisector of the base, to construct the tnangle.

44. The three cirdes which pass through two angles of

a tnangle and the point of intersection of the perpendiculars

of the tnangle are each equal to the circumscnbing circle.

45 If a triangle is equilateral, shew that the radii of

the inscnbed, the circumscnbed, and an escnbed curcle are

to one another as r, 2, 3

46 If circles are descnbed with the vertices of a tri-

angle as centres, and so as to pass through the pomts of

contact of the inscnbed circle with the adjacent sides, these

three circles will touch one another.

47 Place a straight line of given length in a drcle so

that It shall be parallel to a given diameter of the cirde.
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48 Place (when possible) a straight line of given

length in a circle so that it shall pass through a gi\en point

within or without the cucle.

49 Given three points, describe curcles from them as

centres so that each may touch the other two

50 On the side of any triangle equilateral tnangles are

descnbed externally, and their verticesjoined to the opposite

vertices of the given triangle, shew that the joming lines pass

through one point

51. 0 is the centre of the circle inscribed in the tri-

angle ABCf which touches AS, ACm C\ S' \ ti AO cuts

the curde in S, and AO produced in S', shew that P, S
are the centres of the inscribed and escnbed curcles of the

triangle AS'C,

52, Shew that the area of a triangle is equal to the

rectangle contained by its semi-penmeter and the radius of

the inscnbed circle.

53 Of all the rectangles inscnbable in a circle, shew

that a square is the greatest

54 Can a circle be inscnbed in (i) a rectangle, (2) a

parallelogram, (3) a rhombus?

55. Shew that the inscnbed hexagon is three-fourths of

the circumscribed hexagon.

56. To find fourpomts such that the line joining everj’

two may be perpendicular to the line joining the other

two.

57 Shew that the six segments into which the points

of contact of the escnbed curdes of a tnangle divide the

sides, may be arranged in three pairs of equal segments
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58. Inscribe an octagon in a given circle.

59. Describe a circle to intercept equal chords of any
given length on three given straight lines

In how many ways may this problem be solved ?

60. At any point in the circumference of the circle

drcumscnbmg a square, shew that one of the sides subtends

an angle three times as great as the others.

61. Find the locus of points at which two sides of

a square subtend equal angles.

62. Find the locus of points at which three sides of

a square subtend equal angles.

63. If four straight lines intersect one another so as

to form four triangles, prove that the four drcumscribing

circles will pass through one point.

64. Of all triangles that can be inscribed in a circle

the greatest is the equilaterah Extend this to the case of a

polygon of any number of sides

65. ' Of all triangles that can be inscnbed in a given .

triangle that whose angles are the feet of the perpendiculars

of the original triangle has the smallest perimeter

66. A straight Ime is divided into any two parts in C,

and AI?C, CEB are equilateral tnangles on the same

side of AB, Find the locus of the intersection of AE
and BD.

67. If from any pomt on the circle drcumscribing a

triangle perpendiculars be let fall upon the sides, the feet of

these perpendiculars lie in one straight line.
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PROBLEM PAPERS ON THE TRIANGLE AND
ITS ASSOCIATED CIRCLES.

No I

I The three bisectors of the angles of a triangle

pass through one point (<9), and this is the centre of the

inscnbed circle

2. The three straight lines which bisect one angle of a

tnangle and the other two extenor angles meet in one

point (O'), and this is the centre of an escnbed curcle of the

tnangle

3. If the inscnbed circle of the triangle ABC touches

the sides opposite A, B, C in Q, R, S, and the arcle

escnbed to the side opposite A, touches the sides or sides

produced opposite to A, B, C, in X, Y, Z, prove that

AZ=AY~^ penmeter of tnangle,

and QX=AB~AC,
and CR’=BZ

4 In the same figure prove that if a, h, c are the

lengths of the sides, s half their sum, AR=s~a

No II

5 Prove that the three perpendiculars draivn to the

sides of a tnangle through their middle points meet m
one point, which is the centre of the circumscnbmg circle.

6 Prove that the tliree perpendiculars drawn to the

sides of a tnangle from the opposite angles intersect in one

point.
I
This point is often called the orthocentre

|

{

This may be deduced from {5), by drawing tbrongb each

)

vertex a parallel to the opposite side (Catalan) J
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7. Prove that the three medians of a triangle intersect

in one point (called the centre of gravity), which is a point

of trisection of each median.

8. If G is the centre of gravity of the triangle ABC,
prove that the triangles GAB, GBC, GCA are all equal

Ho III

9 If tr is the centre of gravity of the triangle ABC,
prove that

GA^+ GB"-+ GC*=
3

10. The centre of the circumscnbing circle (7), the

centre of gravity (G), and the point of mtersection of the

perpendiculars (P), lie in one straight hne, and

IG^\GP.

{If Pis the middle point oiAC and JB ofAB, prove the

triangles JB/B, CPB similar, and JF= \BP.\

11. The ardes which pass through two vertices of a

tnangle, and the mtersection of the perpendiculars, will be

equal to the circumscnbing cirde.

12. The angles BIC, CIA, AIC are respectively

double* of the angles at A, B, C.

No. IV.

13.

If Qj a, S, are the feet of the perpendiculars

let fall from A, B, C on the opposite sides, prove that

AQ, BP, CS, are the bisectors of the angles of the

triangle QRS.
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14. Prove that if / is the centre of tlie circumscnbing

circle, and ^ J?, .S' as in (13), JA, IB, IC are respectively

perpendicular to BS, SQ, QR.

15. From a centre O describe a circle; from a point

G on Its circumference descnbe a second cirde cutting the

former in B, C and from a point I on the second arcle

descnbe a cncle to touch BC Prove that the other tan-

gents from B, C to the third circle will intersect on the

circumference of the first

16. Hence shew that if /' are centres of the in-

scnbed and escnbed circles of a tnangle, IB is bisected

by the circumference of the circumscnbing circle.

No V

17. / is the centre of the curcumscnbing circle, P
the intersection of the perpendiculars •, E,F,G the middle

points of BC, CA, AB', Q, £, S the feet of the perpen-

diculars from A, B, C on those sides H the middle point

of IP, Prove that /Tis the centre of a circle which bisects

PA, PB, PC, and that its radius is half that of the circum-

scribing circle

18. If L, M, N are the middle points of PA, PB,

PC, prove that IE=PL, and hence that EL is bisected

viH.

19 Hence prove that the circle LMN also passes

through E, F, G, and through ^ i?, 5

[This circle is therefore called the nine point circle ]

. Note, The advanced student will do well to get

Catalan’s Thhrimes ef ProhUmes de Ghmitne Elementaire.

13w



BOOK IV.

Fundamental Propositions of Proportion.

SECTION I.

Of Ratio astd Proportion.

[Althougli a. complete treatment of Proportion, such as that con>

lamed in this Book, is indispensable to a sound knowledge of Geometry,

Book V. may be read immediatdy after Book III by students who are

acquamted rviththe treatment of Ratio and Proportion givenm books on

Anthmebc and Algebra.]

[Notaitm

In what follows, large Roman letters, A, B, etc ,
are used to denote

magnitudes, and where the pairs of magmtudes compared are both of

the same land they are denoted by letters taken from the early part of

the alphabet, as A, B compared with C, D; but where they are or may
be of difterent kinds, fiom difterent parts of the alphabet, as A, B com-

pared with P, Q or X, Y. Small Itahc letters m, n, etc., denote whole

numbers Bym

.

A or mh. is denoted the mth multiple ofA, and it may
be read as m times A. The product of the numbers m and n is denoted

by tnn, and it is assumed that mn^nm. The combination m.tth.

denotes the ruth multiple of the nth multiple ofA and may be read as m
times »A, and mnA or mn . A as mn times A. By (m

+

n) A is denoted

ftt+n times A]

Dî X. One magnitude is said to be a multiple of

another magnitude when the former contams the latter an

exact number of times.

According as the number of times is r, 2, 3 ni, so is the

multiple said to be the ist, znd, 3rd, . wth.
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Drf, 2 One magnitude is said to be a measure or

part of another magnitude when the former is contained an
exact number of times m the latter

The following property of multiples is axiomatic —
I. As A>=or<B, so IS »jA>=or<»iB Ax i 6*3)
rhe converse necessarily follows, so that

i As *«A>=or<«iB, so is A>=or<B \Exie Ax s &• 4)

The following theorems are easily proved —
3 rwA+*»B+ =«(A+B+ . ) (Ettc. v i)

4 «A-»iB=« (A-B) (A bemg greater than B) (fiue v. 5)

5. «A+«A=(»»+«)A {Euc v a)

6 mA-MA=(m-M) A (>» being greater than ») iJEue v 6)

7 m .nK—mn , K=nni k.-=tn,mk. [Euc v 3).

Def 3. The ratio of one magnitude to another of the

same kind is the relation of the former to the latter in

respect of quaniuphcity.

The ratio of A to B is denoted thus, A B, and A is

called the antecedent of the ratio, B the consequent

The quantupimty of A with respect to B may be esti-

mated by examinmg how the multiples of A are distributed

among the multiples of B, when both are arranged in as-

cending order of magnitude and the senes of multiples

continued without limit

Obs This interdistnbution of multiples is definite for two g^^cn

im^itudes A and B, and is different from that for A and C, if C differ

from B by any magnitude however small See Th 4

This IS a very important definition, and maybe illustrated as folloivs

(The illustration is due to De Morgan )

In front of a row of pillars in a street is a row of palings, the

A B C D E
• •

a b c d e f g

pillats being A, B, &c , the palings a, b, c .in the figure.

J3—

2
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'Then there is a certun interdistiibution of the pillars among the

palmgs, or in other words of the multiples of the distance between the

pillars among the multiples of the distance between the palings. The
and pillar hes between the and and 3rd palmgs; the 5th pillar between

the 6th and 7th palings, and so on

Now if the distance between the palings or between the pillars were

altered by any quantity however small, then the distribution would be

changed if the senes nere continued without limit For if the distance

between the pahngs were changed by a distance equal to say the nth

part of the distance between the pillars, then the nth paling would be

changed by the whole distance between two pillars, and therefore its

position among the pillars w ould be changed.

4 The ratio of two magnitudes is said to be equal

to that of two other magnitudes (whether of the same or of

a different kind from the former), when any equimultiples

w’hatever of the antecedents of the ratios being taken and

likewise any equimultiples whatever of the consequents, the

multiple of one antecedent is greater than, equal to, or less

than that of its consequent, according as that of the other

antecedent is greater than, equal to, or less than that of its

consequent

Or in other words*

The ratio of A to B is equal to that of P to Q, when vik. is greater

than, equal to, or less than »B, according as mP is greater than,

equal to, or less than nQ, whateier whole numbers m and n may be.

It is an immediate consequence that

:

The ratio of A to B is equal to that of P to Q; when, m bemg any»

number whatever, and n another number determined so that either anA
is between kB and (ff+i)B or equal to fiB, accordmg as mA is between

«B and {«+ 1) B or is equal to «B, so is wP between «Q and («+ 1) Q
or equal to »Q

The defimtion may also be expressed thus:

The ratio of A to B is equal to that of P to Q when the mulbples

of A are distributed among those of B in the same manner as the mul-

tiples of P are among those of Q.
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Thatis, ifamodel'vrerecoostnictedofthepiUars and palings, it would

be correct, or the ratio ofthe distances of pillars and palings in the street

IS the same as the ratio of the distance of pillars and palings in the

model, if every pillar m the model fell between the same palmgs in the

model, as the correspondmg pillar in the street did among the palmgs

m the street, the street being supposed to be of indefinite length

It will be observed that this is a method of asceitaimng whether four

magnitudes are in proportion which is wholly mdependent of any anth*

metical representation of the numbers

Drf 5. The ratio of two magnitudes is greater than

that of two other magnitudes, when equimultiples of the

antecedents and equimultiples of the consequents can be

found such that, while the multiple of the antecedent of the

first is greater than or equal to that of its consequent, the

multiple of the antecedent of the other is not greater or is

less than that of its consequent. -

Or in other words

The rabo of A to B is greater than that of F to Q, when whole

numbers m and n can be found, such that, while mk. m greater than

wB, mP IS not greater than «Q, or while mk^-n'Z, mP is less than »Q.

6 When the ratio of A to B is equal to that of P

to Q, the four magnitudes are said to be frofortiomls or

to form ^proportion. The proportion is denoted thus.

A.B* P.Q,

which IS read, “A is to B as P is to Q ” A and Q are called

the extremes, B and P the means, and Q is said to be the

fourthproportional to A, B and P.

The antecedents A, P are said to be homologous*, and

so are the consequents, B, Q.

That is, occupy the same position in the rabo.
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Dtf. 7. Three magnitudes (A, B, C) of the same kind

are said to he proportionals, when the ratio of the first to

the second is equal to diat of the second to the third; that

is when A : B •: B : C,

In this case C is said to be the thirdproportional to A
and B, and B the mean between A and C.

Def. 8. The ratio of any magnitude to an equal magni-

tude is said to be a ratio of equality. If A be greater than

B, the ratio A • B is said to be a ratu> ofgreater inequality,

and the ratio B ; A a ratio ofless inequality. Also the ratios

A : B and B : A are said to be reciprocal to one another

Theorem i.

Ratios that are equal to the same ratio are equal to one

another.

Proof. LetA ; B :: B : Q, and also A ; B •: X : Y, then

shall P ; Q •; X ; Y.

For since «?A>=<«B according as

(Def. 4.)

and »/A>=<«B according as otX>=-<:«Y,

therefore 7«P >= <»Q according as jwX> = <«Y,

and therefore (Def 4) P . Q :• X : Y.

Theoreji 2.

Jf two ratios are equal, as the antecedent of the first is

greater than, equal to, or less than its consequent, so is the

anteCtdeni of the second greater than, equal to, or less than its

consequent
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Proof. Let A . B P ; Q, then as A>=<B so U
P>=<Q.

For by Def 4, as otA>=<«B so «P>=<«Q,
whatever integers m and n are. Let m and n each equal 1;

then as A > = -cB so P > = <Q

Theorem 3

Iftwo ratios are equal, their reafrocal ratios are equal.

Proof. Let A B P • Q, then B A Q P.

For, since the multiples ofA are distributed among those

of B as the multiples of P among those of Q, the multiples

ofB axe distnbuted among those ofA as the multiples ofQ
among those of P

j
and therefore

B : A : Q P. (Def. 4

)

Theorem 4-

the ratios ofeach oftwo magnitudes to a third magnitude

be takeui the first ratio will be greater than, equal to, or less

than the other as thefirst magnitude is greater than, equal to,

or less than the other and ifthe ratios ofone magnitude to each

oftwo others be taken, thefirst ratio will be ff-aiter than, equal

to, or less than the other as thefirst of the two magnitudes is

less than, equal to, or greater than the other.

Procf. Let A, B, C be three magnitudes of the same

kind, then

A . C> = or<B . C, as A> = or<B,
and C A> = or<C . B, as A-e=ors-B

IfA= B, it follows directly from Def 4 that A • C • B ; C
and C : A B : A.

IfA > B, m can be found such that otB is less than »iA

by a greater magnitude than C.
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Hence if;«A be between «C and (;« + i)C, or ir««A=«C,

wB will be less than «C, whence (Def. 6) A : C>B : C;

Also, since wCs-wiB while «C is not>;«A (De£ 6)

C;B>C:Aor C;A<C:B.
If A -s B, then B >A and therefore B : C > A ; C, that

is A : C < B ; C, and so also C ; A > C : B.

Cor. The converses of both farts of the profosition are

ime, since the Rule of Conversion" is applicable.

Theorem 5.

The ratio of equimultiples of two magnitudes is equalio

that of the magnitudes themselves.

Proof. Let A, B be two magnitudes, then »/A : «?B

A;B.

For as /A>»or<$'B, so is ;» ./A>=or<«* .j^Bj but

m .pb^-p . mh. and m.qSt^q. ?»B, therefore as /A> - or

<fB, so is/ . mh.> = or< f . mS>, whatever be the values of

f and q, and hence mb. ; «B •: A : B.

Theorem 6.

Iftwo magnitudes (A, B) have the same ratio as two whole

numbers (;», «), then «A=s/«B; and conversely if »A=;«B,

A has to the same ratio as m io n.

Proof. OfA and m take the equimultiples «A and n. m,

and ofB and « take the equimultiples r«B and m . «,

then smce A : B : n,

therefore as «A is >= < niB, so is nm > = <?«.«,
but since n .m=m.n,it follows (Def. 4) that nb.— nCB.

Agmn since niB ; «B •; « ; « we have, if «A=#wB, «A :

«B whence it follows (Theor. 5) thatA : B :: m : n.
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j

Cor P Q nA=mB, nP=mQj
|

-whence tf Ii.be a multiple, fart, or multiple of a part of B, i

P is the same multiple, part, or multiple ofapart of i

I

!

Theorem 7 .

Iffour magnitudes of the same kind be proportionals, the

first -will he greater than, equal to, or less than the third, ac-

cording as the second is greater than, equal to, or less than the

fourth,

Ptoof Let A . B .. C * D.

Then ifA= C, A • B C ; B, and therefore CD C ,

B, whence B = D.

Also if A> C, A ; B> C . B, and therefore C : D > C
B, whence B> D.

Again ifA<C,A ; B< C * B, and therefore C D< C
B, whence B<D.

Theorem 8

Iffour magnitudes of the same kind be proportionals, the

first -will have to the third the same ratio as the second to the

fourth.

Proof. Let A ; B . C . D, then A : C . B : D.

For (Th. 6) /«A ; ;mB .. A : B and »C ; «D ;; C ; D,

therefore «A ’ «B : «C ; «D,

whence (Th 7) MA>=or<«C, as OTB>=or<«D,

and this being true for all values of in and n,

A : C B : D.
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Theorem 9.

If any number of magnitudes of the same kind beprofor-

iionals, as one ofthe antecedaiis is to its consequent^ so shall the

sum ofthe antecedents be to the sum ofthe consequents.

Proof. Let A : B :: C : D E : F, then A : B A+
C + E iB +D + F«

For as mk.> = •< «B, so is swC >• = or < «D,

and so also is «E > = or <«Fj whence it follows

that so also is mk. + «/C + »:E>= or < «B + «D + «F,

and therefore so is ot (A+ C +E)>= or <» (B + D + F)',

whence A • B A+C + E . B + D +F.

' Theorem 10.
t

Iftwo ratios are equal, the sum or difference of the antece-

dent and consequent of the first has to the consequent the same

ratio as the sum or difference ofthe antecedent and consequent

ofthe otJur has to its consequent.

Proof. Let A ; B : P ; Q, then A+ B ; B P + Q : Q
andA~B:B. P~Q‘Q.

For, m being any whole number, n may be found such

that either »/A is between «B and («+ 1) B or ink.— ii2>,

and therefore mk + ;«B is between otB +«B and

wB+ («+ 1) B or = «B +«B,
but mk+ otB = «» (A+ B) and m2>+«B= (« + «) B,

therefore m (A+ B) is betw’een (»; + ») B and (« + « + 1) B
or = (7«+ «)B.

But as mk is between «B and (« + i) B or s= «B,

so is niS between and («+ i) Q or =«Qj
whence as m (A+ B) is betiveen (jw + «) B and (»? + « + i) B
or = (?« + »)B,
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SO is (P + Q) between (« + «) Q and (w + « + 1) Q or =
(ot + «) ^
and therefore, since m is any whole number whatever,

A + B • B : P + Q • Q
By hke reasoning subtracting «;B from »iA and nB when
A > B and therefore »? < «, and subtracting mh. and «B from

inB when A<B and therefore ot > «, it may be proved that

A~B B . P~Q : Q.

Cor. Jf two ratios are equal, the sum or difference of the

aittecedent and consequent of thefirst has to their difference or

sum the same ratio as the sum or difference of the antecedent

and consequent ofthe second has to their difference or sum

Theorem 11.

If two ratios are equal, and equimultiples of the ante-

cedents and also of the consequents are taken, the multiple

of the first antecedent has to that of its consequent the same

latio as the multiple of the other antecedent has to that of its

consequent

Proof Let A . B • P . Q, then ;«A ; «B 7«P nQ.

Forpm . A>=or <qn, B, aspm. P> = or <.qn Q,

and therefore/ 7«A>= or <^.«B, as/.7»P> = or<y wQ,

whence,/, q being any numbers whatever,

7«A . «B niS . «Q.

Theorem 12

If there be two sets of magnitudes, such that thefirst is to

the second of thefirst set as the first to the second ofthe other

set, and the second to the third of the first set as the second to

the thirdofthe other, and so on to the lad magnitude then the

first IS to the last of thefirst set as the first to the last of the

other.
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Proof. Let the two sets of three magnitudes be A, B, C
and P, Q, R,

and letA : B :: P : Q and B ; C Q : R,

then A ; C :• P : R.

[Lemma.—^As A>a= or cC, so is P<= or -cR.

For ifA> C, A ; B > C : B and C ; B :: R : Q,

therefore P : Q>R ; Q, whence P>R.

Similarly ifA=CorifA<C.. Hence the lemma is proved.]

By Theor. 6, mk. : #«B mS : wtQ, and by Theor. ii,

«tB : «C wQ : «R> whence by the lemma as wA>=sor

<«C, so is »/P>=or<«R, and thereforcj m and n being

any numbers whatever,

A : C P ; R.

If there be more magnitudes than three in each set, as

A, B, C, D and P, Q, R, S j

then, since A ; B P : Q and B : C Q ; R,

therefore A ; C P ; R
;
but C : D R ; S,

and therefore A ; D P : S. Q. e. D.

Cor. If a : B *. Q ; R and B : C P ; Q, then

A : C P ; R.

Proof. Let S be a fourth proportional to Q, R, P,

then Q : R P : S,

therefore Q ; P R ; S,

and P : Q S : R.

Hence A : B P : S and B ; C :: S . R,

therefore A : C P ; R

(Th. 8)

(Th.3)
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Drf. 9 If there are any number of magnitudes of the

same kind, the first is said to have to the last the ratio

compounded of the ratios of the first to the second, of the

second to the third, and so on to the last magnitude

Def. lo. If there are any number of ratios, and a set

of magnitudes is taken such that the ratio of the first to the

second is equal to the first ratio, and the ratio of the second

to the third is equal to the second ratio, and so on, then the

first of the set is said to have to the last the ratio compounded

of the onginal ratios

Obs. From these definitions it follows, by Theor 12,

that if there be two sets of ratios equal to one another,

each to each, the ratio compounded of the ratios of the first

set IS equal to that compounded of the ratios of the other

set.

Also that the ratio compounded of a given ratio and its

reciprocal is the ratio of equality.

Drf When two ratios are equal, the ratio compounded

of them is called the duplicate ratio of either of the original

ratios

JDef When three ratios are equal, the ratio compounded

of them is called the inplicate ratio of any one of the original

ratios

SECTION II.

Fundamental Geometrical Propositions.

Lemma.

If on two straight lines AB, CD cut by two parallel

straight lines AC, BD equimultiples of the intercepts

respectively are taken ,
then the line joinmg the points of

division mil be parallel to AC orBD
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Let BE, JDF be equimultiples ofAB, CD j

Then will jB^be parallel to BD.

Proof. Join AD^ DE, BC^ BE.

Smce the triangles ABD, CBD are on the same base

BD, and of the same altitude, they are equal.

(n. 2. Cor. 1 )

Also whatever multiple BE is of AB, the same multiple

is the triangle DBE of the tnangle ABD, and tiie triangle'

DBF oi the triangle CBD ;

Therefore the triangle .£152?= the tnangle FBDt'^'^
they are on the same base BD j

therefore EF is parallel to BD. (n. s Cor. 3 )

Theorem i.

jf/tefo straight lines are cut by threeparalld straight lines,

the intercepts on the one are to one another in the same ratio as

the corresponding intercepts on the other.
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Proof. Let the three parallel lines AA', BB', CC', cut
other two lines in A, B, C, and A', B', C' respectively

.

then AB . BC .. A'B' : B'C'.

On thehneABC take BM=m AB and BN = » . BC, M and

N being taken on the same side of B. Also on the hne

A'B'C take B'M'=« . A'B' and B'N'= » B'C', M', N' being

on the same side of B' as M, N are of B. Then by the

Lemma MM' and NN' are both parallel to BB'. Hence,

whatever be the values of m and «,

as BM (or m

.

AB) is greater than, equal to, or less than BN
(or « . BC),

so is B'M' (or m

.

A'B') greater than, equal to, or less than

B'N'(or«.B'C'),

therefore AB • BC . A'B' B'C'.

It will be observed that the reasoning holds good, whether B
be between A and C or beyond A or beyond C
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Cor. I.' If the sides of a triangle are cut by a stiaight

line parallel to the base, the segments of one side are to one

another in the same ratio as the segments ofthe other side.

Cor. 2. If two straight lines are cut by four parallel

straight lines the intercepts on the one are to one another in the

same ratio as the corresponding intercepts on the other.

\

Theorem 2.

A given finite- straight line can be divided internally into

salients having any given ratio, and also externally into

s^ments homing any given ratio except the ratio of quality:

and in each case there is only one suchpoint ofdivision.

Proof Let AB be the given straight line and, since any

given ratio may be expressed as the ratio of tno stiaight

lines, let AC, CD be two hnes having the given ratio taken

on an indefinite line drawn from A making any angle ndth

AB ; join DB ; draw CE parallel to DB ; then will CE
(Theor. 1) divide AB internally in E in the given ratio.

If it could be divided internally at F in the same ratio, BG
being drawn parallel to CF to meetAD in G, AF would be to

FB as AC to CG, and therefore not as AC to CD. Hence

E is the only point which divides AB internally in the given

ratio. If CD be taken so that A and D are on the same
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side of C, the like construction will determine the external

point of division In this case the construction will fail,

if CD=AC A like demonstration will shew that there

can be only one point of external division in the given

ratio.

Theorem 3

A straight line 'which divides tiu sides of a ti langle pro-

portionally tsparallel to the base (fthe triangle

Let AP \ PB AQ • QC,
then will PQ be parallel to BC

For if noti ifpossible let some other line

PQ' be parallel to BC.

Then AP • PB A(f QC,
(Th I, Cor I )

but AP PB AQ QC, (Hyp)

Therefore AQ i QC AQ QC,
which IS impossible , (Tlx 2 )

and therefore PQ is parallel to BC

Theorem 4.

Rectangles of equal altitude are to one another in the same

ratio as their bases

Protf Let AC, BC be tu’O rectangles having the

common side OC and their bases OA, OB on the same side

ofOC

In the line OAB mdefinitely produced, take OM = m OA
and ON = n OB, and complete tlie rectangles MC and

NC
w
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Then MC=ot.AC and NC=«.BC:

and It is plain that as OM is greater than, equal to, or less

than ON, so is MC greater than, equal to, pr less than AC j

whence the rectangle AC : the rectangle BC :: base OA ;

base OB,

Cor. Paralldo^anis or triangles ofthe same altitude are

to one another as thdr bases.

Theorem 5.

fn the same circle or in equal circles angles at the centreand

sectors are to one another as the arcs on which they stand.

Proof. Let O, O’ be the centres of two equal circles,

and let AP, A'PI be any two axes in them;

then shall the angle or sector AOP be to the angle or

sector A'O'P' as the arcAP is to the arc A'S'.
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1

For let j4jlfbe an arc=jn AB, then the angle or sector

between OA and OM (reckoned correspondingly to the arc

AM) will be m times the angle or sector AOB,

And let A'Nh^ an arc=« A'B’, and A'O'ATan angle

or sector « times the angle or sector A'O'B’

.

and accordmg asAM v& >, =, or < A'M,

so is the angle or sector A OM->t =, or < the angle or sector

A'&N',

and therefore as AB . A'B' : angle or sector AOB ; angle

or sector A'O'B'.

t4—

a



BOOK V.

Proportion.

Introduction.

[For the use of those for •whom it may he thought well to defer the

study of the complete, hut more difficult, mode of treatment of Propor-

tion in^ook IV , the following Definitions and Propositions referred to

m that Book are here collected, with an indication of thepnnciples ofan

incomplete mode of treatment by nhich they may be established for

commensurable magnitudes ]

Dcf. I. One magnitude is said to be a multipJe of

another magnitude Tvhen the former contains the latter

an e\act number of times According as the number of

times is i, 2, 3.. in, so is the multiple said to be the zst,

and, 3rd -;«th

Dif. 2. One magnitude is said to be a measure or

fati of another magnitude nhen the former is contained

an exact number of times in the latter.

Def 3. If a magnitude can be found which is a

measure of two or more magnitudes, these magnitudes are

said to be commensurable, and the first magnitude is said

to be a common measure of the others.

It is easy to prove that commensurable magnitudes

have also a common multiple, and conversely that mag-

nitudes which have a common multiple are commensurable.
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A measure of a line is any line which is contained m it an exact

number of times Thus an inch is a measure of a foot , and a yard is a
measure of a mile So too the measure of an area is any area which is

contained an exact number of times in it A square inch is thus a

measure of a square yard A measure ts therefore an atiguot part efany

magnUude which tt measures The length of a line, the extent of an

area, or any other magnitude, is completely known when we know a

measure of it, and how many times it contains that measure.

In measuring any magnitude we take some standard to measure by

Thus in measuring length we take a yard, or a foot, or an mch. In

measuring sohds we take a cubic inch, a cubic foot, or the like. Tlie

standard so taken is called the umt It may be a precise measure of tlie

magnitude measured, or it may not. The number, whether whole or

fractional, which expresses how many times a magnitude contains a

certain umt is called the numerical value of that magnitude in terms of

that unit Thus in speaking of a Ime as 7 yards long, a yard is the

unit of length, and the numerical value of the Ime m terms of that unit

IS?

Two lines or magnitudes of the same kind are said to have a row

measure when there exists a umt of which they can both he expressed as

multiples. Thus 15 inches and i foot have a common measure, for

with the unit 3 mches, their numcncal values would he 5 and 4; and

with the unit i inch their numerical values would be 15 and is All

whole numbers have unity as a common measure

The following problem gives a method of finding the greatest

common measure of two magnitudes, if any common measure exists,

and lilustrates the familiar Arithmetical method

Problem

Tofind the greatest common measure oftwo magnitudes, iftheyhavea

common measure

Let AB and CD be the two magnitudes From AB the greater cut

O 0 D

off parts, AE,EF each equal to CD the less, leaving a remainder PB

which is less than CD,
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From CD cut off parts, CG..., equal to FB, leaving a remtunder

GD less than FB.

From FB cut off parts FH, HB.. equal to GDi and contmue this

process tmtil a remamdei GD is found whidi is contained an exact

number of times in the previous remainder, so that no further remainder

is left. The last remainder is then the greatest common measure.

For, firstly, since GD measures FB, it also measures CG-, and

therefore measures CD But CD^^AE and EF‘, and therefore GD
measures AE, EFzsA FB

,

that is it measures AB. Hence GD is a

common measure ofAB and CD.

And agam, since every measure of CD and AB must measure AF,

it must measure FB or CG, and therefore also GD * hence the common

measure cannot be greater than GD‘, that is GD is the common

measure.

So also, in the figure adjoimng, the first remainder is GB

,

the

E F GIL
A 1 > r^B

0 SJk^

second HD

;

the third IB , the fourth KD, which m_contained exactly

twice in IB Hence KD is the greatest common measure, and it will

be seen to be contamed twice m JB, and therefore five times m HD,
seven times m GB, la timesm CD, and 43 times in AB.

Hence AB and CD have as their numerical values 43 and la in

terms of the unit KD.

Cor. Every measure of KD is a common measure (£-AB and

CD.

When magrutudes have a common measure they are called commen~

surable. But it is very frequently the case m Geometncal figures, that

lines and other magnitudes have no common measure; the process

above given continumg indefimtdy; the remamder becoming smaller

at each step of the process hut never actually disappearing. In

this case the hnes are said to be incommensurable.
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Dif 4. The ratio of one magnitude to another of the

same kmd is the relation of the former to the latter in

respect of quantuphaty

The ratio of A to B is denoted thus, A B, and A is

called the antecedent, B the consequent

The complete exammation of the nature of the comparison of tiro

magnitudes according to quantuphaty is contained m Book IV For

numbers, and for magnitudes generally, so far as they are commensura-

ble (and It is to be noted that this is not the normal, but the exceptional,

case), the comparison may be made m a more simple manner either

(i) (As IS usual in Anthmetic) by considering what multiple, part,

or multiple ofa part one magn'tude is of the other,

or (a) by considering what multiples of the two magnitudes are equal to

one another ]

5 When the ratio A . B is equal to the ratio

P te either

(1) When A is die same multiple, part, or multiple of a

part ofB as P IS of Q ,
or,

(2) When like multiples of A and P are equal respect-

ively to like multiples of B and Q

,

the four magnitudes are said to beproportionals, or to form

preportion

The equality of the ratios is denoted by the symbol
,

and the proportion thus, A B . P Q, which is read A
IS to B as P IS to Q
A and Q are called the extremes, B and P the means, and

Q IS said to be thefourth proportional to A, B and P The

antecedents A, P are said to be homologous to one another,

and so also are the consequents
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DeJ. 6. If A, B, C are three magnitudes of the same

kind such that A : B :: B : C, B is said to be the mean

proportional between A and C, and C the third proportional

to A and B.

Def. 7. If there are two ratios A ; B, P : Q, and C
be taken such that B : C P : Q, then A is said to have

to C a ratio compounded of the ratios A : B, P : Q. Thus

if there are three magnitudes A, B, C, then A has to C the

ratio compounded of the ratios A ; B, B : C.

Def. 8 A ratio compounded of two equal ratios is

called the duplicate of either of these ratios.

It is evident that different ratios cannot have the same duplicate

ratio

General Propositions on Proportion.

[All these propositions admit of obvious algebraical proof]

(r.) Ratios that are equal to the same ratio are equal

to one another.

(2 ) Equal magnitudes have die same ratio to the same

or to equal magnitudes.

(3 ) Magnitudes that have the same ratio to the same

or equal magnitudes are equal

(4.) The ratio of two magmtudes is equal to that of

their halves or doubles.

(5.) IfA ; B .. P ; Q, then B ; A ;• Q : P.

(mvertendo)

(6.) If A ; B ;; C : D, all the four being of the same
kind,

then A ; C B : D. (altemando)
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f7) If A • B P • Q,
then A +B;B.P + Q Q, t'^omponendo)

and A-B;B. P —Q.Q (dmdendo)

(8) If A ; B • C : D E F,

then A+C + E • B +D + F . A . B (addendo)

(9) If A B : P • Q
and B C Q R,

then A C • P . R (ex aequali)

Theorem i

If two straight lutes are ad by threeparallelstraight lines,

the intercuts on the one are to one another in the same ratio as

the corresponding mteicepts on the other

Let A, JB, C be the three parallels, FQR, LMN any

two lines intersected by them , then shall

PQ ; QP LM . MN.

Proof, Let PQ^ QR be commensurable, and contain

their common measure m and n times respectively: and

through the points of division let hnes parallel to A be

drawn to meet LM,
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Then (by i. 32) LM and MN will be divided into in

and n equal parts respectively,

therefore PQ_ : Q.R %•. in \ n

LM MN

Cor. I. If fhe sides of a iriangk are att by a straight

line faralM to the base, the segments of one side are to one

another in the same ratio as the segments ofthe other side

Cor 2 . If two straight lines are cut by four parallel

straight lines the intercepts on the one are to one another in the

same ratio as the corresponding intercepts on the other.

A givenfinite straight line can he divided internally into

segments having any given ratio, and also externally into

s^ments having any given ratio except the ratio of equality:

andin each case there is only one suchpoint of division.
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Let AB be the given finite straight line, and let 0 be

the point of bisection of AB

,

then if P is at (? the ratio

idi-
PB~ I.

P

A

P

~o'

P
I”" '

S

P

Conceive the point P to move to the nght towards B,
PA

then tlie ratio continually increases until, when P ap-

proaches indefinitely near to B the ratio becomes infinite;

and for intermediate positions it has passed continuously

through every value between i and 00 (infinity)

When P IS at the right ofB the ratio

PA PB^AB . AB
PB~ PB ~^'^PB'

and is therefore greater than i

When PB is very small is very large, and as PB
JrJ?

AB
increases duninishes until it becomes indefinitely small,

PA
and therefore becomes as nearly equal to i as we please,

and has passed continuously through every value between

oo and r.

Hence for any assigned value of the ratio greater than

r there are two positions for P, one between O and B, and

one to the right ofB
PA

Similarly as P moves from O to A, passes through

every value from i to o, and as it moves to the left of A it
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passes lihrough every value from o to i, and therefore for

every value of the ratio less than i there are two positions

for jP, one between O and A, and one to the left of A.

Theorem 3.

A draight htte which divides the sides ofa trianglepropor-

tionally isparallel to the base ofthe triangle.

For let AP : PB n AQ : QC, and

suppose PQ not parallel to BC, but if

possible letPQ be parallel to BC^

then AP : PB :: AQ : QC,

and therefore AQ : QC :: AQ ; QC,

which is impossible by Theorem 2.

Theorem 4.

Parallelograms of the same altitude are to one another as

their bases.

Let ABCD, PQRS be parallelograms of the same alti-

tude on the bases AB, PQ.

Then shall JDABC be to SPQR as AB to PQ.
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Let AB, FQ be commensurable, and let them contain

their common measure m and « times respectively. Through

the pomts of division draw lines paialld to the sides of the

parallelogram. Then the parallelograms will be divided

into m and « equal parts respectively, (ii i Cor 2 )

and therefore X>ABC : SPQR m * «

: AB FQ

Cor. I. Triangles of the same attitude are to one another

as their bases

For a triangle is half the parallelogram on the same base

and harving the same altitude as the triangle.

Theorem 5.

In the same circle or m equal citcles angles at the centre

and sectors are to one another as the arcs on which they stand

Let ABC be a circle, of which 0 is the centre

And let AOB, POQ be two angles at the centre

Then i AOB . FOQ arc AB arc FQ
seicXorAOB ; sector POQ.



the' angles times’ lespect-

divided into e.nal pasts hp

,• ,1 the areas and sectors are also dimded into

Then (m- 2)

and « equal parts respectively,

and lierefore

r^O^-ri’Oe

. sector AOS sector POQ-
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SECTION I

Similar Figures

Dtf I. Similar rectilineal figures are those which have

their angles equal, and the sides about the equal angles

proportional

2 Similar figures are said to be smtlatty described

upon given straight lines, when those straight bnes are

homologous sides of the figures

THEOREsr r

Mectilinealfigures that are similar to the same rectilineal

figure are similar to one another.

Proof. Let A, B be each of them similar to C

,

then will A be similar to B

Proof. Since the angles of A and B are respectively

equal to the angles of £7,
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therefore also A andB are equiangular

'

and since the sides about each angle of A are in the same

ratio as the sides about the equal angle of C; and the sides

about each of B are also in the same ratio,

therefore the sides about the equal angles of A and B are

proportionals

;

therefore A is similar to B (v. Def i.)

Theorem 2

Jf iwo triangles have their angles respectively equal, they

are similar, and those sides which are opposite to the equal

angles are homologous

Let ABC. DEF be two tnangles, which have the

angles of the one equal to the angles of the other, viz.

A, B, C respectively equal to D, E, .^respectively;

Then shall they be similar, diat is

AB : BC :: DE : EF,

BC : CA •: EF : FD,

CA : AB :: FD ; DE.

and

and
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Conceive the angle E placed on the angle B

,

then E
and I> would fall as E and jy on BC and BA, or on those

lines produced and because the l F= the l C, therefore

Ejy is parallel to CA

,

and therefore BE BC BE BA, (iv. i

)

and therefore BE : BE BC . BA,

that IS EF ; ED BC BA

Similarly by placing F on C, and D on A, the otlier

proportions are obtained j and therefore the triangles are

Similar

This theorem is a generahzation of Theorem 15 m Booh t If hvo

an^ and a side of one tnan^e art respectively equal to two angles and

the corresponding side of another inan^e, these triangles will be equal in

all respects.

Theorem 3

Iftwo triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle

of the other and the sides about these angles proportional, they

are similar, and those angles which are opposite to the homologous

sides are equal

Let the tnangles ABC, DEFhaye the angles at B and

E equal, and let BA . BC . ED EF, then will the trian-

gles be similar

Conceive the angle E placed on the equal angle B, then

D and i^ivill fall as atE and F' on the sides BA, BC,

and since BA BC ED EF,

therefore BA BE BC . BE,

and therefore EF' is parallel to A C,

w.

(iv 3)
IS
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and the angles BUF and BFJT, that is, D and F, are

a

equal respectively to the angles A and C. Hence the trian-

gles are equiangular and therefore similar.

Thfe theorem is a generalization of Book l. Theorem i6 If two
sides and the included angle of one inangle are respecttvely equal to

two sides and the included an^e of another^ the inangfes mil be equal

in all respects.

Theoreii 4.

If two irtati^es have the sides taken tn order about each of

their angles proportional^ they are similar, and those angles

which are opposite to the homologous sides are equal.

Let ABC, DEF be two tnangles which have their sides

about each of their angles proportional,

that is, AB : BC . DE : EF,

and BC : CA :: EF ; FD,

and therefore also CA ; AB • FD : DE

;

then will the triangles ABC, DEFho sinniar.
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Conceive a triangle equiangular to ABC applied to EF^
on the opposite side of the base EF, so that the angles

PEG, EFG are equal to B and C respectively

Then since the triangle GEF is equiangular to ABC,
It is therefore similar,

and therefore GE . EF • AB : BC,
but AB i BC DE. EF,
and therefore GE . EF • DE • EF,
and therefore GE=^ED.

Similarly GF^^ DF,

and the tnangle DEF is therefore equiangular to GEF,
(i. 18) and therefore also to ABC

Therefore the tnangle DEF is similar to the tnangle

ABC,
This theorem is a geneiahzation of Book I Theorem 18 If the

three sides ofme tnan^e are respectively egttal to the three sides ofanothet ,

these triangles viiU be equal in all respects.

Theorem 5

Iftwo triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle

of the other, and the sides about one other angle in each proper-

tional, so that the sides opposite the equal angles are homologous,

the triangles have thar third angles either equal or supplement-

ary and in theformer case the ti tangles are similar.

m

Let ABC, DEFhz the two tnangles having the angle

^ = the angle E,

and BA .AC • ED DF,

then will the angle C be equal or supplementary to the

angle F.

IS—

2
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Proof. The angle A is equal or unequal to the angle D.

IfA-JD (fig. i), then, by Th. 3, the triangles are similar,

and the angle C is equal to the angle P.

IfA is not equal to D, as in fig 2, at the point D make

the angle EDG-=BAC ;

Fig {i )
Fig (2 )

0

then the triangle JDEG is equiangular and similar to the

triangle ABC,

and therefore ED ; DG BA : A C.

But ED : DE:: BA : AC,

and therefore DG = DE,

and therefore the angle DGE= the angle DEG,
and because the angle ^(ri?=the angle C,

and EGD is supplementary to DGE-,

therefore C is supplementary to DEE.

Hence the angle C is either equal or supplementary to

the angle E, and in the former case the triangles are similar.

This theorem is a generalization ofBook i. Theorem eo.
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Cor. I. If the two angles given equal are rigid angles or

oltuse angles, the remaining angles must be both aaiie, and
therefore cannot be supplementary, and are therefoxe equal, and

the triangles are similar

Cor. 2. If the angles opposite to the other two homologous

sides are both acute or both obtuse, or if one of them is a rigid

angle, then these angles must be equal, and the triangles are

similar

Cor. 3 If the side opposite the given angle in each

triangle is not less than the other gven side, then the gven

angles must be not less than the third angles thaefore the third

angles must be both acute, and therfore cannot be supple-

mentary. They are therrfore equal and the triangles are

similar.

Thlorcm 6

If two similar rectilinealfigures are placed so as to have

their corresponding sidesparallel, all the straight lines joining

the angularponds of the one to the corresponding angularpoints

of the other areparallel or meet in apoint; and the distances

from thatpoint along any straight line to thepoints where it

meets corresponding sides of thefigtres are in the ratio of the

totrespondingsides ofthefigures
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Let ABCD, EFGH'^at the two rectilinear figures

Let AB, j5Cbe tv\'o consecutive sides of the rectilineal

figure ABCJ}, and BF, FG the corresponding sides .of die

A

figure EFGH. Let AE, BF meet in 0 . it is required to

prove that CG passes through O.

If not let it cut ^^in some other point O'.

• Then by the similar triangles ABO, EFO,

AB : EF : BO : FO

;

also by the similar tnangles BCO, FGO,
BC : FG BO' : FO'.

But AB -. EFi BC i FG
by h}’pothesis, since the recdlmear figures are similar;

therefore BO . FO BG ; Fff,
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and therefore the points O, G coincide. Bk iv 2

CG does pass through 0 and in the same manner DU
passes through O

Cor. Similar rectilinealfigures may be divided into the

same number ofsimilar tiiangles

o

For if one rectilineal figure were placed ivithin the other,

and with their corresponding sides parallel, as in the figure,

the Imes AE, EF, CG, i?J5rwould all meet in one point O,

and the tnangles into which the polygons are respectively

divided are similar

Df 3. The point determined as in Theor. 6 is called

a centre ofsimilarity of the two rectilineal figures

Theorem 7

In a right-angled triangle ifaperpendicular is d> awnfiom

the right angle to the hypotenuse it divides the trian^e into two

other tiiangles which are similar to the whole and to one

another
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Let ACB be the triangle, nght-angled at C, CD the

perpendicular.

Then the triangles CAD^ two angles CAD
and CDA of the one equal respectively to BAC, BCA of

the other; therefore they are equiangular, and similar.

In the same manner DCB is equiangular and similar to

either DAC or CAB.

CoR. AD : DC ;* DC : DB,

or ilu perpendicular from the right angle of a right-angled

triangle on the hypothenuse ts a mean proportional between

the segments of the base

Also BA ; AC •. AC : AD,

and AB : BC :: BC : BD,
or the side of a right-angled triangle is a mean proportional

between the hypothenuse and theprojection on it of that side.

Theorem 8.

Iffrom any angle of a triangle a straight line is drawn

perpendicular to the base, the diameter of the arde arcum-

scribing the triangle is a fourth proportional to the perpen-

diaelar and the sides of the triangle which contain that

angle.
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Let ABC be a tnangle, and

let AD be drawn from the angle

A perpendicular to the base BC

,

and let CE be the diameter ofthe

circle circumscribing the tnangle

ABC I

then shall

AD • AB AC CE
Proof Join AE.

Then the triangles ADB, CAB have the angles

ABD= CEA in the same segment, and ADB^ CAE
being right angles , therefore they are similar, and therefore

AD AB AC CE

x/ Theorem 9

If the interior or exterior vertical angle of a triangle is

bisected by a straight line which also cuts the base, the base

IS divided internally or externally in the ratio of the sides of

the triangle And, conversely, tf the base is divided internally

or externally in the ratio ofthe sides of the triangle, the straight

line drawnfrom the point of division to the veitex bisects the

interior or exterior vertical angle

R
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Let ABC be a triangle, BD the bisector of the angle

ABC.

Then will AD ; DC :* AB : BC,

Draw CE parallel to BD to meet AB produced.

Then by parallelism the angle BCE=i!svt angle 2J.SC,
and the angle BEC=^t. angle ABD or FBD! But

ABD or EBD^DBC, and therefore the angle BCE=ihQ
angle BEC\ and therefore BE = BC.

But because AE, AC are cut by the parallels DB, CE

;

therefore AD : DC AB : BE, iv 2

that is, ' AD : DC . AB : BC

Cor. I. Conversely, tf AD : DC : AB : BC, that

BD is the bisector of the angle ABC, or of CBF, according as

AC ts divided internally or externally in D.

For there is only one intemal bisector of the angle, and

only one point D which divides the base internally or

externally, so that

AD : DC ' AB : BC;
and therefore, since the bisector divides the base in this

ratio, the line which dmdes the base in this ratio is the

bisector.

(This may also he proved directly )

Cor. 2 . Jf AB = BC, then the ratio of AD' : D'C be-

comes = I, which indicates that D' is at an infinite distance

tpy IV. 2
)

Haice the external bisector of the vertical angle

ofan isosceles Uiangle isfiaiallel to the base

Cor. 3' ^ B moves so that the ratio AB ; BC is con-

stant, the bisectors of the intaior and exterior angles will

ahoays fiass through the fixedpoints D, D' which divide AC
internally and externally in that ratio.
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SECTION II

Areas

Theorem 10

Iffour straight lines areproportional the 1 ectangle contained

by the extremes is equal to the rectangle contained by the means,

and, conversely, if the redangle contained by the extremes ts

equal to the rectangle contained by the means the four straight

lines arepiqportional

Let ^ be to ^ as Cto Z>,

then mil the rectangle contained by A and I> be equal to

the rectangle contained by C and £>.
t

Proof Construct the rectangle EFGH, with the sides

EF=^ A, FG = D , and also the rectangle HFKL, with the

sides HF= B, FK— C
, and place them so that EF, FH

are in one straight line, and therefore also GF, FK m one

straight line

Complete the rectangle GH
Then rectangle EG rect GH EF FH, (iv 4)

A B,
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and rect. KH : rect. •: jO?" :

C '• D

,

but A B C \ D,
therefore rect ; rect GH :• rect KH : rect. GH,
therefore rect .gg=rect GH,
that iSf the rectangle contained by A and JD is equal to the

rectangle contained by C and B.

Conversely, if the rectangle contained by A and B is

equal to the rectangle contained by B and C,

then A B C • B
Proofs The same construction being made,

because xtcA. EG=xt'c!L KH,
therefore rect EG rect GH . rect KH ; rect. GH,
but rect EG : rect GH EF . FH,

. A . B,

and rect KH rect GH . KF ; FG,

. C : B,
therefore A • B C B.

Cor. Jf three straight lines areproportional tlu rectangle

contained ly the extremes ts equal to the squat e on the mean;

and, cotiversely, tf the rectan^e contained by the extremes of

three straight lines is equal to the square on the mean the lines

areproportional

.'Theorem ir.

If two chords of a circle intersect either within or without

a circle the rectangle contained by the segments of the one is

equal to the rectangle contained by the segments ofthe other.
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Let AOS, COD be the chords through 0. Then is

AOy. OB — CO X OD.

For join CS, AD Then since the angle 2?= angle

B in the same segment, and the angle at 0 common to

the tivo tnangles AOD, BOC, the tnangles are equiangular

and similar,

.,AO OD , CO . OB,

. AO X 0B= CO X OD.

Cor. If one of the secants OCD, in figure 2, become a

tangent, as OJS, then OC and OD become equal to OB,
and therefore ^ OJS. OE OB, zxid OJEJ‘=AO ^ OB,

or the square on the tangent to a arcle from any foint ts equal

to the rectangle contained ly the intercepts on the secant dtaivn

from thatpoint

Theoresi 12

The lectangle contained by the diagonals of a quadnlateial

IS less than the sum of the rectangles contained by opposite sides

unless a arcle can be ciramscribed about a quadrilateral, in

it’hich case it is equal to that sum
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Let ABCD be a quadrilateral figure* then will the

rectangle contained by the diagonals A C, BD be less tbai)

the sum of the rectangles contained by AB, CD and by

ADt CB respectively, unless a circle can be described about

ABCD.

Proof. At the point Cm the straight line CD make the

angle DCK equal to the angle ACB^ and therefore also

BCK equal to ACD} and at the point D make the angle

CDK equal to the angle BAC.

Join BK.

Then the triangle CDK is, similar to the triangle CAB
by construction ;

and therefore AB '.AC ”. DK : DC}
therefore the rectangle AB x J3C’=rect. ACxDK.

Again, because the triangles CDK, CAB are siuular,

BC ; CA KC : CD,

and therefore BC • KC • CA : CD}

and the angle BCK is equal to the angle A CD, (Constr

)

therefore the triangles BCK, ACD are similar, (Th 3 )

and BC : BK AC : AD}
therefore die reck x AD= rect ACy.BK j
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but It was proved that the rect AB %DC= rect CA x DK,
therefore the sum of the rectangles BC-aAD-vABy.DC
= rectangle contained by AC a.n6. the sum oilCB and KD

But the sum ofKB and KD is greater than BD

,

therefore BC aAD +AB xDC is greater than CA xBD
But if the quadrilateral ABCD could have a circle

descnbed about it,

then the angle CDB would be equal to the angle CAB
in the same segment ;

and therefore the pointK would fall on BD

,

and therefore BK+KD=BD
In this case therefore the rectangle contained by the

diagonals is equal to the sum of the rectangles contained by

the opposite sides of the quadnlateral

TUEOkEM 13

Jf two triangles or parallelograms have one angle of the

one equal to one angle of the other, their areas have to one

another the ratio compounded ofthe ratios of the including sides

of thefirst to the including sides ofthe second.

Let ABCD, EBFG be the

parallelograms, and let them be

placed so as to have AB, BE
in one straight Ime, and there-

fore also, since the parallelo-

grams are equiangular, so as to

have CB, BF in one straight

line
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Complete the parallelogram CBE.

Then the ratio ofDB • BG is compounded of the ratios

of DB : CE and of CE to BG.

But DB ; CE ;* AB : BE^

and CE : BG :• CB : BF\

therefore, the ratio of DB ; BG is compounded of the

ratios AB . BE and CB : BF.

Cor. I. If two tnangies or parallelograms have one

angle of the one supplementary to one angle of the other, their

areas have to one another the ratio compounded cf the ratios cf

the including sides of the first to the including sides of the

second.

Cor. 2. The ratio compounded of two ratios hetwan

straight lines is the same as the ratio of the rectangle contained

by the antecedents to the rectangle contained by the consequents.

Theorem 14.

Ttiangles andparallelograms have to one another the ratio

compounded of the ratios of their bases and oftheir altitudes.

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles, having the altitudes

A G, DH respectively

;

A

then shall the triangle ABC have to the triangle DEFitiQ
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ratio compounded of the ratios of the bases £Cio EF, and
of the altitudes AG to DH

Proof The triangle ABC ie half the rectangle contained

"hyAGsaABC, (ii Th 2)

and the triangle DEF is half the rectangle contained by

DHevA EF,
therefore the triangle ABC triangle DEF

rectangle AG, BC rect DH, EF,

that IS in the 'ratio compounded oi AG DH and of

BC ; EF (Th 13 Cor 2

)

In the same manner it may be shewn that parallelograms

are to one another in the ratio compounded of the ratios of

their bases and of their altitudes

Theorem 15

Similar It tangles ateio one another m the duflicate taiio

of their homologous sides

Let ABC, DEF be similar tnangles having the angles

at A, B, C respectively equal to the angles at D, E, F,

A

D

E H F

then shall the triangles be to one another in the duplicate

ratio ofBC : EF

Ft oof Let fall the perpendiculars A G, DH to the sides

BC, EF,

then, by the last theorem,

w

G C
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the triangle ABC\% to the triangle DEFm the ratio com-

pounded of the ratios of to Z>Ifand ofBC to EF,

but AG • DH . AB • DE, by similar triangles,

and AB : DE • BC : EF', (H)!))

therefore AG . DH . BC \ EF,
and therefore the latio compounded of the ratios of

AG DH and of BC . EF is equal to the ratio com-

pounded of the ratios ofBC . EFaad ofBC . EF,
that IS to the duplicate ratio ofBC • EF, (4 Def. 8 )

therefore the tnangle ABC is to the tnangle DEF m the

duplicate ratio of to EF.

Theorem 16

77ie areas of similar recitltnealfigures are to one another

in the duplicate ratio oftheir homologous sides

Let ABCDE, PQRST'bt. similar polygons

Divide each of them into the same number of similar

•riangles by lines draiMi from the points O, O’, (v 6 Cor

)

Let OAB, O'FQ be two similar triangles

Then the triangle OAB is to the triangle O'FQ m the

duplicate ratio ofAB ; FQ, • (Th 15 )

and the tnangle AOE is to the triangle FO'E in the

duplicate ratio ofAE to FE

.

but AB . FQ • AE . FE,

because the polygons are similar

.
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and therefore the triangle AOB is to the triangle 0’BQ_ m
the duphcate ratio ofAB to PQ.

Similarly it may be proved that each of the tnangles into

which ABODE is divided is to the corxespondmg triangle

of those into which PQRST is divided m tlie duphcate

ratio ofAB ; FQ,

Therefore the polygon ABODE is to the polygon

PQRST in the duphcate ratio of AB PQ

Cor. I. Stmtlar rectilinealfigures are to one another as

the squares described on their homologous sides.

For if ABO, DEF are squares, then by the theorem

AO DF^s, the duplicate ratio of BO EF

But any similar polygons similarly described on BO and

EFare to one another in the duphcate ratio ofBO to EF,
therefore they are in the ratio of the squares on BO
and EF

Hence, further, if three straight Imes are in continued

proportion, the first is to the third m the duphcate ratio of

the first to the second

,

but the squares on the first and second are in the duphcate

ratio of the first to the second ,

therefore the first is to the thnd, as the square described on

the first IS to the square descnbed on the second

;

16—

2
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and therefore, further, if three straight lines be in continued

proportion, the ist • 3rd as any polygon described on the

ist : the similar and similarly descnbed polygon on the

and

Cor 2 If four sUatght lines are proportional and a

pair of similar reetibnealfigures are similarly described on the

first and second, and aho a pair on the third andfourth, these

figures are proportional, and conversely, tf a rectilinealfigure

on thefirst offour straight lines is to the similar and similarly

describedfigure on the second as a rectilinealfigure on the third

is to the similat and similarly descnbedfigure on the fourth,

thefour straight lines areproportional

H

Let AB ' CD • PQ PS,

and let the figures ABH, CDK, and likeivise LPQ;, MRS,
be respectively similar, and siimlarly situated on AB, CD,

PQ, PS,

then ABH ; CDK LPQ. ' MRS

Proof Since AB : CD ; PQ . PS,

therefore the duplicate ratio of AB : CD is equal to the

duplicate ratio ofPQ : PS
But HAB KCD in the duplicate ratio ofAB : CD,

and LPQ. : MRS in the duplicate ratio of PQ : PS

,

therefore HAB • KCD LPQ : MRS
The converse follows by the rule of identity.
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Theorem 17

In any right-angled triangle, any rectilinealfigure described

on the hyfiothenuse is equal to the sum of two similar and
similarly described figures on the sides.

Let ABC be a tnangle nght-angled at C, and let

APQB, BRSC, CTUA be similar figures similarly de-

scribed on the sides AB, BC, CA, that is, figures of which

AB, BC, CA are homologous sides

Then will ABQB=BRSC+ CTUA
Draw CH perpendicular to AB

Then AB . BC BC BH by similar triangles,

and therefore (' 7 Cor

)

APQB BRSC AB . BH (v 14 Cor 3) in the

same manner it may be shewn that

APQB CTUA AB AH,
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and therefore

APQB : JBjRSC+ CTUA AB : BH+ABfi
but AB=BJ5r+Air-,

and therefore AFQB= QRSC+ CTUA,

It IS obvious that a special case of this theorem is the

theorem proved before, that the square on the hypothenuse

of a right-angled tnangle is equal to the sum of the squares

on the sides.
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SECTION III

Loci and Problems.

Loci.

i locus of a point whose distances fiom two fixed

straight lines are in a constant ratio is apair of straight lines,

passing through the point of intersection of the given lines, if

they intersect, andpat alltl to them, if the lines arepaiallel

First, let 0^, OB intersect in O, and let P be one of

the points on the locus, so that PM PN in the given

ratio

Join OP, and let Q be any point in OP
Draw QP, QS perpendicular to OA, OB
Then Q mil be a point on the locus

For by similar tnangles OQ.R, OPM,

PM \ QR OP . OQ,
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and for the same reason
"

PN' QS \ OP . OQ}

therefore iW . PJ\r QR ; QS,

and therefore Q is a pcrtnt on the locus ;
that is every point

on a certain straight line through 0 satisfies the given

condition

Similarly there will be a line OP' dividing the angle at

O supplementary to BOA
Secondly, let the lines AB, CD

be parallel

Let -P be a point on the locus,

and let QP be parallel to AB,
then QA QC , PB > PD,
and therefore Q is a point on the

locus

,

that is the locus consists of the line QP parallel to AB and

CD

Similarly there will be a line parallel to AB dividingBD
externally in the same ratio.

ii, Tlie loats of a point whose distances from two fixed

points are m a constant ratio {riot one of equality) ts a arcle.

Let A, C be the fixed pomts, and let B be one of the

points on the locus, such that AB BC m the given

constant ratio

X
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Let D, iy divide AC internally and externally in the

given ratio, so that

AD • DC AD' D'C
. AB BC

Join DB^ LfB,

Then, since AB BC . AD • DC,
DB bisects the angle ABC, (Th 9 )

and since AB BC ALP • IPC,

D'B bisects the exterior angle at B

,

(Th 9 )

but the bisectors of adjacent supplementary angles are at

nght angles to one another

,

therefore the angle DBD is a nght angle

,

therefore the locus of B is the circle described on DD as

diameter.

Problem i

To divide a straight hue similarly to a given divided

straight line.

Let AB be the given divided line, and let it be required

to divide AX similarly to AB.

Construction Place AX so as to make an angle with

AB
lovaBX,

and through C, D, the points of division of AB

draw CZ, D Y parallel to BX,

then AX is divided similarly to AB
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Proof. Through Z draw.ZMN parallel to AB to meet

I>Y,BX\a.M,JSr.

Then because CZ is parallel to DY,

y therefore AZ : ZY .'.AC : CD',

and because MY is parallel to NX,

therefore ZY : YX '.. ZM : ZN
" CD . DB',

and therefore AX is divided similarly to AB.

Problem 2.

To divide a straight line internally or externally in a given

ratio *.

Let AB be the given line, C andD the lines which have

the given ratio j then it is required to divide AB into two

parts, which have to one another the ratio of C ; D.

Construction. From A draw a line AE making any

angle with AB, and cut off parts AH, HK equal to C and

D respectively. Join KB, and draw HP parallel to KB.
P •mil be the point of division required.

* By a gram raho is meant the ratio of two given lines, or of two

given numbers . and since two lines can al'ways be found which have

the ratio of two given numbers, it follows that a given ratio can alunys

be represented by the ratio of two given lines.
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AX until a length is obtained which is the same

multiple ofAX that AB is to be of the part required.

Join BY,
and through X draw XL parallel to YB

Then AL is the part required.

Proof. Because XL is parallel to YB,
therefore AL AB AX : AY,
therefore AL is the same part ofAB that AX is to ^Fj
that IS, ALii the part required

Problem 4-

To find a fourth proportional to three given straight

lines

Let A, B, C be the given straight lines to which it is

required to find a fourth proportional.

Construction. Take any angle X, and on one of its arms

take XD, DE equal to A, B respectively ; and on the other

arm take XF equal to C Join DF, and draw jffZT parallel

to DF, to meet XF produced in H.
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Then shall the line required

Proof For since DF\% parallel to Eli,

XD DE XF FH,

but XD, DE, and XF are equal to A, F, C respectively

,

therefore ABC FH

,

that IS, FSys, the fourth proportional required

Cor. Hence a third proportional to two given straight

lines can befound, by taking C=B

Problem 5

To find a mean proportional between two given straight

lines

Let A, B, be the given straight Incs it is required to

find a mean proportional between A and B

Construction Take HK, KL m the same straight line,

equal to A and B respectively On Hfl describe a semi-

K
circle, and draw KM perpendicular to HL to meet the

circumference in iVJ KM the line required

Proof Join HM, ML Then since IIML is a semi-

circle, HML IS a nght angle, therefore MK, the perpeii-
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dicular from the right -angle on the hypothenuse, is a mean
proportional between the segments of ihe base; (v. 7 Cor.)

that IS,MK IS a mean proportional between HK and KL, or

between A and B

Problem 6.

On a straight line to describe a rectilinealfigure similar to

a given rectilinealfigure.

Let ABCD be the given rectihneal figure, PQ_ the given

straight line: it is required to descnbe on PQ, a rectilmeal

figure similar to ABCD
c

Construction. Join DB', at P, Q make angles QPP,
PQR equal respectively to BAD, ABD

.

at R, Q, in the

straight line RQ make angles QRS, RQS equal respectively

to BDC, DBC.

Then will the figure PQ,SR be similar to the figure

ABCD.

Proof. By construction the angles of the figure PQSR
are respectively equal to the angles of the figure ABCD

.

and by similar triangles ABD, PQR,

AB BD PQ ; QR

,

again, by similar tnangles DBC, RQS,

BD •. BC ' QR : (25,

and therefore AB . BC . PQ . QS.
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In the same manner it may be shewn that the sides

about each of the equal angles are proportionals •

therefore the figure PQSR is similar to the figure ABCD

Problem 7

To describe a rectilinealfigure equal to one and similar to

another given rectilinealfigure

Let ABCD be the given rectilineal figure to which the

required figure is to be similar
,
E that to which it is to be

equal

(1)
%

Construction On AB construct a parallelogram AFGB
equal to -(4^ CZ), (ii Prob 2)

On BG construct a parallelogram equal to E, and

having an angle GBK= the angle FAB (ii Prob 2 )

between AB and BK find a mean proportional LM
(v Prob s)

On LM desenbe a rectilineal figure LMNO similar to

ABCD, so tliat LM is homologous to AB (v Prob 6 )

Proof. Since AB . LM ; LM BK,
therefore AB . BK is the dupheate ratio ofAB LM.

And since AB BK AG , BH

,

(iv 4

)
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and ABCD LMNO is the duplicate ratio of AB : ZAf,

(v. 16 Cor. I
)

therefore AG BH .* ABCD : LATNO',

but AG ABCD, (Constr)

therefore the figure ZyI£/VO = the parallelogram BH\
but the parallelogram BH= the figure E, (Constr)

therefore the figure LAINO is equal to the figure E,

and it is also similar to the figure ABCD.

Miscellaneous Theorems and Problems

1 The bisector of an angle of an equilateral tnangle

passes through one of the points of tnsection of the peipen-

dicular from either of the other angles on the opposite side.

2 The bisectors of the angles of a tnangle intersect in

one point

3 ABC, PQR are two parallel lines such that

AB BC FQ : QR-

prove that AF, BQ, CR are either parallel or meet in one

pomt

4 The external bisector of the vertical angle of an'

isosceles triangle is parallel to the base.

5. The Ime joming the middle points of the sides of a

triangle is parallel to the base, and is equal to half the

base

6. The tnangle formed by joining the middle points of

the sides of a triangle is similar to the onginal tnangle, and

has one fourth of its area.
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7. The lines that join the middle points of adjacent

sides of a quadrilateral form a parallelogram Under what
curcumstances will it be a rhombus, a square, or a rectangle?

8 ASC IS a tnangle, and va. AC b. pomt A’ is taken,

and IS cut off from CB produced, so that AA'^BB'.
Prove that A'B' is cut by AB into parts which have to one

another the ratio CB . CA

9 To mscnbe a square in a triangle

10 If two triangles are on equal bases between the

same parallels any straight hne parallel to their bases wdl

cut off equivalent areas from the two tnangles

11. Make an equilateral triangle equivalent to a given

square.

12. Fmd a pomt 0 within the triangle ABC, such that

OAB, OAC, OBC shall be equivalent triangles.

13. The angle A of a. tnangle ABC is bisected by a

line that meets the base in D BC is bisected in 0. Prove

that OB . CD . AB^-AC . AB~AC.

14. Given the base, vertical angle, and ratio of the

sides, construct the triangle.

15 Perpendiculars are drawn from any point within an

equilateral tnangle on the three sides, shew that their sum

is invanable.

16. Deduce from Ptolemy’s Theorem that if P is any

point in the circumference of the circle curcumscnbmg an

equilateral tnangle ABC, of the three hnes PA, PB, PC
one IS equal to the sum of the other two
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17. From any point in the base of a triangle hnes are

drawn parallel to the two sides. Find the locus of the inter-

section of the diagonals of the parallelograms so formed.

1 8. In a quadrilateral figure which cannot be inscribed

in a circle the rectangle contained by the diagonals is less

than the sum of the rectangles contained by the opposite

sides.

19 AJ5 is a g^ven line, and £7i? a given length on a

line parallel to AJS, and AC, BD intersect in O : prove that

as CD vanes in position, the locus of is a line parallel

to AB.

20. AB is a diameter of a circle of which AEF, BEG
are chords CED is drawn through E at nght angles to

AB prove that CFDG is a quadrilateral such that the

ratio of any pair of its adjacent sides is equal to the ratio of

the other pair.

21 Divide a given arc of a circle mto two parts which

have their chords m a given ratio to one another.

22. If in two similar triangles lines are drawn from two

of the equal angles to make equal angles with the homolo-

gous sides, these Imes shall have to one another the same

ratio as the sides of the triangle.

23. To make a rectihneal figure similar to a given recti-

Imeal figure, and having a given ratio to it

24. To find two straight lines which shall have the

same ratio as two given rectangles.

25. To describe on a given straight hne a rectangle

equal to a given rectangle.
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26. To make an isosceles tnangle, ivith a given vertical

angle, equal to a given tnangle.

27 Let P, Q be points in AB, and AB produced, so

that AP PB AQ QB, and let 0 be the middle point

ofPQ , prove AO ^BO ^ OP^

28. In any triangle ABC the rectangle AB-xAC is

equal to the rectangle contained by the diameter of the

circle circumscnbing the tnangle, and the perpendicular

from A on BC

29. Hence shew that if A be the area of a tnangle

ABC, D the diameter of the curcumscnbing circle,

A-*.D~\AB X BC X CA.

30 Construct a rectangle equal to a given square, and

having the sum of its adjacent sides equal to a given straight

Ime.

31 Construct a rectangle equal to a given square, and

having the difference of its adjacent sides equal to a gnen

square.

32 Describe a rectangle equal to a given square, and

having Its sides in a given ratio.

33 If ABC is a tnangle inscribed in a circle, and the

tangent at A meets BC produced in D, prove that

CD . BD *. CA^ BA\

34. AB IS a diameter of a circle, and at A and P
tangents are drawn to the circle If PCQ_ be a tangent at

any point C, cuttmg the tangents A, B in P, Q, prove

that the radius of the circle is a mean proportional between

the segments PC, QC.

17—2
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35. With the same figure prove that ^ AQ, BP inter-

sect in P, then CP is parallel to AP or BQ.

36. If two triangles ABP, ABC have a common angle

A, prove that

triangle AEF * triangle ABC=AE.AP : AB.AC.

37. Given two points in a terminated straight line, find

a point in the straight Ime such that its distances from the

extremities of the Ime are to one another in the same ratio

as its distances from the fixed points.

38 Divide a given straight Ime into two parts such

that their squares may have a given ratio to one another.
*

39 AB is divided in C’, shew that the perpendiculars

from A, B on any straight line through C have to one an-

other a constant ratio.

40 From the obtuse angle of a triangle to draw a line

to the base which shall be a mean proportional between the

segments of the base.

41.

Divide a given triangle into two parts which shall

have to one another a given ratio by a line parallel to one of

the sides

42. If from any point in the circumference of a circle

perpendiculars be drawn to the sides, or sides produced of an

mscnbed triangle, prove that the feet of these perpendiculars

he in one straight Ime.

43. If a line be divided into any two parts to find the

locus of the point in which these parts subtend equal

angles.
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44. If two circles toudi each other externally, and also

touch a straight line, prove that the part of the hne between

the points of contact is a mean proportional between the

diameters of the circles

45. Any regular polygon inscribed in a circle is a mean
proportional between the mscnbed and circumscnbed regular

polygons of half the number of sides

46 AIjPC is a tnangle, and O is the point of intersec-

tion of the perpendicular from ABC on the opposite sides

of the tnangle : the cncle which passes through the middle

points of OA, OB, OC, will pass through the feet of the

perpendiculars, and through the middle points of the sides of

the tnangle

47 Descnbe a circle to touch a given straight line

and a given circle, and to pass through a given point

48 A and B are two points on the same side of a

straight hne which meet AB produced in C Of all the

points m this straight line find that at which AB subtends

the greatest angle

49 Inscnbe a square in a given pentagon

50. ABCD IS a quadnlateral figure circumscribing a

circle, and through the centre O, a hne EOF equally in-

clined to AB and BC is drawn to meet them in E and F
prove that AE EB CF FD
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CONIC SECTIONS,

BOOK V.

f CHAPTER I

ON THE SECTIONS OF A CONE

A right circular cone is the solid generated by the re-

volution of a nght-angled tnangle round one of the sides

containing the nght angle

The fixed side is called the axis of the cone.

The hypothenuse, which by its motion generates the

surface of the solid, is in any position called a genetafwg

line, which meets the axis in a point called the vertex

THE PARABOLA.

The section of a cone made by a plane which is

parallel to one of the generatmg lines of the cone, and per-

pendicular to the plane which contains that generating line

and the axis of the cone, is called ajparabola

Theorem i.

In the parabola the distance of evay point on the atne

from a fixed point in its plane ts equal to its disianee from a

fixed straight line, also in itsplane

Let the plane of the paper contain the axis of a nght

circular cone, and intersect its surface m the generatmg

lines SU, SV

,

and let a plane, perpendicular to the
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plane of the paper, and parallel to SIT, intersect the

cone m the parabola AP, and the plane of the paper in-^the

line AN.

Let a sphere be described to touch the cone in the

circle VNV, and the plane of the parabola in the point F,

Its centre being in the plane of the paper (Th. 36

)

Let the plane of circle FJTV' intersect the plane of the

parabola in the hne XM, which will be perpendicular to

the plane of the paper, iv. 18, Cor.

Take any point P on the parabola. Join SP, meeting

the drcle VKV' in jK", join FP, and draw PM perpen-

dicular to XM.

Draw a plane throughP perpendicular to the axis of the

cone, to cut the cone in the circle WPIV, and the plane

of the parabola in PN, wHch nTll also be perpendicular

to the plane of the paper.
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Then FP=KP, being tangents from Pto a sphere

But smce SP=SW, and SF=SF,

JSP= VW,
and smce AN is parallel to SW', by the definition of a

parabola, the angle AI/1V=SWW
=^SWW',

and thereforeANW is isosceles

So also AVX IS isosceles j and therefore VIV=XN
But XN=PM, being opposite sides of a parallelogram,

and therefore FP=PM
that IS, the distance of P, any point on a parabola, from

a fixed pomt i^m its plane is equal to its distance from

a fixed line XM, also in its plane.

Cor The parabola ts symmetrical with respect to the

axis AN.

Definitions.

The following are definitions of terms used m studying

Conic Sections.

The fixed pomt .Fis called thefocus.

The hne XM is called the directrix.
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If FX, peipendicular to XM^ meet the curve in A, A
is called the vertex, and produced is called the axis.

A straight hne i’iV perpendicular to the axis is called

the ordinate ofP , AN\s its abscissa.

The double ordmate through the focus is called the

Lotus Rectum.

A line drawn to cut the curve is called a secant.

A Ime drawn to touch the curve atP is called the tangent

at jP; PG perpendicular to the tangent at P, and meeting

the axis in G, is called the normal

JVT is called .the subtangent;NG the subnormal.

A hne MPV parallel to the axis of a parabola is called

a diameter, and a Ime QV parallel to the tangent at P is

called an ordinate to the diameter through P, PV is tlie cor-

responding abscissa. The focal chord parallel to PT is

called theparameter of the diameter through P

Theorem 2. The Latus Rectum

27ie Latus Rectum BC = 4AF.

Let BC be the latus rectum; draw

perpendicular to the directrix.

Then BF= BM, by the properly of

the parabola,

=XF
= 2AF,

smee AF= AX, by the property of the

parabola,

BC=4AF.
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Theorem 3. The Secant

Ifa secant PQ meets the directrix tn Z, ZF u the hsecior

of the extenor angle between thefocal distances FP, FQ

Draw PM^ QM' perpendicular to the directrix

Then, by similar tnangles ZPM^ ZQJlf',

PZ QZ PM QM'

PP. QF,

FZ IS the extenor bisector ofPFQ EucL vi A.

Cor X If PF, QF produced meet the curve again tn

F', Q', FZ IS also the bisector of the exta tor angle between

PT, Q'F
,
therfore P'Q'passa through Z

Cor 2 PQ', QP' produced intersect on the directrix in

some point U, such that FZ' bisects the angle Q'FP' by Cor. 1

,

and therefore FZ, FZ' are the bisectors of the adjacent angles

PFQ', Q'FP'
j and therefore ZFZ' is a right angle.
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Theorem 4- The Tangent.

TIte tangent at P bisects tJu angle between thefocal distance

of P and the ferpendicularjrom P on the directrix^ and PZ
subtends a right angle at thefocus.

The tangent at P is the limiting position of the secant

PQ. in the figure of Theorem 3, when Q, moves up to P
and therefore FQ, comades -with FP.

Therefore if PZ is the tangent at P, meeting the di-

rectrix at Z, PFZ is a right angle.

Hence in the nght-angled triangles PMZ, PFZ, since

PZ\& common, and PM=PF, we have MPZ=FPZ

Cor. I. If PFP' is a focal chord, the tangents at its

extremities intersect in the durectrix.

For since ZFP is a right angle, ZFP' is also a right

angle, therefore ZP' also subtends a right angle at F, and

is tfi^efore the tangent at P’.

Cor 2. PZP^ is a right angle.
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For PZ and PZ bisect the adjacent angles MZF, XZF
Hence tangents at the extremities of a focal chord mtei sect at

right angles tn the directrix.

Cor 3 If FM cuts PZ m Y, it follows from the

triangles PMY, PFY that MY= YF, and that the angles

at Y are right angles.

Join AY, and since FY= YM and FA=AX, AY is

parallel to the directrix, and is therefore the tangent at A

Therefore the locus of thefoot of the perpendicular fiom

thefocus on the tangent is the tangent at the vertex

Cor. 4 Since FYM is perpendicular to the tangent

and FY= YM, M is called the image of the focus in the

tangent. It follows that the locus of the mage of the focus in

the tangent is the directrix

Theorem s< Segments of the Axis

If NT IS the subtangait, NG the subnormal, to piove

NT = 2AN and NG= aAF.

Since FPT=TPM {Va a),

and ZPi/'=the alternate angle PTF,

..FPT^PTF,

. FP=FT
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And since FP=PM=XN'^

PT=XNy

but AF=XA,

.* AT^AFT,

and NT= zAN.

Again, since TPG is a right angle, FPG is the comple-

ment ofFPT, and FGP the complement ofFTP}

FGP FPG ^r^AFP^FG.

FG^FP=PM=XN,

and taking away FN^

,\NG =FX

f=2AF,

1

I

'

i'

Theorem 6. Ordinate and Abscissa

The square of the ordinate ts equal to the rectangle con-

tainediy the absassa and the latus rectum.

{PFr‘=4AF.AFr)

Referring to the last figure, since the angle TPG is a

right angle,
^

,,

PJ\r= TN.NG 0^"' '

'

= zAF (by Theorem s)

=/^f.an:

V
At * /
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Theorem 7 Pairs of Taxgents

Tangents from any point subtend equal angles at the

foeus, and have equal projections on the directrix, and the

triangles formed by the tangents with the focal distances are

similar.

Let QP, QP' be tangents drawn from Q, PM, P'M
perpendiculars to the directrix

Then by the equal triangles FPQ,, MPQ, FQ, = MQ,
and QMP^ QFP.

Similarly M'<2 =F(2, and QM’P'= QFP'

' Q IS the centre of a circle MM'F, and the chord

MM' IS the projection olPP' on the directriv

And since QM= QM', QMM’ = QM'M,

. the angles QMP, QM'P' are equal

But since QMP=‘ QFP, and QM'P= QFP',

' QFP=QFP',

that is, tangents subtend equal angles at thefocus.

18
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Again, since QM, QM* are equal, and equally inclined

to MM\ the diameter through Q wull bisect MM', and

therefore the projections MV of QP, QP'onihe
directrix are equal.

Again, by joining PM, since FMM', QJPM are each

complementary to FMP\

FMM'==QFM,

. FPQ = QFM=FMM' = iFQM (which is the angle

at the centre Q on the same arc FM')

=FQF.

Hence the triangles QFF, F'QFaxt similar.

CoR. I. The diameter through Q bisects FF’ in F
For FF, FF' haxQ equal projections MF', M'F' on the

directrix

Cor. 2 If FQ. meet F'M’ in T,

since FQF' =FF(l= QPM=^ QTF

and FF’Q=QF’T, (TJi 4),

therefore the triangles FP'Q, QP'T are similar
-

Cor 3 Hence a pair of tangents can be drawn to a

parabolafiom any externalpoint.

Let (I be the given point, desenbe a circle wifli centre

Qj and radius QF, to meet the directrix in M, M'

,

and

draw MF, M'F' perpendicular to the directrix to meet the

cur\'e in F, F'. Then QP, QF will be the tangents. For

from the equal triangles FPQ, MFQ, the angle FPQ= the

angle MFQ

,

and therefore QF is the tangent at F (Th. 4).
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Theorem 8 Diameters

A diameter bisects all choids parallel to the tangent at

its extieniity

Let PFbe a diameter, PR the tangent at P meeting

the tangent at QmR, and let QQ’ be parallel to PR

Then will QQ’ be bisected m P

Let the tangent at Q meet PR m R
Draw RS parallel to the axis

Then QS= SP (by Th 7, Cor i), and TR = RQ,

and TP=PK

Similarly if the tangent at Q meet VP produced m T",

I"P=PV, . T and T" are identical, that is, the tangents

at QQ intersect on the diameter through P
But the diameter through T bisects QQ ffh 7)

,

the diameter through P bisects all chords parallel

to the tangent at P,

Cor. QV=2PR, tor QV . RP . TV TP

iS—

2
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Theorem p. Oblique Ordinate and Abscis&e.

JfQV is i7ie ordinate to tJie diameter PV,
QV*=4FP.PV.

For

and =

let QR meet PV in Tj then the

tnangles PPP^ PPT are similar,

by Th. 7, Cor. 3,

FP ; PR PR : TP-,

PR?^FP. TPI

QTr^e^P.PT',

but PT^PV (Tb.8),

QV*=^4FP.PV,

Theorem 10. The Parameter.

T7ieparameter offfte dcarnder through P = 4FP

Let QVFQ be parallel to PT,
the tangent at jP;

then FP=>FT=PV (Th. 5),

but QF*= e^P . PV (Th. p)

^aFP%

.*. QV=2FP,

and .•. - 4FP.

V
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Theorem ir. Segments of Diameter made by

Tangent and Chord.

If a diameter of a farahola u cut by a chords and the

tangent at the extiemity of the chord, the segments of the

diameter made by the curue are in the same ratio as the

segments of the c/ioid

Let the diameter SRI meet the chord Qtf ^
curve m R, and the tangent QT in S, then is

SR . RI X QI. I(f.

Draw TPV the diameter to which Qff is an ordi-

nate, and draw parallel to Qfft to meet PV xa. M
Join PF

Then because QV^=^P PV
and RMP ^i^FP . PM,

QlP-RM"-=i^FP.MV,

(Th 9)

(Th 9

)
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Cor. QT-^aFP.SR

For SR RI ' QI IQ,

aFP . SR aFP RI QF QI IQ,

but aFP RI=QI.I<X,

QP = aFP. SR.

This property of the parabola is of great use in the

theory of projectiles

Theorem 12. Segments or intersecting Chords

jy two chords of a parabola PP', QQ' intersect in O,

PO OP' QO OQ' in the ratio of the patametas of the

diameters which bisect the chords

Draw the diameterR V bisectmg PP'

,

draw OM parallel

to the axis, and jl/iV parallel to OV

ThenPO OP'=OV^-PV*

=MIF-PV'

= aFR RN-aFR RV
by fh 9,

=aFR VN
= aFR OM

Similarly QO OQ= aFR' OM,

PO OP' QO OQ’ aFR . aFR’,

which proves the proposition
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Theorem 13. Area of Parabola.

Tlie area of a parabola ait off by any chord is Itjo thirds

of the area of the triangle formed by the chord and the

tangents to theparabola at its extremities

Let FJP' be any chord of the parabola PQP', FT, FT
the tangents to the parabola at the extremities of FF\
then will the area included between the curve FQF' and

the chord FF be - of the area of the triangle FTF.
3

Draw TQ,V parallel to the axis to meet the curve in

Q, and the chord in and draw the tangent RQR'.

Join QP, QP'.
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Then, smce TR = - TP,
2

(Th 8),

the tnangle TQR = ^
of the tnangle TQP

,

and, since TQ=QV, (Th 8),

the tnangle TQP~ the tnangle PQ V,

. the triangle TQR =
j
of the tnangle PQV

Similaily the tnangle TQR' the tnangle P’Q V,

. the tnangle RTJt = ^
of the tnangle PQP'

Again, by drawing diameters through R, R', to meet the

parabola m H, H', and drawing tangents 55' at H, and

Uir at IP, and joming PH, HQ, QH\ HP', it may be

similarly proved that the tnangles SR^, UR' U' are re-

spectively halves of the tnangles PHQ, QH’P',

And therefore, by adding, the area TSSUU'T is half

the area PHQH'P'P

And by continuing this process, dramng diameters

through 5, S, U, U', and drawing tangents at the points

where these diameters meet the curve, it is plain that the

polygon formed by the tangents outside the curve is always

half the polygon formed by the chords inside the curve

And therefore this is true when the number of the sides

of the polygon is indefinitely increased

But in the limit the extcnor polygon becomes the area

included by the tangents and the curve, and the interior

polygon becomes the area mcluded by the chord and the

curve,
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therefore the exterior area=^ the interior area

;

2 ’

2
and therefore the interior area=- of the whole area,

3

= - of the tnangle FTP '

3

Exercises on the Parabola.

1. IfFY\% the perpendicular from the focus F to the

tangent at P, prove that Fy*=AF. FP.

2. If QP, QF are two tangents to a parabola, F the

focus, prove that

QF=PF. P'F.

3. The tangent at any point cuts the directrix and

the latus rectum produced at points equally distant from

the focus

4. To construct a parabola having given two points

on the curve, and either the focus or tlie directrix.

5. To construct a parabola having given the focus,

one pomt, and either one point on the directrix, or one

tangent.

6. If ^ be any point on the tangent at P, QR, QL
perpendicular to the directrix and FP respectively, prove

that QR = FL,
^ This ibeoTem is dne to Arcihiniedes;, It iras the first instance of

the quadratare ofa camlmear area ; that is, of finding a rectilineal area

(which can be converted into a square) exactly equal to a curvihnear

area
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7 The focal distance of a point is greater than, equ il

to, or less than its distance from the directnx according

as the point is outside, on, or mside the parabola

8 If PM, P'M' are perpendiculars on the directrix

from the extremities of a focal chord PFP', prove that

MPJlf IS a light angle,

9. PM, P'N* are the ordinates of the extremities of a

focal cliord, prove that PNKP’M^i^ lat rect^

.

10 Hence prove that irTVxPM=XZ*.

1 1 Given two tangents at right angles to one another,

and their points of contact, to find the vertex.

12 The chord of contact of tn’o tangents from Q_

subtends the same angle at the focus, that its projection

on the directrix subtends at Q.

13. If a parabola touches three sides of a tnangle,

Its focus will he on the circle circumscribing the tnangle

14 If QP, QP' are tangents from Q, prove that

QP’‘ QP'” - FP FP.

15. Prove that the lengths of two tangents from any

point are as the perpendiculars on them from the focus

r6 Prove that PG* <wFP

17 If FP . FP IS constant, prove that the locus of

the intersection of the tangents at P, P is a circle.

18 Prove that the circle on FP as diameter touches

the tangent at the vertex.
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19 Prove that the circle on any focal chord as dia-

meter touches the' directrix.

20. A point moves so that its distance from a circle

is equal to its distance &om a diameter of that curde.

Shew that it moves in a parabola.

21. Prove that normals at the extremities of a focal

chord intersect on the diameter which bisects the chord.

22. Find the focus and directrix of a parabola that

touches four straight hues.

23. If two tangents to a parabola be cut by a third

the alternate segments will be proportional.

24. Find the locus of points, such that the sum or

difference of their distances from a fixed point or' circle

and a fixed straight line are given.

25. If a parabola roll on an equal parabola, their

vertices having been placed together, the focus of the

former will describe the directrix of the latter.

26. As the latus rectum is to the sum of any two

ordinates, so is the difiFerence of these ordinates to the dif-

ference of the abscissas. (Th 6

)

27. Prove Theorem 6 directly from the figure in Th i
» /

28. Any secant through the focus is harmonically

dmded by the focus and directrix.

29 If from the pomt of contact of a tangent with a

parabola two lines be drami to the vertices of any tivo

diameters, each to intersect the other diameter, then the

line joining these two points of intersection will be parallel

to the tangent (Th n )
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CHAPTER 11.

THE ELLIPSE AND HYPERBOLA PROPERTIES COMMON
TO BOTH CURVES.

The ellipse and hyperbola are central come sections, that

IS they have a centre, m which, as Mill appear, every

chord that passes through jt is bisected. The Parabola

has no centre. Hence the ellipse and hyperbola may be

conveniently studied together, many of their properties

being identical.

In the present chapter the proofs of the properties

common to the ellipse and hyperbola are given, Mith figures

of both curves

In the next chapter some properties are given which

are either different for the two curves, or are most easily

obtained by different modes of proof.

Theorem i.

An Ellipse has the followingproperties:

(i) There are two points in its plane such that the

sum of their distances from anypoint on the curve is constant

(a) The ratio of the distances of every point on the

airvefrom a fxedpoint andfixed straight line m its plane

is constant
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(3) There exists a line in iJu plane of the ellipse such

that the ordinates of the ellipse to absassa measured along this

line are io iJu ordinates of the circle described on this line as

diameter in a constant ratio.

A Hyperbola has the following properties:

(1) There are two points in its plane such that the

difference of their distances from every point on the curve is

constant^.

(2) The ratio of the distances of every point on the

curvefrom afxed pointy anda fixed sira^ht line in its plane,

is constant.

(3) There exists a line in the plane of the hyperbola

such that the ordinates of the hyperbola to absassa measured

along this line produced, are to tangents drawn from the

feet of these ordinates to the cirde described on this line as

diameter in a constant ratio. (Vid. fig of Th. 7.)

See figure at the end of the booln

Let ^ be the vertex of a right circular cone of which

SOCf is the axis, and let the plane of the paper contain

the axis and the generators SVU, SV'U’, and let any

plane perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and inter-

secting It in AA', obliquely to the axis, cut the surface in

the ellipse or the hj-perbola APA'. [Vid. p 45,)

Since the plane of the paper is perpendicular to the

plane APA', the centres of the spheres which touch the

* The proof of (r) is the same as that m the corresponding theorem

on the ellipse, the sum of the distances being changed into their

difference.

The proof of (2) is also die same as m the dlipse.

TThe proof of (3) is also the same, the ordinate from i\^to the drcle

bemg changed into the tangent from Nto the same circle
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])lane AFA' along the line AA' wll be in the plane of the

paper. (iv 35, Cor 3 )

Hence, if O, CX are the centres of circles -which touch

AA' and the generators SA^ SA' (that is, centres of the

inscnbed and escnbed circles of the tnangle SAA’), spheres

may be described with centres O, <X to touch the plane

AFA' in two points F, F' on the line AA', and to touch

the cone along two cwcles whose planes are peqiendicular

to the axis, that is, along VKV, and UK'V. fiv 36 )

Let F be any point on the ellipse , SKFK' the gene-

rator passing through F, touching the spheres in K, iT.

Jom FF, FF.

Then (i) in the elhpse a constant

Yox FFszKF, being tangents to a sphere whose centre

IS O from the same point F. (iv 36, Cor

)

And F'F=K'F for a similar reason.

Therefore

ff+ff=kf+k'f=kk'=sk'-sf:= vi/,

which IS constant for all positions of F.

The points F, F are called the^«

It follows from well-known theorems in plane geometry

on the mscnbed and escnbed circles that

VU=AA', and that AF^A'F, and FF= SA’-SA.

(2) Let the plane of the circle VKV intersect the

plane AFA' in the line XM, which will therefore be at

right angles to the plane of the paper. (iv. 18, Cor

)

From F draw iW perpendicular to XM.
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Then shall PFh^ to PM in a constant ratio.

Draw a plane through P perpendicular to the aas of

the cone, intersecting APA' in PM, which will therefore

be at right angles to AA' (iv. i8, Cor ), and meeting the

cone in the circle WPW*. (^^d p 44 )

Then PF=PK= VW,

and PM^MX,
.\PF.PMv. VW.NX,

VA : AX, since XVis parallel to JVW,

; AF : AX‘,

that is, PF ; PMm a constant ratio for all positions of P.

Similarly, if the plane UXU intersect APA' in XM,
and PM' is drawn peipendicular to XM',

PF:PM’: WIT. NX', *

-A'V xA'X,

:: A'F'
; A'X.

The lines XM, XM are called directnces)^ and F, F
the correspondmg foci.

It must be observed that

AF:AX- AV: AX • VCI. XX',

VCr ; XX A'i7'
; A'X A'F :

The ratio PF •PM is called the eccentncity

ellipse, and is generally denoted by the letter e.

e IS less tlian i in the ellipse, since AVxs then less than

AX-, and e is greater than i in the Hyperbola, since AV\s
then greater than AJC.

Also, since AF=A'F', therefore also AX=A'X'.
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(3) If JVFW IS the arcular section through P, draw
AB, A’B' parallel to VV‘

Then PN‘= WJV W'J^,

but WN 'an > A'S' AA',

and IVN A'N AB AA',

WN. WN.AN A’N AB^A'B’ AA'\

PN* IS to AN A'Nm a constant ratio

But if on AA’ as diameter a circle were described, and

i^il^were the ordinate to it through N, PN‘=AN^A’N

Therefore PN’‘ . P'N^, orPN P'N, is a constant ratio

The ellipse therefore has this property, that its ordinate

bears a constant ratio to the corresponding ordinate of a

circle described on AA' as diameter

This circle is called the atixtliary circle, and the points

P, P are called cot responding points

Both curves are from their mode of construction sjonme-

tncal wth respect to AA’, and since they may be described

from either focus and directrix, they must also be symme-

trical with respect to an axis bisecting AA' at right angles
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Hence every chord through the intersection of the axes

mil be bisected in that point, and is called a diameter.

The ellipse -will be a closed curve, and the hyperbola

•^vill consist of two infinite branches, as may be seen m the

figures of Theorem 2.

AA' is called the major axis or transverse axis.

Theorem 2. Segments of the Axis.

If A, A' are the vertices of a central conic, F, F' thefoci,

X, X' the feet of the directrices, C the middle point of FF',

then

AF : AX • CF ; CA • CA CX

For AF'.AX .A'F'.A’X,
\ i

by property (2) of the central conicj

AF'.A'FwAX .A'X]
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. AF FF' . AX : AA'

,

.. AF AXv.FF’-AA'

CF ; CA.
t

_

For a sunilar reason, AF . AA' :: AX : XX

,

AF ; AX •: AA' : XX
:: CA • CX

Cor. 1. CF CX=CA\

Cor 2 If CF is drawn at nght angles to AA' to meet

the elhpse m Fj then FC-AF.A'F

For m the elhpse, since FF^FF, and

FF+FF^AA', FF^AC,

AF.A'F=FF^-FC%

=FC,

In the hyperbola a line FC at nght angles to AA'

through Its middle point is taken, such tliat

Fa=>AF A'F,

or ^F(F-AC\

and zFC is called the minor axis, or the (onjugaie axis

of either ellipse or h)rperbola.

19—

2
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Theorem 3 The Secant and Directrix.

If in a central conic a secant PP* meet the directrix m Z,

and F is the correspondingfocus, FZ is the exterior bisector of

the angle PFP', or of its supplement

Then FF \ PM • FF ; PM',

by a property of a central conic

;

(Th I.)
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1

FP FP • PM • P’M\

PZ PZ,

by similar tnangles; therefore FZ bisects the extenor or

intenor angle of the tnangle PFP'.

It mil be observed that m the hyperbola FZ is the

bisector of the extenor or intenor angle of the triangle

PFP\ according as the secant meets one branch only or

both branches of the curve.

Cor. I IfVQj P'Q' befocal chords^ QQ' and PP' inter-

sect on the directrix

For PPt QQ' both meet the directrix where it is cut by

the bisector ofPFQ

Cor. 2 P'Q, PQ' also intersect on tlu directrix in a

point Z' by Cor i , and ZFZ' is a right angle, since FZ and

FZ' aie bisectors ofadjacent supplementary angles

Cor. 3 The tangent being the limiting position of the

secant, when the points of uiterscction approach each other, it

follows that when tlu secants PP', QQ' become tangents, the

tangents at the extremities of a focal chord intersect in the

directrix and subtend rigid angles at thefocus.

Theorem 4 The Tangent in a Central Conic.

The tangent in a central conic makes equal angles with the

focal distances

Let ZPZ be the tangent at P, meeting the directnces

\nZ,Z
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Cor. I If Y is the fool of the ferfendimlar from the

foais on the tangent, H the image of the fonts in the tangent,

the Ion ^ Y, H are circles

Since FY^YITf (p 99)

and the angles at Y are nght angles j

•. HP, and FPY^HPY,
FPY=F'PY' by the theorem

;

but
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P

,

and TP is the tangent at P The other tangent

IS sHnilarly found by 3oinmg IFF*

Cor. 3 IfTY' ts theperpmdiailarfrom the other focus

on the tangent,

FY. F'Y'=AF A'F-BC*

Produce YC to meet YF m F", then, smce Y' is

a right angle, YCY" is a diameter of the auxiliary circle •

ard CY'=CY, and .* from the triangles CFY, CFY",
FY'^FY, c

/// ZS-)

\ FY FY =FY' FY' = F'A FA'=BC
(Th 2, Cor 2)

Theorem 5 Pair of Tangents

The tangents from V to a central come make equal angles

with the focal distances of P, and subtend equal or supple-

mentary angles at eitherfoats
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.• FJP"-+JF'I^=.FI^+FIP^FJP = com\.

But Fr +FP^== iCF^-^-zCF\
and since 2 CP^=FIP— 2 CF^,

= 4AC‘- 2 CF‘,

and CF’=AC‘^BC’‘

.. CP^=AC^^PC‘,

and the locus ofP is a arde

(Th 2, Cor 2),

Theorem 6 The SubtangeSt on the Transverse

Axis

In a anttal conic if the tangent at P meet the transverse

axis VI T,

CT. CN = CA*

Since FT bisects the angle at P between the focal dis-

tances,

FT F'T FP : F'P

PM • PM’

; XN . X'N,
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FT^F’Ti FT~F’T" XN^X’N XN-^XN,
or zCT • iCF •: iCX ; 2CN,

CT. CN^ CF CX
= CA\ (Th 2

)

Cor. TA : TN :: TC ; TA\

Corresponding Points and Lines; the Auxiliary

Circle.

In the ellipse it was shewn, Theorem i, that the ordinates

to the axis are all Irqs than the ordmates to the same

abscissa of the auxiliary circle in the same ratio; i e

FA^ j F'Nm a constant ratio.

The points P, P' are corresponding points ; PQ, P'Q
are called con espondtng lines

IfB'BC is draiTO an ordinate through C,

PN ! P'N :: BC : B'C
: BC : AC,

where BC is the serai-axis minor, and AC the semi-axis

major.

Lemma Corre^onding lines in the ellipse intersect on.

the axis.

Let PQ, P'Q be corresponding lines, and let PQ meet

the axis in T. Then 7"is determined by the ratio

MT : NT :: QM : PA\
but QM : PN •; QiM . PN,
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and therefore the point where F'Q' meets the axis is de-

termined by the same ratio Therefore FQ, F'Q intersect

on the axis

Cor. Tangents at corresponding points intersect on the

axis.

THEOREii 7 Ordinate and Abscissa

In a central conic

PN’ . AN A'N . BC’ . AC*

(1) In the elhpse (using the figure in the Lemma),

Let F, F' be correspondmg pomts, then

FIP . F’N' BC’‘ AC’‘

But F’N’=AN A'N,

..FN^’ANA'N BC^ AC^

(
2) In the hyperbola.

Let PA^be the ordmate,NF' the tangent to the auxiliary

circle from N, and let the tangent from F meet the axis

in T

Then, since

CT CN=CA'‘ = CF'\ (Th 6)

Pis the foot of the perpendicular from F' on the axis

Draw FY, F'Y' perpendicular to the tangent
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Theorem 8. Subtangent on Minor Axis

In a central conic, if the tangent at P meet the conjugate

euastn t, andVri isperpendicular to that aons,

Cn.Ct=BC*

Since Cn^PN,

and .. Cn Ct • CT. CN PPP • TN CN

But TN. CN-PN*, where jP' corresponds to P,

.’. Cn Ct .AC^ • PN^ • P'N^

• B(P • ACP}

’. Cn Ct^BCP,
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/

/chapter III.

THE ELLIPSE AND HYPERBOLA CONTINUED.

Def A diameter is said to be conjugateXo another when
It IS parallel to the tangent at the extremity of the latter

Drf An ordinate to a diameter is the line drawn parallel

to the tangent at the extremity of that diameter

(Theorem io Properties of the Ellipse.

In the ellipse tf CP ts conjugate to CD, then ts CD con-

jugate to CP

Draw the tangents TP, VD at P, D to the elhpe,

and at the corresponding points on the auxiliary cirde

Then CP is given parallel to DV, and it is required to

prove CD parallel to PT.

By similar tnangles we have

VM MD . CN . NPf

.-. VM ; MD .. CN : NP\
20
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Theorem ii. Obuque Ordinates and AascisSiE

In the dltfse if QV ts the ordinate to the diameter PVG,
and CD is conjugate to CP,

QV* : PV.VG •: CD* : CP*.

Let i*', O', jy be the corresponding points to i?,

join CjP', and let the ordmate of Vmeet CP' in P"', so that

OF i OF' m> i NP' UQ • UQ,

Then, by a former Lemma, p 128, QF, Q*P intersect

in the axis at some point T.

And by similar triangles (as in Th. 10) QF' may be

proved to be parallel to CH, and therefore at right angles

to CP'\

QF^^P'F'. rffi _ -
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Hence when the chords move up to one another, and
QT, become tangents at Q, J?, the tangents at the

extremities of a chord intersect on the diameter to which

the chord is conjugate

Hence also the line that joins the middle pomt of a

chord with the pomt of intersection of the tangents at Us

extremity passes through the centre

Now let QF he an ordinate to CP, QT the tangent at

Us extremity then will CV . CT- CP*

Draw PU the tangent at P to QT in U, and PW
parallel to QT\o meet QVvx W.

Then QUPW is a parallelogram, and therefore UIV
bisects QP, and therefore UW passes through C.

Therefore CV CP • CW CU
: CP ; CT,

or CV. CT^ CP* *

* This proof IS due to the Rev C Taylor, of St John’s College,

Camhndge, and is inserted by his permission.
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Cor. Ifa areJe intersectan dkfse tn thepoints P, P', R, R',

the chords PP', RR' must be equally inclined to the axis.

For if jPP', Jm intersect in 0,FO . OF - FO . OF
&om the circle ,

. . C1F= CS‘, or the diameters parallel to the chords

are equal, and therefore equally inclined to the axis

Obs. If one or both of the chords becomes a tangent

the rectangle contamed by the segments of flie diords

becomes the square of the tangent

Theorem 13

In the eUtfse

PK . CD =AC . BC.

DrawDM and PiVthe ordmates to D, P

PK-.BC. BC' PG.

But by similar triangles PGM, DMC,
PN CM PG ; CD

But PN . CM . BC . AC, (Theorem ro, Cor 2
)

.• BC : AC ' PG'. CD.

But PIC . BC ' BC . PG,

.

.

ex sequah, PK '.AC ' BC CD,

and '.PK . CD = AC . BC.
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I

To draw tangents from C (by the construction given

in Theorem 4, Cor 2), describe the director circle with

centre Ji^, and a circle with centre C, and radius CF, to

intersect the former m H
Then, since CF= CF, FHF is a right angle.

Draw CY perpendicular to FH, and therefore parallel

to F'Hf and bisectmg FH. Then (by Theorem 4), CY
touches the curve at the pomt where CYand intersect

But in this case CY and FHaxt parallel, or meet the

curve at an mfinite distance.

Therefore the tangent from the centre meets the curve

at an infinite distance

This tangent is called an asymptote, being a line which

never meets the curve, though, as will be shewn in the next

theorem, it continually approaches to it

From the symmetry of the curve it is plain that a line

equally inclmed to the axis on the other side of it is an

asymptote to AF, and that these asymptotes produced

through the centre are asymptotes to the other branch of

the hyperbola.

Cor. I 77ie asymptote passes through the intersection

of the directrix and the auxiliary aide

For, since CY=~F'H* CA, Y is on the auxiliary circle

,

And, since YFF is a nght angle, Y is on the directrix,

FP being drawn to the point of contact (Theorem 3,

Cor 3)

Cor. 2 IfFSi is drawn to touch the hyperbola at A, and

meet the asymptote in E, AE= BC

For the tnangles AEC, YFC are equiangular and have

CY^CA, AE = FY.
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(Th.7)
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and also QN* : AN. A'N . SC* • AC\

.% TN* ! QN :: CN* : AN AN
• CN : CN- CA*

TN-QN* ; QN* : AC* • CN-CA\
TN-QN* ; ^C* •

. CN-CA*
.. : AC*, (Th 7 )

TN*-QN*=SC\
and TQ . Qt=BC*

Hence as N moves away from C and Qt becomes

greater, TQ becomes less. That is, the line CE perpetually

approaches the curve but never meets it, and is therefore

called an asymptote

Theorem id

If OPO' be a tangent at P, meeting the asymptotes in

O, O', and RQqr a parallel secant, then will PO = PO',

RQ=! qr, andRQ .
Qr= PO*.

Using the figure of the preceding Theorem, draw

TQQ^t, Kpk perpendicular to the axis.

Then since RQ : QT . PO ; PK,

and Qr ; Qt ;; PC : Pk,

..RQ. Qn QT. Qt .. PO . PC ; PK . Pk,

QT. Qt^PK.Pk^SC*,

.• RQ . Qr^PO . pa.

but
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The proof is the same as that given for the elhpse in

Th II, Cor 2.

Theorem 17 Ordinate aiid Abscissa parallel to
Asymptote.

TAe rectangle contained by the ordinate and abscissa of any

point, measuredfrom the centreparallel to tlu asymptotes,

= ^(AC’+BC’)

Draw WPW perpendicular to the axis

Then, by similar tnangles,

Pn ; PW CE . zAE,

and Pm ; PW • CE . zAE,

Pn . Pm ; PW. PW CE^ . /^E’,

Pn . Pm ; PC^ AC+PC^ : 4PC‘,

/. Pn.Pm^-{AC^ + PC^.
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Pm=:Dm,

and because OP^PCf,

. . also Om = viCy

and therefore ODCPvs a parallelogram,

CD, CP are conjugate diameters.

Moreover the area OO'O", which is half the paral-

lelogram formed bjr the four tangents at the extremities of

conjugate diameters, is constant, =i,PmCn

But when the tangents are at the vertices the paral-

lelogram becomes a rectangle =z^Cx z^C;

. , the parallelogram = i,AC BC

CoR- I If ISperpendicular to CXi,

PK.CD=AC.BC.

Cor. z Since PD is bisected m m, and the asymptotes

are equally inclined to the axes, therefore parallels to the axes

through P and D intersect on the asymptote.

Por the intercept mW made by both the parallels is

equal to mP or niD

Con 3 Hence also DN' : PN AC . BC,

and CN' . CN :: BC . AC.

Cor 4. CH-CIP=AC*-BC\

For determining CP' and CH from the triangles

CPm, CDni, their difference is proportional to Cm mP,

or IS constant, and therefore = .4
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Theorem 20. Rectangles contained bv Segments oi

INTERSECTING CHORDS

Jf iwo chords of a hyperbola tnierscci one another, the

rectangles contained by their segments are proportional to the

squares ofthe diametersparallel to them

Let QPQf be one of the chords through 0, in the figure

of Theorem 19,
meeting the asymptotes m R, R\ CD the

parallel diameter,

then will QO . 0(f be proportional to CIP

, Draw CPV the diameter to bisect Q,(f.

Since OP . OQ;=QV^-0V%
and RO OR'^RV^-OV*,

. RO. OR'-QO. OQ:=RV^-QV
QR'

= C£»',

. QO . OQ=RO . OK-CDP.

But if KOK! be drawn through 0, and HPH' through

P, perpendicular to the transverse axis, meeting the asymp-

totes in K, K', H, H', since

RO . KO LP . HP,

and R:0 : K‘0 HP ; H'P,

.• RO. OR' . KO. OK' • CJOP ; BC,
therefore while 0 remains fixed, and therefore KO OK'

does not alter, RO . OK is proportional to CJP,

and therefore also QO . 0(f is proportional to CD".

Obs. If one pr both of the chords becomes a tangent,

the rectangle contained by the segments of the chords

becomes the square of the tangent

21





Exercises

1 In the figure of Theorem i, prove that

FP^AB' and AA'=^ VU

2 Shew how to cut from a given cone an ellipse of
given axis and eccentnaty.

3. Give some mechanical contnvance for describing an

ellipse and hyperbola.

4 Prove that

CF • CX • AC*

in any central conic

5. Prove that in the ellipse FF+FF is greater or

less than AA', according as F is outside or inside the

ellipse What is the corresponding property of the hyper-

bola?

6 If a cucle be desenbed on the axis minor of an

ellipse as diameter, and FQ'M, parallel to the axis major,

meet the ellipse in F, the arcle in and axis minor in Jif,

prove that

FM BC . AC
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15 A quadniateral figure arcumscnbes an elhpse,

prove that its pairs of opposite sides subtend angles at

either focus whose sum is two right angles

16. A circle touches an elhpse in P, and cuts it in

Q, R, prove that PQ, PR are equally inclined to the

axis.

17 If y IS the point of intersection of the tangent at

P with the tangent at A, prove that FT bisects the angle

AFP Hence find the locus of the centres of the escribed

circles of the tnangle FPF'.

18 If produced meet the tangent at the extremity

of the latus rectum m T, TN=FP.

19 Ellipses are descnbed with a given focus, and to

touch a given straight line in a given pom^ find the locus

of the other focus and of the centre

20 Ellipses are described with a given focus, and axis

major of given length, to touch a given straight line . find

the locus of the other focus, and centre Ans. A circle

21. Ellipses are descnbed with a given focus, and axis

minor of given length, to touch a given straight line . to find

the locus of the other focus.

Ans A straight Ime parallel to the given straight line

22. If from the extremities of the axes of an ellipse

any four parallel straight lines be draivn, they will intersect

the elhpse m the extremities of conjugate diameters.

23 Prove that in an ellipse AP, A'P axe parallel to a

pair of conjugate diameters, P being any point on the cun’e
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24 A line PFG is constrained to move so that tno

fixed points in it, i^and G, lie on tn'o axes at right angles

to one another. She^Y that tlie locus ofP is an ellipse.

Hence obtain a mechanical means of drawing an ellipse

with given axes

25. An ellipse slides between two lines at right angles

to one another; find the locus of its centre. (Th. 5, Cor.)

26. The locus of the points of bisection of chords of

an ellipse drawn through a given point is an ellipse of

equal eccentncity

27. If the focus of a conic and two points on the

cun'e be given, prove that its directrix wnll pass through

a fixed point. (Th. 3 )

28 Given three tangents to an ellipse and one focus,

find the other focus (Th 4. Cor. i.)

29 Prove that the circle FPIP passes through the

points of intersection of the tangent and normal at P with

the minor axis

30 If CE parallel to the tangent at P meets FP in

E, and gE is joined, gE is perpendicular to FP. (Th. 8

)

31. With a given focus, and three given points on the

curve, find the other focus.

32. The locus of the foot of tlie perpendicular from

the centre on any chord that subtends a right angle at the

centre is a circle.

33. Shew that the areas of the ellipse and its auxiliary'

circle are to one another as CB ; CA,

34. Chords are drawn to a conic from a fixed point;

shew that tangents at their extremities intersect on a fixed

straight line.
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35. A nfle bullet hits a target Fmd the locus of

places at which the sound of the discharge and of the hit

are heard at the same instant

36 Given the asymptotes, and one point on the curve,

construct for the foci.

37. The comer of a leaf is turned down so that the

triangle is of constant area Find the locus of its middle

point

38 Prove by the method of projections that ellipses

of equal eccentricity, and whose axes are parallel, can inter-

sect m only two points.

39 A straight line is drawn through a fixed point and

IS terminated by two given straight lines . find the locus of

Its middle point

40 If the directnx and focus of an ellipse be fixed,

and Its axis major continually increased, prove that m the

limit the ellipse becomes a parabola. Hence obtain the

tangent property of the parabola.

41. The locus of the intersection of tangents to an

ellipse at nght angles to one another is a circle Deduce

the corresponding property in the parabola.

42 The semi-latus rectum is a harmonic mean between

the segments of any focal chord

43. If e, i are the eccentncities of a hyperbola and

its conjugate, prove that

e AC=(' BC.
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44. "il F,/ arc the foci of a hyperbola, and its conju-

gate, and Pf P' conjugate points on tlie hyperbola and its

conjugate,

/P-PP^AC-PC, and CF-=Cf,

45. If any two tangents be drawn to a hyperbola, the

lines that join the points where they cut the asjmplotes

wall be parallel.

46 If an ellipse is described with a fi\cd centre to

touch two given straight lines, the locus of its focus is

a hj^pcrbola.

47. FY is drawTi to nnkc a conslint angle FYP
with the tangent at P\ shew that the locus of Y is a

circle.

48. If GK is the pcrpc'nhcul.ir on SP from G, tl.t

foot of the normal at /*, P/C will be equal to half the

latus rectum.

49 A chord of an ellipse which subtends a constant

angle at the focus alw.a)s louclies an ellipse with the same

focus and directrix.

50. A circle is inscribed in a triangle; prove tint if

an ellipse be described to touch the three sides of the

triangle, and one of its foci is on this circle, the oUier will

be on the same circle.
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